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1

Introduction
1.1

Background and motivation

Geological data – records of physical structures and substances of the earth,
their history, and the processes associated with them – are not only essential
for studying our mother planet but also for addressing key societal
challenges. Examples can be seen in resources exploration and management
(Agterberg, 1989; Bonham-Carter, 1994; Carranza, 2009), urban
development (Dai et al., 2001; Culshaw et al., 2009), climate change
(Anandakrishnan et al., 1998; Gerhard et al., 2001), water quality (Sharpe et
al., 1987; Roy et al., 2001; Pipkin et al., 2008), and hazard mitigation
(Michael and Eberhart-Phillips, 1991; Bell, 2003), etc. In the present Digital
Age (Kleppner and Sharp, 2009), computer-based hardware and software are
being widely used in the capture, update, integration, analysis, evaluation
and publication of geological data. Compared to the ongoing deluge of digital
geological data, approaches for promoting effective geological data
interoperability are currently underdeveloped. Interoperability of geological
data, thus, has long been a topic of concern in scientific works.
Interoperability is essential for efficient information retrieval and knowledge
discovery in studies and applications using geological data (cf. Loudon, 2000;
Richard et al., 2003; Carranza et al., 2004; Asch, 2005; Brodaric and
Gahegan, 2006; Gahegan et al., 2009). Challenges of data interoperability
can arise at different levels, such as systems (i.e., network and services),
syntax (i.e., language and encoding), schemas (i.e., modeling and structure),
semantics (i.e., content and meaning), and pragmatics (i.e., use and effect)
(Bishr, 1998; Harvey et al., 1999; Sheth, 1999; Ludäscher et al., 2003;
Brodaric, 2007). In this dissertation, geological data interoperability is
defined as the ability of geological data provided by a data source to
be accessed, decoded, understood and appropriately used by users.
Among the various finished and/or ongoing studies addressing geological
data interoperability, ontology-based approaches have attracted increasing
attentions in recent years to address geological data interoperability.
Ontologies in computer science are defined as shared conceptualizations of
domain knowledge (Gruber, 1995; Guarino, 1997b), which originate from the
1
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study of being in philosophy. Ontologies have been extensively studied to
address data interoperability issues in different knowledge or scientific
domains, such as genetics (Ashburner, 2000), geographical information
(Frank, 2001), soil classification (Rossiter, 2007), and solar-terrestrial
physics (Fox et al., 2009), etc. It was increasingly discussed in the literature
(e.g., Welty, 2002; McGuinness, 2003; Obrst, 2003; Uschold and Gruninger,
2004; Borgo et al., 2005) that, in building and using ontologies, it is worth to
keep in mind an ontology spectrum, which covers ontology types with
varying semantic richness (Fig. 1.1).
Is informal subclass of

Has narrower
meaning than

Is alphabetically next to

Catalog

Is formal subclass of

Glossary Taxonomy

Thesaurus

Is disjoint subclass of
with transitivity property

Conceptual
schema

Logic
theory

Enriched semantic expressions
Fig. 1.1. Ontology spectrum (adapted from Welty, 2002; McGuinness, 2003; Obrst, 2003; Uschold
and Gruninger, 2004; Borgo et al., 2005). Texts in italics explain a typical relationship in each
ontology type.

In the field of geological ontologies, there are examples of controlled
vocabularies (e.g., Bibby, 2006; Richard and Soller, 2008; Ma et al., 2010b),
conceptual schemas (e.g., Brodaric, 2004; NADM Steering Committee, 2004;
Richard, 2006) and logical language-based formal ontologies (e.g., Ludäscher
et al., 2003; Raskin and Pan, 2005; Tripathi and Babaie, 2008), etc. In
several recent projects, different types of ontologies have been applied to
provide featured functions in national, regional and global geological data
infrastructures, thereby promoting geological data interoperability and
facilitating information retrieval and knowledge discovery in applications. The
AuScope 1 project built vocabulary-based services for querying geological
maps to overcome differences in geoscience terms due to language, spelling,
synonyms and local variations and, thus, help users to find desired geological
information of Australia (Woodcock et al., 2010). The NADM model/schema
(NADM Steering Committee, 2004) was proposed and implemented in the
NGMDB 2 project (Soller and Berg, 2005) to promote collaborations among

1
2

2

http://www.auscope.org [Accessed March 21, 2011].
http://ngmdb.usgs.gov [Accessed March 21, 2011]
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geological map databases in the United States. The OneGeology (1G) 3
project adopted the GeoSciML (Sen and Duffy, 2005) as a common
conceptual schema and online exchange format to improve the
exchange/integration of online geological maps distributed globally (Jackson,
2007). GeoSciML was also applied in the OneGeology-Europe (1G-E) 4 project,
and the 1G-E further extended vocabulary-based services to enable
multilingual annotation and translation of geological map contents among 18
European languages (Asch et al., 2010; Laxton et al., 2010). Strategies
similar to 1G (i.e., applying common conceptual schemas among distributed
data sources) were also applied in the USGIN 5 project in the United States
(Allison et al., 2008) and the GIN-RIES 6 project in Canada (Brodaric et al.,
2009) to address interoperability of geoscience and groundwater information,
respectively. In the GEON 7 project, formal ontologies were used to mediate
conceptual schemas of heterogeneous geological maps and enable semantic
integration among them (Ludäscher et al., 2003; Baru et al., 2009).
In the aforementioned studies and application projects, substantial progress
has been made in developing geological ontologies and in using them to
mediate heterogeneous geological data, in which the capability of ontologies
for promoting geological data interoperability is commonly acknowledged. A
technical trend in those projects is deploying works in the environment of the
Semantic Web (Berners-Lee et al., 2001; Hendler, 2003) and developing
ontologies with Web-compatible global standards (e.g., eXtensible Markup
®
Language (XML) or sub-languages of XML, such as W3C proposed Simple
Knowledge Organization System (SKOS), Resource Description Framework
(RDF) and Web Ontology Language (OWL), etc.).
Despite the progress in building and using different types of geological
ontologies, the application of an ontology spectrum to promote geological
data interoperability still faces vast challenges, among which are the
following key challenges addressed in this dissertation:
(1) Modeling and encoding of ontologies – modeling transforms humans’
tacit knowledge of a domain into concepts and relationships, whereas
encoding implements the modeling with symbols/languages in a context
(cf. Kuhn, 2010). Modeling can generate varied semantic richness of
ontologies, whereas encoding is related to the environment in which
ontologies are used. Differences and relationships between modeling and
3
4
5
6
7

http://www.onegeology.org [Accessed March 21, 2011].
http://www.onegeology-europe.org [Accessed March 21, 2011].
http://www.usgin.org [Accessed March 21, 2011].
http://www.gw-info.net [Accessed March 21, 2011].
http://www.geongrid.org [Accessed March 21, 2011].
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encoding of ontologies are less discussed for applications in the field of
geology;
(2) Multilinguality of geological data and ontologies – geological units are
naturally independent of language borders, but geological data are not,
whereas commonly agreed multilingual ontologies are limited in many
subjects in geology (cf. Asch and Jackson, 2006), and applications of
multilingual geological ontologies with online geological data are
underdeveloped;
(3) Flexibility and usefulness of ontology-based applications – incorporating
ontologies into state-of-the-art technologies in geo-information science,
such as OGC® web service standards, algorithms of information retrieval
(e.g., Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 2011), conceptual mapping (e.g.,
Noy, 2009) and data visualization (e.g., Fox and Hendler, 2011), etc.,
allow exploration and evaluation of the potential of ontologies for
promoting interoperability of geological data; and
(4) Mediation and evolution of geological data and ontologies –
heterogeneous geological data can be mediated in a short-term period,
but data are continuously flowing and updated in a long-term
perspective and, thus, paradigms are needed to address the
interoperability of geological data underpinned by ontologies in an
evolving environment.

1.2

Study objectives

The research leading to this dissertation aimed to explore approaches to
address the aforementioned key challenges, and thus to provide a route map
for applying an ontology spectrum to promote geological data interoperability
at local, regional and global levels. The dissertation answers the following
research questions.
(1) How can ontologies be modeled and encoded, so that the resulting
ontologies are not only efficient for harmonizing local geological data but
also function to improve the interoperability of local or internal geological
data with extramural or external projects?
(2) In a regional/global environment, how can linguistic barriers of online
geological data be alleviated by building and using multilingual
ontologies?
(3) How can different methods of conceptual analysis be integrated to
develop thematic conceptual schemas that are efficient for problemsolving and are compatible with commonly used standards in the field of
geology?
(4) How can ontology-based tools be developed to improve the
interoperability of online geological data, so as to help both geologists
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and non-geologists to retrieve geological information and discover
geological knowledge?
(5) What are the context-caused challenges for geological data
interoperability, and how can these challenges be addressed in a longterm perspective?
To provide insights into the above-stated research questions, results of
research case studies of geological data interoperability at local, regional and
global levels are described in this dissertation. Several types of ontologies
such as taxonomies, thesauri, conceptual schemas and RDF/OWL-based
ontologies were developed and deployed, respectively, according to the
context of each research case study. Based on the results of these research
case studies, this dissertation discusses answers to each of the above-stated
research questions and, as a whole, presents strategies and methods for
properly deploying an ontology spectrum in practices to promote geological
data interoperability.

1.3

Dissertation outline

The dissertation consists of seven chapters. The five core chapters (2–6)
focus on the aforementioned five research questions, respectively. These
chapters have either been published or are submitted for publication as peerreviewed papers in ISI-indexed journals.
Chapter 1 describes the research background and the key challenges, and
then specifies research questions in the research objectives and outlines the
structure of the dissertation.
Chapter 2 describes methods developed for organizing, encoding and building
concepts in a taxonomical controlled vocabulary for local geological data in
mining projects. A strategy of “global thoughts and local actions” is deployed
in the work to promote both the harmonization of geological data within a
local context and the interoperability of local geological data with the external
environment.
Chapter 3 describes a SKOS-based multilingual thesaurus of geological time
scale developed for alleviating linguistic barriers of geological time scale
records among online geological maps, and discusses methods to obtain
satisfactory semantic expressions of concepts in a thesaurus.
Chapter 4 describes construction and application of conceptual
schemas/models for geological data in the compositing of borehole metalgrade intervals, and discusses both data-flow models and object-oriented
5
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models for developing a computer program. Concepts in these two groups of
models are compatible with commonly used standards in the field of mineral
resources estimation.
Chapter 5 describes a RDF/OWL-based ontology of geological time scale
developed to support annotation, visualization, filtration and generalization of
geological time scale information from online geological map services, and
evaluates the usefulness of the developed works with a user-survey.
Chapter 6 demonstrates a model representing contexts of geological data
sources, and proposes a procedure of semantic negotiations for approaching
pragmatic interoperability of distributed geological data in an evolving
environment.
Chapter 7 summarizes the results discussed in Chapters 2–6, presents
answers to the research questions, describes the main contributions of this
study, and provides recommendations for further studies.
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A controlled vocabulary
for interoperability of local geological data
This chapter is based on: Ma, X., Wu, C., Carranza, E.J.M., Schetselaar, E.M.,
van der Meer, F.D., Liu, G., Wang, X., Zhang, X., 2010. Development of a
controlled vocabulary for semantic interoperability of mineral exploration
geodata for mining projects. Computers & Geosciences 36 (12), 1512–1522.

2.1

Introduction

Many geological data (geodata) are captured and used within local contexts,
such as mineral exploration geodata, whereas the interoperability of these
geodata is of less concern. Mineral exploration is a continuous process
involving integration and re-use of multi-source, multi-disciplinary and multitemporal geodata. Geodata accumulated in preceding and ongoing mineral
exploration projects should be structured orderly and re-used as necessary,
in order to advance the understanding of geological assurance, economic
viability and exploitation feasibility of mineral deposits for mining. However,
inconsistent conceptual schemas and heterogeneous terms among diverse
mineral exploration geodata sources may hinder their efficient use and/or reuse in mining projects, as well as for sharing of geodata for further
applications in the same or related knowledge domains, such as for
estimation of mineral resources and confirmation of estimates (Carranza et
al., 2004; Ma et al., 2007). A possible solution to this problem is a controlled
vocabulary-driven database scheme derived from studies on ontology-based
information systems (Guarino, 1998; Sugumaran and Storey, 2006).
In general, a controlled vocabulary is a set of consistent terms used within a
specific knowledge domain (Smith and Kumar, 2004; Soller and Berg, 2005;
Richard and Soller, 2008). In a controlled vocabulary, the same concept (i.e.,
notions, ideas or principles) is represented by the same term (or group of
terms). In this regard, a controlled vocabulary-driven database scheme is
often used in applications (e.g., cross-database queries (Jaiswal et al., 2005;
McGuinness et al., 2006) and integration of heterogeneous databases
(Linnarsson, 1989; Ludäscher et al., 2003) which need a common
7
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representation and understanding of concepts within a knowledge domain.
Therefore, if the scheme of a controlled vocabulary-driven database is
followed for different applications within a knowledge domain, diverse local
schemas can be mapped to unified schemas, while inconsistent terms from
each application can be mapped to standard terms provided by a controlled
vocabulary. Heterogeneous geodata sources in a mining project can thereby
be transformed to a consistent form in a mineral exploration geoscience
database.
Since mineral exploration for mining applications is a multi-disciplinary
synthesis of numerous concepts, a proper representation of concepts and
their inter-relationships is essentially needed in the controlled vocabulary
(i.e., internal aspects of a controlled vocabulary). Moreover, in order to
improve the interoperability of mineral exploration geodata for mining
projects, the controlled vocabulary underpinning them should be
interoperable with concepts in related applications in the mineral exploration
domain (i.e., external aspects of a controlled vocabulary). Thus, the purpose
of the study described in this chapter is to develop methods for organizing,
encoding and building concepts in a controlled vocabulary for mining
applications of mineral exploration geodata, so as to make such a controlled
vocabulary not only efficient for reconciling heterogeneous geodata in various
mining projects, but also consistent and coherent with other concepts in the
mineral exploration domain.

2.2

Methods for building a controlled vocabulary

A controlled vocabulary is necessary basis for the ontology of a knowledge
domain (Gruber, 1995; Guarino, 1997b). An effective way to build ontology is
to start using current professional standards and dictionaries, and then
modify and/or extend it (McGuinness, 2003; Bibby, 2006). In the same way,
in developing the controlled vocabulary discussed here, a Chinese national
standard (AQSIQ, 1988) and several other standards derived from it were
referred for geoscience taxonomies and terms, because these standards are
widely accepted and used in mineral exploration in China.
Several adaptations were made to transform the original national standards
into a desired controlled vocabulary. The domain of mineral exploration for
mining applications was classified into subjects, subclasses and concepts,
which were embedded into the hierarchical (i.e., taxonomical) organization
structure of the controlled vocabulary. In accordance with this organization
structure, a coding method was applied to provide a unique code for each
subject, subclass or concept. In order to support applications in databases, a
metadata schema was also developed for the definition of terms in the
8
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controlled vocabulary. The developed controlled vocabulary provides an
extensible structure so that new subjects, subclasses or concepts evolving
from mineral exploration in a mining project can be added. The following
sections describe in detail the guidelines and procedures for developing the
controlled vocabulary.

2.2.1 Representation and organization of concepts
The study of an ontology spectrum (Welty, 2002; McGuinness, 2003; Obrst,
2003; Uschold and Gruninger, 2004; Borgo et al., 2005) reveals the
relationship between a controlled vocabulary and an ontology (Fig. 2.1). A
catalog and a glossary are both regarded as a simple controlled vocabulary,
because they are both often only an alphabetical list of terms; whereas a
taxonomy and a thesaurus are both regarded as a complex controlled
vocabulary, because they both enrich definitions of concepts and
relationships between concepts (ANSI/NISO, 2005; Coleman and Bracke,
2006). However, relationships between concepts in a taxonomy or thesaurus
are often informal (e.g., a subclass may not inherit all the properties of its
superclass). A conceptual schema (e.g., an object-oriented conceptual
schema) formalizes the relationships between concepts (e.g., a subclass
inherits properties of a superclass) (McGuinness, 2003). Nevertheless,
catalogs, glossaries, taxonomies, thesauri and conceptual schemas are all
machine-processable, but they are not machine-interpretable and thus
cannot be used to make valid inferences (Obrst, 2003). In order to improve
or attain machine-interpretability, a formal ontology is described by a logic
theory (e.g., the Description Logic).
Is informal subclass of

Has narrower
meaning than

Is alphabetically next to

Catalog

Is formal subclass of

Glossary Taxonomy

Thesaurus

Is disjoint subclass of
with transitivity property

Conceptual
schema

Logic
theory

Enriched semantic expressions
Fig. 2.1. Ontology spectrum (adapted from Welty, 2002; McGuinness, 2003; Obrst, 2003; Uschold
and Gruninger, 2004; Borgo et al., 2005). Texts in italics explain a typical relationship in each
ontology type.

Defining concepts and their inter-relationships involves both semantics and
syntax (Guarino, 1997a; Raskin and Pan, 2005; McGuinness et al., 2007;
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Durbha et al., 2009). Semantics deals with the meanings of concepts and
syntax deals with the structure of expressions in a language. Generally,
concepts in a controlled vocabulary are represented by terms in a natural
language (Bronowski and Bellugi, 1970; Boguraev and Kennedy, 1997;
Helbig, 2006), which is a human language that has evolved naturally in a
community and is typically used for communication. The natural languagebased representation of a concept should have a clear and distinct form, so
as to reveal the intended meaning of this concept within a domain (Babaie et
al., 2006). This is important and necessary as users can only access the
meaning of a concept in a form that they can understand and use (Sinha et
al., 2007). Therefore, terms used for representing concepts within a
controlled vocabulary should be restricted and organized according to certain
semantic and syntactic guidelines.
For implementation of semantics and syntax in a controlled vocabulary,
ISO/IEC 11179-5 (ISO, 2005) recommends that the name of a concept may
consist of four terms (Fig. 2.2): object class term, qualifier term, property
term and representation term. An object class term represents a genus or
category to which a concept belongs. A qualifier term represents a differentia
that distinguishes a concept from other concepts within the same object
class. A property term represents a common characteristic of all concepts
belonging to the same object class. A representation term describes the form
of a set of valid values of a concept. A representation term may be
overlapped with part of the property term and is often eliminated.

Qualifier term

Average

ore grade

Property term

of orebody

as a basic parameter
of reserve calculation

Representation term

in prospecting and exploration
of mineral sources

Object class term

Fig. 2.2. Semantic and syntactic compositions of terms representing a concept based on guidelines
recommended by ISO/IEC 11179-5 (ISO, 2005).
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Fig. 2.3. Hierarchical structure revealed by object class of a concept. A four-level
hierarchy of subject and subclasses is derived from a concept name shown in Fig. 2.2.
Terms in this diagram are derived from a Chinese national standard (AQSIQ, 1988).
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For a group of concepts within the same object class, they share the same
object class term. Generally, an object class is a subclass within a subject
(i.e., a branch of knowledge), and there may be a hierarchical structure of
subdivisions from a subject to a subclass. Explanation of a hierarchical
structure needs a group of terms. However, putting these terms into the
name of every concept within an object class causes huge redundancy.
Instead, previous studies (Gillespie and Styles, 1999; Brodaric et al., 2002;
Huber et al., 2003) propose that the hierarchical structure of subject and
subclasses can be represented and implemented in the organization structure
of a controlled vocabulary. Such an organization structure sets up a context
for concepts within an object class and helps to ascertain/explain the
meaning of each concept.
In the controlled vocabulary discussed here for mining applications of mineral
exploration geodata, the aforementioned guidelines were followed to set up
hierarchical/taxonomical organization structures and concise names for
concepts. For example, Fig. 2.2 shows the name of a concept that contains a
long explanation of its object class. This object class was divided into three
levels: the subject “Prospecting and exploration of mineral resources” and
two subclasses “Reserves” and “Basic parameters for reserve calculations”.
Meanwhile, another subclass “Ore grade” was taken out as it is a common
property of a group of concepts. Thus, a four-level hierarchy of subject and
subclasses was set up as an organization structure; and as a result, names of
concepts within the same object class were simplified (Fig. 2.3).

2.2.2 Encoding and definition of concepts
Compared to hierarchically organized concepts (or terms) expressed in a
natural language, a coding system is a simpler representation of concepts in
a knowledge domain (Loudon, 2000; Deissenboeck and Pizka, 2006; Sinha et
al., 2007). Codes use short abbreviations to represent information defined by
concepts or terms (Mori, 1995; Cimino, 1998). A unique code can be
assigned to each concept or term in order to reveal their hierarchical levels in
a controlled vocabulary. A typical example is the United Nations Standard
Products and Services Code (UNSPSC). It provides classification codes that
clearly reveal hierarchical levels of terms (UNSPSC, 2004). For example, the
category “11-Mineral and textile and inedible plant and animal materials” has
a subclass “111-Minerals and ores and metals”, which in turn has a subclass
“111015-Minerals”, and the subclass “111015-Minerals” contains different
mineral names, such as “11101501-Mica”, “11101502-Emery” and
“11101503-Quartz”, etc.
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In order to encode concepts in the controlled vocabulary discussed here, the
following guidelines were followed (Wang et al., 1999): (1) each subject,
subclass or concept has a unique code; (2) the code of a subject or subclass
is included in the code of its subclasses and concepts; and (3) pure (i.e.,
alphabetic) codes are adopted for subjects, subclasses and concepts that can
be used as fields in a database, whereas mixed (i.e., alphanumeric) codes
are adopted only for concepts that can be used as records in a table column.
For example, the pure code “PKCDDC” represents the concept “Average
grade of orebody”. The subject and subclasses related to codes “PK”, “C”, “D”
and “D” are listed in Table 2.1. If a subclass contains a number of concepts in
an enumeration scheme (i.e., an exact listing of all concepts within a
subclass), it is clearer and easier to use mix codes to encode these concepts.
For example, in Table 2.2, the code “YSEB14801” represents the concept
“Granite”, in which “YS”, “E” and “B” are respectively related to the upper
subject and subclasses of the concept.
Table 2.1 Examples of pure codes and hierarchical levels they represent

Level

Code

English name

Subject

PK

Prospecting and exploration of mineral
resources

|–Subclass

PKC

Reserves

|

|–Subclass

PKCD

Basic parameters for reserve calculations

|

|

|–Subclass

PKCDD

Ore grade

|

|

|

PKCDDC

Average grade of orebody

|–Concept

Table 2.2 Example of mixed codes and hierarchical levels they represent
Code
English name

Level
Subject

YS

Petrology

|–Subclass

YSE

Classification and name of rocks

|

|–Subclass

YSEB

Rock name

|

|

YSEB14801

Granite

|–Concept

Another purpose of assigning unique codes to every concept, subclass or
subject is to use those codes as field names in a database, in order to avoid
errors caused by Chinese field names and to speed up database queries.
Using codes instead of Chinese letters as field names depends on the multilingual compatibility of the database system adopted (Chen et al., 2003),
although using Chinese letters as field names may cause errors when
transferring records between two different database systems (Zhang, 2002).
The controlled vocabulary discussed here provides terms in both English and
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Chinese versions. Names of subjects, subclasses and concepts shown in Table
2.2 and Table 2.3 are retrieved from the English version, whereas in the
actual works of data integration in several mining projects in China only the
Chinese version has been used. The codes were used as field names (i.e., to
be used in physical databases and SQL scripts) and the names of related
concepts or subclasses as field captions (i.e., to be shown in user interfaces).
Table 2.3 Metadata elements defining concepts, subclasses or subjects as fields in
databases

Element
name

Description

Code

An abbreviation representing a concept, subclass
or subject uniquely
A Chinese string representing a subject, subclass
or concept
A English string representing a subject, subclass or
concept
Data type of a field (e.g., Text, Number, Date, etc.)

Chinese
name
English
name
Data type
Specified
data type
Decimal
place
Unit

Data type defined in computer language
Number of decimal places of numerical records

Max value

A division of quantity accepted as a standard of
measurement or exchange
Indicates whether a record is required in a table
column
Indicates whether a null record is valid in a table
column
A value automatically being assigned to a new
record input to a table column
Maximum value of a record stored in a table column

Min value

Minimum value of a record stored in a table column

Restriction

Other requirements for records stored in a table
column

Remarks

Additional descriptions and restrictions

Required
Null
Default value

Example
PKCDDC

Average grade
of orebody
Number
Float
4
% or g/t
*

TBD in
application
TBD in
application
TBD in
application
TBD in
application
TBD in
application
Only applicable
for solid
minerals
Unit “%” for base
metals; and “g/t”
for precious
metals

*TBD = to be determined.
For the controlled vocabulary discussed here, one of its primary functions is
modeling conceptual schemas (cf. Bermudez and Piasecki, 2006; Batanov
and Vongdoiwang, 2007) for mineral exploration geodatabases in mining
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projects. In this regard, a metadata schema was developed (Table 2.3), by
which concepts, subclasses and subjects in the controlled vocabulary can be
defined as fields in databases.

2.2.3 Extensible structure for adding new concepts
With the aforementioned guidelines and methods, the controlled vocabulary
for mineral exploration geodatabases of mining projects was developed, in
which the subjects cover almost all the topics of geology and mineral
resources (Fig. 2.4). Nevertheless, it is necessary in further studies to create
new subclasses, concepts as well as subjects in the controlled vocabulary,
because new terms for objects and properties may evolve from actual works
in different mining projects. This requires that the controlled vocabulary
discussed here has an extensible structure. The methods for organizing,
coding and defining concepts set up an “umbrella” structure that supports
extensions of the controlled vocabulary.
A new concept that evolves from actual mining works can be compared with
existing concepts and subclasses in the hierarchy, in order to check whether
the new concept can be included in an existing subclass; or else, a new
subclass can be created and into which this new concept can be included. For
example, in an old version of the controlled vocabulary, there were no
concepts corresponding to borehole inclination data. Since inclination record
is a part of borehole loggings that belong to the subject “Geophysical
exploration”, a new subclass “Borehole inclination record” and its relevant
concepts in this subject were created (Table 2.4). Meanwhile, the coding
method was used to assign a unique code to each newly added subclass or
concept.
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Controlled vocabulary for
mineral exploration geo-databases for mining applications
Prospecting and exploration of mineral resources [PK]
Petrology [YS]

Geoeconomy [JJ]

Exploratory engineering [TK]

Geotectonics [DD]

Crystallography and mineralogy [KW]

Geochemistry [DH]

Mathematical geology [SD]

Mineral and rock identification [YK]
Historical geology and stratigraphy [DS]

Remote sensing geology [YG]

Chemical analysis [HX]

Mining geology and mining [KS]

Geophysics [DW]

Engineering geology [GC]

Geomorphology [DM]

Ore deposits [KC]

Environmental geology [HJ]
Coal geology [MD]

Geochemistry exploration [HT]

Geophysical exploration [WT]

Palaeontology [GS]

Beneficiation and metallurgy [XY]

Structural geology [GZ]

Paleogeography [GD]

Hydrogeology [SW]

Mapping [CH]

Fig. 2.4. Subjects in studied controlled vocabulary for mineral exploration geodata in
mining projects. Codes of subjects are shown in square brackets next to names of
subjects.
Table 2.4 Naming and coding of newly added subclass “Borehole inclination record” and
relevant concepts
Level
Code
English name
Subject
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WT

Geophysical exploration

|–Subclass

WTH

Well logging terminologies

|

|–Subclass

WTHG

Recording in site

|

|

|–Subclass

WTHGF

Borehole inclination record

|

|

|

|–Concept

WTHGFA

Measured deviation angle

|

|

|

|–Concept

WTHGFB

Examined deviation angle

|

|

|

|–Concept

WTHGFC

Adopted deviation angle

|

|

|

|–Concept

WTHGFD

Measured azimuth angle

|

|

|

|–Concept

WTHGFE

Examined azimuth angle

|

|

|

|–Concept

WTHGFF

Adopted azimuth angle
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2.3

Case study to standardize and integrate multisource borehole databases

The controlled vocabulary discussed here has been used for reconciling
heterogeneous geodata and setting up integrated databases for various
mining projects of the Zijin Mining Group in China. In this section, a case
study using multi-source borehole data is described to demonstrate
applications of the controlled vocabulary for standardization and integration
of mineral exploration geodata for mining.

Controlled vocabulary

Conceptual modeling

Conceptual schema

……

Borehole_Layered_Geological_Description
…
Rock name [YSEB]

Borehole number [GCJCBN]

Rock Texture [YSC]

Layer number [MDLOA]
Rock name [YSEB]

Symptomatic mineral [KWBGAX]
Fossil [GSAB]

Rock texture [YSC]
Symptomatic mineral [KWBGAX]
Fossil [GSAB]
…

Fig. 2.5. Applying studied controlled vocabulary to build conceptual schemas of
databases. Relationships between terms in the controlled vocabulary are different from
those in the conceptual schemas of databases. A step called conceptual modeling is
applied between the controlled vocabulary and the resulting conceptual schemas.
Terms, codes and their definitions in the controlled vocabulary are used as building
blocks to set up conceptual schemas for databases.
Due to the long history of mineral exploration conducted by the Zijin Mining
Group, borehole data in the studied mining projects were stored in
heterogeneous databases. For example, in one of these mining projects there
are three borehole databases. In order to reconcile these three databases
into an integrated geoscience database, a unified conceptual schema of
borehole data was first set up by using the controlled vocabulary (Fig. 2.5).
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Then entities and properties in each conceptual schema of the three
databases were mapped to relevant entities and properties in the unified
conceptual schema (Fig. 2.6).

Database A

Borehole_Record
ZK_ID
ZK_type
X
Y
Z
ZK_azimuth_angle
ZK_inclination_angle
Layer_start
Layer_end
Rock
Grain_size
Color
Mineral
Au_grade
Cu_grade
…

Database B

Database C

Borehole_Brief_Information
Exploration area number [MDBTAD]
Borehole number [GCJCBN]
X coordinate at hole top [TKCAF]
Y coordinate at hole top [TKCAG]
…

Borehole_Layered_Geological_Des
cription
Exploration area number [MDBTAD]
Borehole number [GCJCBN]
Layer number [MDLOA]
Rock name [YSEB]
Rock color [YSHB]
…

Integrated
Database

Fig. 2.6. Mapping diverse conceptual schemas of borehole data to a unified schema.
Mapping between conceptual schema of database A and a unified schema of an
integrated database is shown in partial detail.
Professional terms provided by the controlled vocabulary were also used as
mandatory terms for borehole data in the integrated geoscience database
(Fig. 2.7). Several computer programs were developed, by using C++ and
SQL (Structured Query Language) languages, to support the transformation
from heterogeneous records to standard terms. Most of these programs are
based on systemically organized terms in the controlled vocabulary, such as
terms of geological time scale, rock names and rock colors, etc. For example,
a program was applied to transform records in column “Color” of table
“Borehole_Record” in the original database A (Fig. 2.8a). This column was
first connected to subclass “Rock color [YSHB]” of subject “Petrology [YS]” in
the controlled vocabulary (Fig. 2.7d). Then, records in this column were
respectively compared with standard terms in the subclass “Rock color
[YSHB]” in order to find “abnormal” records (i.e., cannot find a same term in
the controlled vocabulary). Once such a record (e.g., “Dark yellow-brown”)
was found, a dialog box popped up indicating further operations, one of
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which is replacing this record with a standard term (e.g., “Deep yellowbrown”) chosen from the subclass “Rock color [YSHB]” in the controlled
vocabulary. After confirmation, all other records of “Dark yellow-brown” in
the column “Color” of table “Borehole_Record” were replaced by “Deep
yellow-brown” (Fig. 2.8d).
Standardized borehole data underpinned by the controlled vocabulary
improved applications that perform comprehensive processing of most or all
borehole records in a mining project, such as mapping of borehole logs,
modeling of ore bodies and estimation of mineral resources. A significantly
improved application in the study presented in this chapter is the automatic
borehole log mapping. A computer program was developed whereby
contents, legends and layouts of borehole log maps can be edited as libraries
and scripts by parametric methods (Auerbach and Schaeben, 1990; Liu et al.,
1999). For example, a library of map symbols has been developed for
different rocks. When a record in column “Rock name” was retrieved, the
computer program found the relevant symbol in the library. Then that symbol
was used to fill a cell in the map (Fig. 2.9). Standardized rock names are,
therefore, essential for the automatic process of borehole log mapping.
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…
…
…
…

…
ZK1101
ZK1101
ZK1101
…

Borehole
number
[GCJCBN]

Code
YSHB
YSHB001
…
YSHB084
…
YSHB103
…

English name
Rock color
Light red
…
Grey-white
…
Deep yellow-brown
…

001
002
003
…

Layer
number
[MDLOA]
Rock name
[YSEB]

Mandate

English name
Rock texture
Texture of igneous rocks
Holocrystalline
…
Intermediate granular
Fine granular
…

Mandate

Intermediate granular
Granule
Granule
…

Rock texture
[YSC]

Level
Term
Subclass
Term
…
Term
Term
…

Code
KWBGAX
KWBH
KWBH0001
…
KWBH0028
KWBH0029
…

Gold
…

Level
Subclass
Term
…
Term
Term
Term
…

Code
GSAB
GSAB01
…
GSAB05
GSAB06
GSAB07
…

English name
Fossil
Ancient organism
…
Marcofossil
Mircofossil
Nannofossil
…

(f) List of fossil classifications

…

…
…
…
…

Mandate

English name
Texture of sedimentary rocks
Texture of clastic grains
Grade of grains
Coarse clastic
…
Granule
…

Fossil
…
[GSAB]

Code
YSCB
YSCBA
YSCBAA
YSCBAA2001
…
YSCBAA2011
…

Symptomatic
mineral
[KWBGAX]

Mandate

Grey-white
Deep yellow-brown
Deep yellow-brown
…

Rock color
[YSHB]

Level
Subclass
Subclass
Subclass
Term
…
Term
…

(c) List of sedimentary rock textures

English name
Symptomatic mineral
Crystallochemical classification of minerals
Diamond
…
Gold
Tetra-auricupride
…

(e) List of mineral names

Granite
Breccia
Breccia
…

Code
YSC
YSCA
YSCA1001
…
YSCA1011
YSCA1012
…

Borehole_Layered_Geological_Description

Mandate

Level
Subclass
Subclass
Term
…
Term
Term
…

(b) List of igneous rock textures

Fig. 2.7. Using studied controlled vocabulary to mandate standard terms and codes. Tables (a)–(f) are segments of terms
in studied controlled vocabulary. Table (g) is a segment of standardized borehole data in an integrated mine-scale
database. In (a)–(f), cells filled with dark color indicate codes and names of subclasses and concepts used as column
headings or records in (g).

Level
Subclass
Term
…
Term
…
Term
…

English name
Rock name
Dunite
…
Granite
…
Breccia
…

(g) Standardized records

Code
YSEB
YSEB10001
…
YSEB14801
…
YSEB20101
…

(d) List of rock colors

Level
Subclass
Term
…
Term
…
Term
…

(a) List of rock names
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ZL11001
ZL11001
ZL11001
ZL11001
ZL11001
…

…
…
…
…
…
…

13.63
14.17
15.14
16.58
21.16
…

Granite
Breccia
Breccia
Breccia
Granite
…

1-3mm
1-5mm
1-5mm
1-5mm
1-3mm
…

Grain_
size

ZK302
ZK302
ZK302
ZK302
ZK302
…
ZK402
ZK402
…

…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…

Borehole
number
[GCJCBN]
ZK1101
ZK1101
ZK1101
ZK1101
ZK1101
…

…

…
…
…
…
…
…

…

PN0402
…

…
…

…
…
…
…
…
…

…

038
039
040
041
…
035
036
…

037

Layer
number
[MDLOA]
001
002
003
004
005
…
291.99
293.14
295.89
297.69
…
162.90
165.42
…

…

165.42

162.90

Depth

…

2.52

1.03

Thickness

KS
285.59
291.99
293.14
295.89
297.69
…

YCHD
2.00
6.40
1.15
2.75
1.80
…

6.40
1.15
2.75
1.80
…
1.03
2.52
…

2.00

Layer
thickness
[TKAJAT]
13.63
0.54
0.97
1.44
4.58
…
Breccia
Breccia
Dacite prophyrite
Breccia
…
Breccia
Granite
…

Breccia

Rock name
[YSEB]
Granite
Breccia
Breccia
Breccia
Granite
…
Granule
Granule
Blastoporphyritic
Granule
…
Pebble
Intermediate granular
…

Granule

Rock texture
[YSC]
Intermediate granular
Granule
Granule
Granule
Intermediate granular
…

YSJG
Granule
Granule
Granule
Blastoporphyritic
Granule
…

…

…

…

Transform

…

…

…
…
…
…
…
…
…

Transform

Strong silicified medium-fine grained granite; Grey-white; Main altered mineral is quartz, with a
small amount of dickite. Weak gold mineralization.

…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…

…

…
…
…
…
…

…

YSYS
Grey-white
Grey-white
Grey-white
Grey-white
Grey-white

Strongly silicified dacitic cryptoexplosive breccia; Grey-white; Brecciated structure. 70% of content
is breccia, composed by silicified rock (originates from dacite prophyrite?). Subangular to subrounded;
Size 3-25mm; Cement is strongly silicified. Weak gold mineralization.

Grey-white
Grey-white

Grey-white
Grey-white
Grey-white
Grey-white

Grey-white

Rock color
[YSHB]
Grey-white
Deep yellow-brown
Deep yellow-brown
Deep yellow-brown
Grey-white

ZKYXMS
YSMC
Breccia
Breccia
Breccia
Dacitic prophyrite
Breccia
…

Borehole Core Geological Record
Geological_description

Depth at
layer bottom
[TKACCM]
13.63
14.17
15.14
16.58
21.16
…
285.59

ZK
ZK302
ZK302
ZK302
ZK302
ZK302
…

Borehole_Layered_Geological_Description

…
…
…
…
…
…
…

(b) Segment of records in database B

Fig. 2.8. Transforming heterogeneous terms to standard terms provided by studied controlled vocabulary. Tables
(a), (b) and (c) are segments of records retrieved from original databases A, B and C, respectively. Table (d) is a
segment of records in an integrated mine-scale database. In (d), cells filled with dark color indicate standardized
records after a mandated transformation process.

PN0402

Borehole_ID

…

…

Grey-white
Dark yellow-brown
Dark yellow-brown
Dark yellow-brown
Grey-white

Color

(d) Segment of records in integrated database

0
13.63
14.17
15.14
16.58
…

Rock

Borehole_Record
Layer_ Layer_
start
end

(c) Segment of records in database C

Transform

ZK_ID

…

(a) Segment of records in database A
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Fig. 2.9. Automatically generated borehole log maps with consistent symbols and terms based on standardized borehole data.
Map of borehole “ZK1101” is shown in partial detail.
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Following the aforementioned procedure of standardization, integration and
application for mining project geodata, three mining projects of the Zijin
Mining Group in different locations have reconciled their heterogeneous
borehole data into integrated geoscience databases. As a part of the
database used for estimation of mineral resources, borehole data of each
mining project were forwarded to the institute of geological and mineral
exploration of the Zijin Mining Group, which estimates mineral resources for
its individual mining projects. The controlled vocabulary-driven borehole data
were welcomed by geologists at this institute. Data and mineral resources
estimates in any mining project are subsequently forwarded to the mineral
resources and reserves evaluation center of the Ministry of Land and
Resources of China for checking and confirmation. The standardized borehole
data from these mining projects of Zijin Mining Group also obtained positive
comments at this center.

2.4

Discussion

The focus of the study presented in this chapter is on the interoperability of
mineral exploration geodata of local contexts (i.e., mining projects of a
mining group). The methods applied here for developing a taxonomical
controlled vocabulary for the knowledge domain of mineral exploration for
mining applications resulted in or improved the interoperability of multisource mining project geodata. The study presented in this chapter shows
that a properly organized controlled vocabulary is not only efficient for
reconciling heterogeneous geodata sources within a mining project, but is
also helpful in making geodata of individual mining projects interoperable
with other applications in the knowledge domain of mineral exploration.
Promotions of the results of this study by the headquarters of the mining
group helped in convincing managers of its mining projects to adopt the
controlled vocabulary as a common platform for building integrated
geoscience databases. However in a general and practical sense, it is hard to
convince different institutions to adopt a unified controlled vocabulary and
replace their customary ones. Therefore, besides methodological works (e.g.,
concise organization structure, hierarchical encoding and extensible
structure, etc.), negotiation and consensus among various institutions are
also necessary to promote the wider acceptability and interoperability of a
controlled vocabulary in practical works. A primary reason for adopting and
adapting professional standards in the controlled vocabulary described here is
that these standards are results of negotiations and collaborations on certain
topics in the larger knowledge domain of geology and mineral resources, and
thus they have been widely accepted and used.
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The knowledge domain of mineral exploration for mining applications is a
synthesis of diverse subjects and concepts. The controlled vocabulary
discussed here does not represent precisely relationships between these
subjects and concepts as what a formal ontology does. However, the
presented hierarchical organization structure of subjects, subclasses and
concepts provides a simple but concise representation for this knowledge
domain. In the aforementioned case study of mining project geoscience
databases, researchers could easily retrieve terms from the controlled
vocabulary in order to reconcile various geodata and build new databases for
their studies in mining applications. The coding method provides an even
simpler representation of concepts and their inter-relationships. Codes are
also a link between multi-lingual terms in the controlled vocabulary, and have
been used as field names in mining databases in order to avoid errors caused
by Chinese field names and speed up database queries. The definition
schema defines a concept, subclass or subject in the controlled vocabulary as
a field in a database. In the case study, the definition schema has been
proved useful for modeling conceptual schemas of databases. Thus, the
organization structure, coding method and definition schema make the
controlled vocabulary efficient in reconciling various geodata sources in a
mining project (Fig. 2.10).
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The extensible structure and use of professional standards in the controlled
vocabulary improve the interoperability of reconciled geodata for mining
purposes (Fig. 2.10). The extensible structure makes the controlled
vocabulary continuously growing by addition of new terms that evolve from
different mining projects. In this way, the controlled vocabulary became a
common platform of professional terms among different mining projects in
the aforementioned case study. National standards were adopted and
adapted in the controlled vocabulary, because these standards have high
credibility for general geological work in China (Wu et al., 2005). By using
taxonomies and terms from standards, the study presented in this chapter
did not actually “re-invent the wheel”, but developed a controlled vocabulary
that is more credible and acceptable for databases of mining projects.
Geodata standardized by a controlled vocabulary enable concerned
researchers in a mining project to access these data with a “common
language”, thus improving their communication with each other (Fig. 2.10).
Reports and maps of mineral resources estimates based on standardized
mining project geodata were also welcomed by researchers outside the
mining projects, because they can easily read and understand professional
terms derived from standards and use the standardized data according to
their needs. In this way, data consumers and providers do not need to
negotiate the concepts and the contents of data models, while they are
communicating with each other (cf. Richard and Soller, 2008).
Controlled vocabularies have been studied in many different research
projects related to sharing and integration of geodata, such as GEON
(Ludäscher et al., 2003), NGMDB (Richard et al., 2003; Soller and Berg,
2005) and OneGeology (Jackson, 2007; CGI-IUGS, 2008). A similarity
between these studies and the study described in this chapter is the objective
of using controlled vocabularies or ontologies to improve the standardization
and semantic interoperability of geodata. Nevertheless, there are also
differences in knowledge domains, organization structures and coding
methods, etc. One significant difference is that the controlled vocabulary in
this study does not involve XML-based encoding, whereas controlled
vocabularies in many other studies are edited with XML-based languages, in
order to support web-based services and applications (cf. Soergel et al.,
2004; Richard and Soller, 2008). Considering that XML-based controlled
vocabularies are more compatible with web-based applications and can be
more easily transferred to description logic-based formal ontologies (cf.
Raskin and Pan, 2005; Brodaric and Probst, 2009), one of the further studies
is to re-edit the controlled vocabulary with an XML-based language, such as
SKOS (van Assem et al., 2006), so as to enable the controlled vocabulary to
support web-based services of mining project geodata.
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Hierarchical organization and encoding of terms have been studied in other
research projects, such as the AGROVOC (FAO, 2010) and the UNSPSC
(UNSPSC, 2004). A similarity between the study described in this chapter and
those two studies is that relationships between terms are initially defined as
“has broader meaning than”, “has narrower meaning than”, or “is related to”
(Fig. 2.3). Whereas AGROVOC does not provide codes in the thesaurus,
UNSPSC provides hierarchical codes for every term. Whereas only numeric
codes are used for terms in the UNSPSC thesaurus, both alphabetic and
alphanumeric codes are used for terms in the controlled vocabulary
developed in this study. A notable similarity between the UNSPSC thesaurus
and the controlled vocabulary in this study is that, although every concept,
subclass or subject can have different names in different languages, every
concept, subclass or subject is given a single code. This means that a code is
a potentially unique representation of a concept expressed in different
languages. For example, by using an encoded multi-lingual controlled
vocabulary, codes can be stored in columns (e.g., “Rock name [YSEB]” and
“Rock color [YSHB]” in Fig. 2.8d) of a database, and records can be shown in
a preferred language in user interfaces. Consequently, geodata underpinned
by a multi-lingual controlled vocabulary can be translated from one language
to another. This is a useful function when data sharing is carried out
internationally (Gravesteijn and Rassam, 1990). Nevertheless, a previous
study on AGROVOC (Soergel et al., 2004) shows that, for well-defined
semantics, relationships between terms should be enriched in order to
transform a thesaurus into an ontology. This is another direction to improve
the controlled vocabulary in further studies.
Mapping and transforming of geodata from a local terminological system to
the controlled vocabulary inevitably causes information loss. For example, a
local term may be transferred to a term in the controlled vocabulary, but the
meaning of both terms can be slightly different. Or, only a term with a
broader meaning can be found in the controlled vocabulary for a local term.
In order to reduce such information loss, researchers in mining projects in
the case study received trainings of both terminological systems before they
operated the mapping and transformation of mining project geodata. Another
way reducing information loss was to keep many local terms unchanged in
the transformed geodata, while adding these terms into the controlled
vocabulary. This was possible when no terms with equivalent or similar
meanings could be found in the controlled vocabulary.

2.5

Conclusions

By extrapolation, it can be concluded that a properly organized controlled
vocabulary allows for efficient reconciliation of heterogeneous and multi27
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source geological data in local contexts and makes those geological data
interoperable with extramural applications in the same knowledge domain. In
order to achieve this purpose, it is necessary that a controlled vocabulary
provides a concise structure for representing and organizing concepts and
their inter-relationships in a knowledge domain. Moreover, negotiations and
collaborations among stakeholders in the same or related knowledge domains
can be helpful in promoting wider acceptability and interoperability of a
controlled vocabulary as well as the geological data underpinned by it.
Nevertheless, when the geological data interoperability issues are discussed
on regional/global scales, an often-encountered challenge is the
multilinguality of geological data provided by different data sources. Chapter
3 will elaborate on this issue and describe approaches for alleviating linguistic
barriers of online geological data.
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A multilingual thesaurus
for interoperability of online geological data
This chapter is based on: Ma, X., Carranza, E.J.M., Wu, C., van der Meer,
F.D., Liu, G., 2011. A SKOS-based multilingual thesaurus of geological time
scale for interoperability of online geological maps. Computers & Geosciences
37 (10), 1602–1615.

3.1

Introduction

Regional/global cooperation is a trend of scientific works in the field of
geology, whereas challenges caused by multilinguality of geological data
(geodata) arise in many of these works. Linguistic barrier is a long-term
challenge for the interoperability of geodata and retrieval of geoinformation
(Lloyd, 1973; Gravesteijn and Rassam, 1990; Asch and Jackson, 2006;
Laxton et al., 2010). Users of geological maps have been facing that
challenge since this type of geodata has evolved. With increasing
internationalization and globalization of geological scientific and technological
works (e.g., de Mulder et al., 2006; Jackson, 2007), overcoming that
challenge has become an important issue in sharing of geodata and/or
geoinformation. Most geological maps are produced by governmental
organizations; thus, they are encoded in official languages of their producers.
If users cannot read the languages of a geological map, then it is hard for
them either to understand the meaning of that map or to use that map
efficiently. Recently, some digital geological maps have been published in
bilingual formats (e.g., the 1: 200,000 Geological Map of Japan published in
Japanese and English (GSJ-AIST, 2009)) and multilingual formats (e.g., the
1:5,500,000 Geological Map of South America published in Spanish,
Portuguese and English (CGMW et al., 2003)) to alleviate linguistic barriers
for international users. However, the number of languages used in these
maps is still limited and several other geological maps remain in monolingual
formats. Consequently, the interoperability of most geological maps is
precluded or hindered.
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Since the past decades, researchers coordinated by the CGI-IUGS 8 and its
predecessors have been attempting to alleviate linguistic barriers of
geological maps by developing multilingual geoscience thesauri. Earlier
outputs of their works include the published 1st and 2nd editions of
Multilingual Thesaurus of Geosciences (or MTG) (Rassam et al., 1988;
Gravesteijn et al., 1995). The 2nd edition includes 5823 terms in English (as
the basic reference), French, German, Italian, Russian and Spanish 9. Another
recently published output is the Asian Multilingual Thesaurus of Geosciences
(or AMTG) (CCOP and CIFEG, 2006), which includes 5867 terms in English
(as the basic reference), Khmer, Chinese, French, Indonesian, Japanese,
Korean, Lao, Malaysian, Thai and Vietnamese 10 . These thesauri help users
understand and use geological maps in foreign languages. However, the MTG
contains some geoscience terms that are “inconsistent, incomplete and
inaccurate” (Asch and Jackson, 2006), and so its applications are limited. The
newer AMTG also contains some “inconsistent, incomplete and inaccurate”
terms, and its applications have not been fully demonstrated yet. Thus, it is
worthwhile to further study how to make more useful multilingual geoscience
thesauri.
Rapidly evolving web technologies pave the way for development of
platforms for sharing geological maps to the international community, and for
developing and applying multilingual geoscience thesauri. The OGC® web
service standards (e.g., WMS 11, WFS 12 and WCS 13, etc.) enable the flow of
geodata more open and faster through the World Wide Web (Peng and Tsou,
2003). By using these web services, organizations or individuals can publish
geological maps online easily. For example, through the OneGeology project
(Jackson, 2007; Jackson and Wyborn, 2008), 116 countries have agreed to
share geological maps by the middle of 2010, and 50 of them have already
provided WMS or WFS of their national or regional geological maps 14 .

8

Commission for the Management and Application of Geoscience Information of the
International Union of Geological Sciences. http://www.cgi-iugs.org [Accessed
February 07, 2011].
9
The online version of MTG also includes Finnish and Swedish.
http://en.gtk.fi/Geoinfo/Library/multhes.html [Accessed February 07, 2011].
10
http://www.ccop.or.th/download/pub/AMTG_2006.pdf [Accessed February 07,
2011].
11
Web Map Service. http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/wms [Accessed
February 07, 2011].
12
Web Feature Service. http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/wfs [Accessed
February 07, 2011].
13
Web Coverage Service. http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/wcs [Accessed
February 07, 2011].
14
http://www.onegeology.org/participants/app/1gCountries.cfc?
method=viewCountryStatus [Accessed February 07, 2011].
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Meanwhile, extensive studies related to the W3C®-proposed Semantic Web 15
have been addressing the essentiality of ontologies for formal and common
representations of subject domain knowledge (e.g., Davies et al., 2003;
Antoniou et al., 2005; Garcia-Sanchez et al., 2009). Developments of
geoscience thesauri, as basic elements for building geoscience ontologies and
representing geoscience knowledge, have increasingly become one of the foci
of studies in the context of the Semantic Web (e.g., Raskin and Pan, 2005;
Deliiska, 2007; Smits and Friis-Christensen, 2007; Buccella et al., 2009).
Researchers in the Geoscience Concept Definitions Task Group 16 of the CGIIUGS are currently working on multilingual geoscience thesauri with the
Simple Knowledge Organization System (SKOS) 17, a standard recommended
by W3C®. This effort is consistent with works of MTG and AMTG, and it aims
to make significant improvements to the online applications of geoscience
thesauri. The MTG and AMTG classify geoscience terms by subject domains,
but terms classified into each subject domain are arranged alphabetically
without definitions. The current work of the Geoscience Concept Definitions
Task Group is compatible with the Semantic Web and has great potential in
applications with online geological maps, such as those in the OneGeology
project. Although impressive progress has been made by now, the work on
SKOS-based geoscience thesauri by the Geoscience Concept Definitions Task
Group of the CGI-IUGS is still ongoing, and methods for developing SKOSbased geoscience thesauri still require further practical testing and
discussion. Meanwhile, online services and/or applications based on SKOSbased geoscience thesauri are still rare.
The study presented in this chapter aims to develop a SKOS-based
multilingual thesaurus of geological time scale (MLTGTS) for alleviating
linguistic barriers of geological time scale (GTS) records among online
geological maps. The contributions of this study are three-fold. First, to
extend the SKOS model to build a more semantically-expressive structure for
the subject domain of GTS. This would motivate building thesauri of other
subject domains in geosciences. Second, to maintain a MLTGTS and use it
with developed JavaScript programs to recognize and translate GTS terms in
online geological maps. The approach of characteristic-oriented term retrieval
implemented in the JavaScript programs is effective for recognizing GTS
terms from records in geological maps. Third, to package the first and second
contributions into a novel methodology for improving the interoperability of
15

http://www.w3.org/standards/semanticweb [Accessed February 07, 2011].
https://www.seegrid.csiro.au/twiki/bin/view/CGIModel/ ConceptDefinitionsTG
[Accessed February 07, 2011].
17
http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos [Accessed February 07, 2011].
16
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online geological maps in the context of the Semantic Web. With functions for
online recognition and translation of geoscience terms, massive monolingual
geological maps can be published online directly and users can access and
use them although they cannot read their original languages.

3.2

SKOS-based multilingual thesaurus of
geological time scale

3.2.1 Addressing the insufficiency of SKOS in the context of
the Semantic Web
By using ontologies in the Semantic Web, meanings of concepts and
relationships between concepts are made accessible as the material in which
certain concepts appear (Berners-Lee et al., 2001). This paradigm is also
supported by recent studies related to the Geospatial Semantic Web 18 (Bishr,
2006; Yue et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2010). Ontologies in computer science
are valuable functions because they are derived from shared
conceptualizations of domain knowledge (Gruber, 1995). Thesauri are
regarded as a necessary foundation for building ontologies in computer
science (Gruber, 1995; Guarino, 1997b, 1998). Professional (e.g.,
geoscience) terms in a thesaurus may refer to the same real-world features
in a subject domain, as what an ontology does. However, unlike a precise
conceptualization (i.e., detailed semantics) in an ontology, a thesaurus is
simpler in definitions of meanings and relationships of terms (i.e., concise
semantics) and, thus, it leads to a simple organizational structure (Gilchrist,
2003). For example, the MTG and AMTG arrange geoscience terms
alphabetically, and each term is tagged with a label indicating its subject
domain in geosciences.
To promote functions for indexing and navigating resources on the Web, it
would be useful to encode thesauri in Web-compatible formats. Similar to
OWL’s 19 role in editing ontologies, the SKOS can be used for encoding
thesauri in the context of the Semantic Web. SKOS is a common data model
based on the RDF 20 , which in turn is a standard recommended by W3C®.
Compared to the flexible uses of RDF or OWL, SKOS provides a pre-defined
concise structure for conceptualize a domain of discourse, which are

18
http://www.opengeospatial.org/projects/initiatives/gswie [Accessed February 07,
2011].
19
Web Ontology Language. http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-guide [Accessed February 07,
2011].
20
Resource Description Framework. http://www.w3.org/RDF [Accessed February 07,
2011].
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specifically defined for building thesauri. In the SKOS model (Table 3.1) 21,
there are pre-defined object properties for defining relationships between
concepts and datatype properties for defining differentiating attributes (or
qualities) of concepts. These properties let users set up hierarchical and
associative relationships between terms within a thesaurus, and assign
essential attributes (e.g., multilingual labels) to each term (e.g., PastorSanchez et al., 2009). For example, Fig. 3.1 shows a GTS concept
“Lower_Triassic” defined with the pure SKOS model.
Table 3.1 Object and datatype properties in the SKOS model
Object property
Meaning
Datatype property Meaning
skos:broadMatch
skos:altLabel alternative label
has broader match
skos:broader
skos:changeNot change note
has broader
e
skos:broaderTrans has broader transitive
skos:definitio definition
itive
n
skos:closeMatch
skos:editorial editorial note
has close match
Note
skos:exactMatch
skos:example
has exact match
example
skos:hasTopConcep has top concept
skos:hiddenLab hidden label
t
el
skos:inScheme
skos:historyNo history note
is in scheme
te
skos:mappingRelat is in mapping relation
skos:notation notation
ion
with
skos:member
skos:note
has member
note
skos:memberList
skos:prefLabel preferred label
has member list
skos:narrowMatch has narrower match
skos:scopeNote scope note
skos:narrower
has narrower
skos:narrowerTran has narrower transitive
sitive
skos:related
has related
skos:relatedMatch has related match
skos:semanticRela is in semantic relation
tion
with
skos:topConceptOf is top concept in scheme

21

SKOS Reference. W3C Recommendation 18 August 2009.
http://www.w3.org/TR/2009/REC-skos-reference-20090818 [Accessed February 07,
2011].
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

<skos:Concept rdf:ID="Lower_Triassic">
<skos:definition>Lower/Early Triassic Series/Epoch; 251.0±0.4—~245.9 Ma</skos:definition>
<skos:prefLabel xml:lang="cn">下三叠统</skos:prefLabel>
<skos:prefLabel xml:lang="de">Untertrias</skos:prefLabel>
<skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">Lower Triassic</skos:prefLabel>
<skos:prefLabel xml:lang="es">Triásico Inferior</skos:prefLabel>
<skos:prefLabel xml:lang="fr">Trias Inférieur</skos:prefLabel>
<skos:prefLabel xml:lang="jp">下部三畳系</skos:prefLabel>
<skos:prefLabel xml:lang="nl">Onder Trias</skos:prefLabel>
<skos:altLabel xml:lang="en">Early Triassic</skos:altLabel>
<skos:altLabel xml:lang="jp">三畳紀前期</skos:altLabel>
<skos:altLabel xml:lang="jp">前期三畳紀</skos:altLabel>
<skos:altLabel xml:lang="jp">三畳系下部</skos:altLabel>
<skos:altLabel xml:lang="cn">早三叠世</skos:altLabel>
<skos:altLabel xml:lang="nl">Vroeg Trias</skos:altLabel>
<skos:altLabel xml:lang="es">Triasico Inferior</skos:altLabel>
<skos:broader rdf:resource="#Triassic"/>
<skos:narrower rdf:resource="#Olenekian"/>
<skos:narrower rdf:resource="#Induan"/>
<skos:related rdf:resource="#Middle_Triassic"/>
<skos:related rdf:resource="#Lopingian"/>
<skos:inScheme rdf:resource="urn:ICS:International_Stratigraphic_Chart:2010"/>
</skos:Concept>

(a) Source code.
“Early Triassic”@en

“下三叠统”@cn
“Untertrias”@de

“三畳紀前期”@jp

“Lower Triassic”@en

“前期三畳紀”@jp

“Triásico Inferior”@es

“三畳系下部”@jp

“Trias Inférieur”@fr

“早三叠世”@cn
skos:Concept
“Vroeg Trias”@nl

“下部三畳系”@jp
“Onder Trias”@nl

“Triasico Inferior”@es

rdf:Type
skos:prefLabel

skos:altLabel

Induan
skos:
broader

Triassic

Lower_Triassic

skos:
narrower

Olenekian
skos:inScheme

skos:related

Middle_Triassic

Lopingian

skos:definition

“Lower/Early Triassic Series/Epoch;
251.0±0.4—~245.9 Ma”

urn:ICS:International_Stratigraphic_Chart:2010

(b) Graphic view of (a).
Fig. 3.1. Definition of “Lower_Triassic” as a GTS concept with object and datatype
properties of SKOS model.
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Despite those features, the SKOS model is insufficient for encoding certain
semantics in a thesaurus (cf. Tennis and Sutton, 2008). Because GTS is an
ordinal hierarchical scheme divided by time boundaries (Cox and Richard,
2005), a pure SKOS model cannot properly represent this core feature of
GTS. For example, “Lopingian” rocks are older than “Lower_Triassic” rocks,
which are, in turn, older than “Middle_Triassic” rocks. These ordinal
relationships cannot be represented properly with the “skos:related” property
(Fig. 3.1). To address this problem, the SKOS model was extended by adding
some user-defined properties and some pre-defined properties in RDF (cf.
Rector et al., 2004; Pan and Horrocks, 2007; Jupp et al., 2008). Multilingual
GTS terms were collected, and then encoded with this extended SKOS model.

3.2.2 Addressing semantics and syntax/lexicon in
multilingual GTS terms
Like studies on interoperability of multisource geodata and/or geoinformation
(Bishr, 1998; Brodaric and Gahegan, 2006; Ludäscher et al., 2006),
collecting multilingual terms of a subject domain in geosciences also involves
semantic and syntactic/lexical issues. Semantics deals with meanings of
terms whereas syntax/lexicon deals with words and structures of expressions
in each language.
The first challenge is addressing semantics. If the meanings of several terms
in different languages are the same, then they are semantically matched and
they can be registered as entries in a multilingual thesaurus. For a certain
geoscience concept, if there are no semantically matched terms in different
languages (i.e., one cannot find multilingual terms describing exactly the
same thing or falling exactly into the same inter-relationships), then it is
difficult to register a full entry in a multilingual thesaurus for this concept.
The meanings of geoscience concepts, in general, are defined by international
commissions of different subject domains in geosciences. In the study of the
MLTGTS, global boundaries of geological time are defined by the ICS 22 and
the International Stratigraphic Chart compiled by ICS is globally accepted and
used by the international geoscience community (cf. Ogg, 2009; Walker et
al., 2009; U.S. Geological Survey Geologic Names Committee, 2010). These
formed a stable basis for collecting semantically matched GTS terms in
different languages.
The second challenge is addressing syntax/lexicon. For semantically matched
terms in different languages for the same concept, there may be several

22
International Commission on Stratigraphy. http://www.stratigraphy.org [Accessed
February 07, 2011].
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synonyms describing the same concept in every language. It is not wrong to
use synonyms in one language to record geodata as long as users can read
them and understand their meanings in that language. However, for a
multilingual geoscience thesaurus, many synonyms in different languages
should be collected as much as possible so that they are all recognized when
that thesaurus is used by a computer. For example, “Cainozoic” is a synonym
of “Cenozoic” in English; “Paleogeno” is a synonym of “Paleógeno” in
Spanish; “Quartaer” is a synonym of “Quartär” in German; and “ジュラ紀前期”
is a synonym of “前期ジュラ紀” in Japanese, etc. Several of such synonyms in
different languages were collected for the MLTGTS discussed here.
Related to the semantic and syntactic/lexical issues addressed in collecting
multilingual GTS terms, there are two approaches commonly applied to
match multilingual terms (Miles et al., 2001): (1) interlingual mapping or (2)
multilingual labeling. The first approach can be used to address the lack of
semantically matched multilingual terms. For instance, consider at least two
independent monolingual thesauri covering the same or similar subject
domain but with different hierarchical and associative relationships. Mappings
between terms in each pair of thesauri can be performed via the first
approach, but such mappings are time-consuming and, sometimes, even
impossible. In contrast, the second approach deals with terms in different
languages with the same conceptual structure (i.e., terms that have already
been semantically matched). Thus, the second approach can be used to
arrange multilingual terms in a thesaurus.
The multilingual labeling approach was applied in developing the MLTGTS
because boundaries in the GTS proposed by ICS are accepted globally as a
common conceptual schema in this subject domain. Standard GTS terms in
seven languages (i.e., English, Dutch, German, Spanish, French, Chinese and
Japanese) were collected by referring to the MTG and AMTG. However, some
GTS terms are (a) not available in MTG and AMTG (e.g., terms at levels of
“Series/Epoch” and “Stage/Age” in “Permian” and “Silurian”), (b) out of date
(e.g., the Chinese term “晚第三纪” and Japanese term “新第三紀” of “Neogene”
in AMTG). In addition, some GTS terms in the AMTG are mismatched (e.g.,
the Chinese geochronologic term “ 早 泥 盆 世 ” (“Early Devonian Epoch”) is
mismatched with the Japanese chronostratigraphic term “ 下 部 デ ボ ン 系 ”
(“Lower Devonian Series”) in the entry with English term “Lower Devonian”
as the basic reference). In this regard and to make the collection of
multilingual GTS terms complete and up-to-date, websites of geological
institutions of different countries were searched and a multilingual GTS
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thesaurus 23 recently edited by the Geoscience Concept Definitions Task
Group of the CGI-IUGS was referred.
Moreover, the two nomenclature systems for GTS terms were considered –
one for chronostratigraphy (i.e., Eonothem, Erathem, System, Series and
Stage) and the other for geochronology (i.e., Eon, Era, Period, Epoch and
Age). In some western languages (e.g., English or Spanish) wherein the
basic terms are the same, chronostratigraphic and geochronologic terms are
often indistinct in actual applications, but in some other languages (e.g.,
Chinese or Japanese) GTS terms include units by which chronostratigraphic
terms are distinguished from geochronologic terms. For example, in Chinese,
the chronostratigraphic term “泥盆统” (“Devonian Series”) corresponds to but
is distinct from the geochronologic term “泥盆世” (“Devonian Epoch”). Another
concern from the twofold nomenclature relates to GTS terms containing
“Upper/Late” and “Lower/Early” at the level of “Series/Epoch”. GTS terms
containing
“Upper”
and
“Lower”
were
originally
proposed
for
chronostratigraphy, whereas terms containing “Late” and “Early” are for
geochronology (Haile, 1987; U.S. Geological Survey Geologic Names
Committee, 2010). In many actual works, “Upper” is equated to “Late” and
“Lower” to “Early” and are used inter-changeably, causing confusions for
other workers. To improve the semantic precision of the developed MLTGTS,
in the study presented in this chapter terms containing “Upper” or “Lower”
(e.g., “Upper Cretaceous”, “Lower Triassic”, etc.) are regarded as
chronostratigraphic terms and, correspondingly, terms containing “Late” or
“Early” (e.g., “Late Cretaceous”, “Early Triassic”, etc.) as geochronologic
terms.

3.2.3 Extending SKOS-model to capture GTS structure
Properties “skos:prefLabel” and “skos:altLabel” of the SKOS model were used
to capture multilingual GTS terms in the developed MLTGTS. To capture
inter-relationships between GTS terms and add more semantic expressions,
the SKOS-model was extended by adding several other object and datatype
properties in the developed MLTGTS.

23
https://www.seegrid.csiro.au/subversion/CGI_CDTGVocabulary/tags/
SKOSVocabularies/ICS_TimeScale2008.rdf [Accessed February 07, 2011].
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

<skos:Concept rdf:ID="Lower_Triassic">
<skos:definition>Lower/Early Triassic Series/Epoch; 251.0±0.4—~245.9 Ma</skos:definition>
<skos:prefLabel xml:lang="cn">下三叠统</skos:prefLabel>
<skos:prefLabel xml:lang="de">Untertrias</skos:prefLabel>
<skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">Lower Triassic</skos:prefLabel>
<skos:prefLabel xml:lang="es">Triásico Inferior</skos:prefLabel>
<skos:prefLabel xml:lang="fr">Trias Inférieur</skos:prefLabel>
<skos:prefLabel xml:lang="jp">下部三畳系</skos:prefLabel>
<skos:prefLabel xml:lang="nl">Onder Trias</skos:prefLabel>
<skos:altLabel xml:lang="en">Early Triassic</skos:altLabel>
<skos:altLabel xml:lang="jp">三畳紀前期</skos:altLabel>
<skos:altLabel xml:lang="jp">前期三畳紀</skos:altLabel>
<skos:altLabel xml:lang="jp">三畳系下部</skos:altLabel>
<skos:altLabel xml:lang="cn">早三叠世</skos:altLabel>
<skos:altLabel xml:lang="nl">Vroeg Trias</skos:altLabel>
<skos:altLabel xml:lang="es">Triasico Inferior</skos:altLabel>
<skos:broader rdf:resource="#Triassic"/>
<skos:narrower rdf:resource="#Olenekian"/>
<skos:narrower rdf:resource="#Induan"/>
<rdf:type rdf:resource="#Series"/>
<gts:lowerThan rdf:resource="#Middle_Triassic"/>
<gts:upperThan rdf:resource="#Lopingian"/>
<gts:upperBoundaryTime>~245.9 Ma</gts:upperBoundaryTime>
<gts:lowerBoundaryTime>251.0±0.4 Ma</gts:lowerBoundaryTime>
<gts:basalGsspInfo>
https://engineering.purdue.edu/stratigraphy/gssp/detail.php?periodid=76-top_parentid=35
</gts:basalGsspInfo>
<skos:inScheme rdf:resource="urn:ICS:International_Stratigraphic_Chart:2010"/>
</skos:Concept>

(a) Source code.
gts:lower
Boundary
Time

“~245.9 Ma”

Triassic

“251.0±0.4 Ma”

gts:upper
Boundary
Time

Middle_Triassic

Series

gts:lowerThan

rdf:type

Olenekian

Lower_Triassic

skos:
narrower

gts:lowerThan

gts:lower
Boundary
Time

gts:upperThan

gts:
basalGsspInfo

Induan

gts:upper
Boundary
Time

Lopingian

skos:
broader

“https://engineering.purdue.edu/str
atigraphy/gssp/detail.php?periodid
=76-top_parentid=35”

(b) Graphic view of a part of (a).
Fig. 3.2. Definition of “Lower_Triassic” as a GTS concept with an extended SKOS model.
Several pure SKOS properties in (a) (i.e., “skos:Concept”, “skos:definition”,
“skos:prefLabel”, “skos:altLabel”, “skos:inScheme”) are omitted in (b) to show the
difference between (b) and Fig. 3.1b. Text and symbols in gray color are not shown in
(a), but are included in definitions of other GTS terms in the developed MLTGTS.
English chronostratigraphic terms were collected from the 2009 ICS
International Stratigraphic Chart (2009 ICS chart) (Ogg, 2009), and were
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used as basic references of GTS concepts in the MLTGTS. For example,
“Lower_Triassic” is encoded with “skos:Concept” in line 1 in Fig. 3.2a,. In line
2, the definition of “Lower_Triassic” is encoded with “skos:definition”. In lines
3 to 9, chronostratigraphic terms in seven languages are encoded as
preferred labels of “Lower_Triassic” with “skos:prefLabel”. In lines 10, 12, 14
and 15, geochronologic terms in other languages are encoded as alternative
labels of “Lower_Triassic” with “skos:altLabel”. In lines 11, 13 and 16,
synonyms of both chronostratigraphic and geochronologic terms of the same
SKOS concept are also encoded with “skos:altLabel”.
Unlike the definition of “Lower_Triassic” with the pure SKOS model (Fig.
3.1a), several external properties are used in the definition of that concept in
the extended SKOS model (Fig. 3.2a) to represent the ordinal hierarchical
structure of GTS. In line 20 in Fig. 3.2a, “Lower_Triassic” is defined as an
instance of “Series” (a subclass of chronostratigraphic units) by using a RDF
property “rdf:type”. In lines 21 and 22, two properties “gts:lowerThan” and
“gts:upperThan” are used to represent that “Lower_Triassic” rocks are
stratigraphically lower than “Middle_Triassic” rocks and stratigraphically
upper than “Lopingian” rocks, respectively. In lines 23 and 24, properties
“gts:upperBoundaryTime” and “gts:lowerBoundaryTime” are used to record,
respectively, the upper and lower time boundaries of “Lower_Triassic”, which
are derived from the 2009 ICS chart. In lines 25 to 27, “gts:basalGsspInfo” is
used to record a web address pointing to the information of the basal Global
Boundary Stratotype Section and Point (GSSP) 24 of “Lower_Triassic”. Fig.
3.2b shows the difference of Fig. 3.2a from Fig. 3.1a.

3.2.4 Summary of building the SKOS-based MLTGTS
The process consists of the following steps. First, a subject domain (i.e.,
GTS) of a thesaurus is chosen. Second, multilingual GTS terms are collected.
To improve the interoperability of the resulting thesaurus, most terms were
collected from the MTG and AMTG because they have been extensively
reviewed and are widely accepted. Third, multilingual labeling (Miles et al.,
2001) is used for organizing multilingual GTS terms because of the global
common conceptual structure of GTS coordinated by the ICS; and English
chronostratigraphic terms from the 2009 ICS chart are used as the basic
references because this chart is accepted and used in the geoscience
community globally. Fourth, an extended SKOS model is used to encode
multilingual GTS terms and to represent the ordinal hierarchical structure of
24
GSSP information is maintained by the Subcommission for Stratigraphic Information
of the International Commission of Stratigraphy
(https://engineering.purdue.edu/Stratigraphy/index.html) [Accessed February 07,
2011].
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GTS. Finally, the MLTGTS is refined by adding more synonyms of multilingual
GTS terms obtained from actual geodata. The workload for the first version of
the MLTGTS is about 150 man-hours, with participation of geologists from
different language background. However, the refinement of the MLTGTS is a
continuous process, because there are certainly other synonyms of GTS
terms existing in actual geodata in different languages. The size of the
current MLTGTS is about 225 KB and it is still increasing slowly.

3.3

Recognizing and translating GTS terms
retrieved from WMS

The primary functions of the developed MLTGTS are to recognize and
translate GTS terms in GTS records retrieved from geological maps on WMS
servers. These can be achieved in four steps (Fig. 3.3). Firstly, the GTS
record of an area is retrieved from an online geological map provided by a
WMS server. Secondly, GTS terms in that record and their languages are
recognized. Thirdly, a recognized GTS term is chosen and information about
it is searched in the MLTGTS, and then displayed on the user interface.
Finally, other languages supported by the MLTGTS can be chosen on the user
interface, such that the MLTGTS is re-searched and the displayed term and
related information are translated into the chosen language. In this workflow,
the SKOS-based MLTGTS is a RDF document and the user interface is a
webpage encoded with HTML (HyperText Markup Language).

Get GTS record of an area on a map
provided by a WMS server

Recognize GTS terms in the GTS
record and language of these terms

Choose a GTS term, find information
in the MLTGTS and display them on
the user interface

Choose a language to be translated
into, find information in this language
in the MLTGTS and then display
Fig. 3.3. Four-step workflow for recognizing and translating GTS terms in GTS records
retrieved from geological maps on WMS servers.
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JavaScript and Ajax (Asynchronous JavaScript and XML) techniques (Garrett,
2005) were used for accessing WMS and parsing the MLTGTS through the
user interface, such that most of the designed functions in the workflow (Fig.
3.3) could be realized with one programming language. Functions for
retrieving GTS records from WMS servers were developed in step 1. Because
geological maps are produced by different countries and are in different
languages, original GTS records are often presented in diverse styles. Thus, a
function was developed to correct spelling errors (Kukich, 1992; Lam-Adesina
and Jones, 2006) and to re-format texts of retrieved GTS records for
compatibility with terms in the MLTGTS. Because, in step 2, a GTS term
under operation has already been recognized in the MLTGTS, steps 3 and 4
simply involve finding the term again in the MLTGTS, and then retrieving
information about that term in the chosen language. Compared to steps 1, 3
and 4, recognizing GTS terms in a GTS record (i.e., step 2) costs most of the
time in the workflow.
To recognize certain terms from given texts, there are various methods of
information retrieval (e.g., Gey et al., 2005; Lazarinis et al., 2009; BaezaYates and Ribeiro-Neto, 2011) that can be adopted and/or adapted. Here, the
target is comparing a pre-processed GTS record with standard GTS terms in
the MLTGTS and then recognizing all GTS terms in that record. To achieve
this target, an algorithm (Fig. 3.4) was developed based on Boolean
information retrieval (Radecki, 1983; Losee, 1997; Koubarakis et al., 2006).
In this algorithm, a letter-by-letter equality (LBLE) condition was imposed for
finding standard GTS terms in a GTS record and, accordingly, this involved an
iterative process of letter-by-letter comparison. The LBLE condition was used
because, in general, a GTS record is a phrase or a short sentence and, thus,
letter-by-letter comparison between a GTS record and standard terms in the
MLTGTS does not entail huge workloads for a computer. An ideal result of
Boolean information retrieval is that the GTS record contains only one GTS
term and it is recognized either as a “skos:prefLabel” term or a
“skos:altLabel” term in the MLTGTS (Fig. 3.4).
However, multilingual GTS terms have their own spelling features, which defy
a pure LBLE search. For example, “Trias” (in German) and “Triassic” (in
English) are both “skos:prefLabel”s for the concept “Triassic” in the MLTGTS.
If a GTS record is “Triassic to Jurassic” (in English), then, by using a pure
LBLE search, “Trias” will also be recognized as a GTS term in that GTS
record, which is not the case however. The terms “Lower/Early”, “Middle” and
“Upper/Late” diversify GTS records and pose obstacles in a pure LBLE search.
For example, a GTS record “Lower Triassic to Middle Triassic” may be written
as “Lower to Middle Triassic”. A pure LBLE search can recognize “Middle
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Triassic” from the abridged record, whereas the GTS term “Lower” (i.e.,
“Lower Triassic”) is ignored. Worse still, a pure LBLE search will also
recognize “Triassic” and “Trias” as GTS terms in that GTS record.
A pre-processed GTS record;
MLTGTS

YES

Contain abbreviated
GTS terms?

Extend abbreviated
terms into full terms
In the GTS record

NO
Compare “skos:prefLabel” in MLTGTS
one by one with the GTS record

YES

The GTS record is a
“skos:prefLabel” term?
NO
Compare “skos:altLabel” in MLTGTS
one by one with the GTS record

YES

The GTS record is a
“skos:altLabel” term?
NO
Check “skos:prefLabel” in MLTGTS one
by one to find all terms that are included
in the GTS record

Check “skos:altLabel” in MLTGTS one
by one to find all terms that are included
in the GTS record

Add found GTS term(s)
and their language code(s) in
the result array

Delete fake
term(s) (i.e., a
recognized term is
only a part of a
real GTS term in
the GTS record)

Get language code(s) of found
GTS term(s) by checking
“xml:lang” of “skos:prefLabel” or
“skos:altLabel”

Fig. 3.4. Algorithm for recognizing GTS terms and their languages in a GTS record by
using the developed MLTGTS.
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To address those challenges and to complement the LBLE search, a group of
other methods were developed forming what is called a characteristicoriented term retrieval algorithm (Fig. 3.4), because they focus on the
characteristics of GTS terms and GTS records. For example, one of the
methods extends abridged terms in the GTS record into full terms before
using the LBLE search. For instance, if a GTS record is “Lower to Upper
Triassic”, it is extended to “Lower Triassic to Upper Triassic” prior to LBLE
search. Another method deletes fake terms in the recognized term list. For
instance, if a GTS record is “Lower Triassic to Lower Jurassic”, a pure LBLE
search will recognize “Lower Triassic”, “Lower Jurassic”, “Triassic”, “Jurassic”,
“Trias” and “Jura” as GTS terms in that record. The latter four terms will be
recognized as fake terms and will be deleted by the algorithm shown in Fig.
3.4, leaving only “Lower Triassic” and “Lower Jurassic”, as desired, in the
result. This characteristic-oriented term retrieval algorithm substantially
improved the accuracy of GTS term recognition.

3.4

Pilot system, results and evaluation

A pilot system was set up to test the accuracy of the MLTGTS and the
functionality of the JavaScript programs for recognizing and translating GTS
terms in GTS records of online geological maps. A purpose of this pilot
system, being consistent with the aforementioned workflow, is retrieving
background knowledge of GTS terms from the MLTGTS and showing them in
a way that is easy for both geologists and non-geologists to access. Datasets
in the pilot system include the following geological maps (as ARCGIS .shp
files) stored in a self-built WMS server:
•
1:200,000 Geological Map of Japan (GSJ-AIST, 2009), for testing
recognition and translation of Japanese GTS terms;
•
1:5,500,000 Geological Map of South America (CGMW et al., 2003), for
testing recognition and translation of Spanish GTS terms;
•
1:600,000 Superficial Rock Age Map of The Netherlands (Schokker,
2010), for testing recognition and translation of Dutch GTS terms;
•
1:625,000 Bedrock Age Map of United Kingdom (BGS, 2005), for testing
recognition and translation of British English GTS terms; and
•
1:250,000 Geologic Map of New York (Dicken et al., 2008), for testing
recognition and translation of American English GTS terms.
GTS information is retrieved by clicking polygons in a WMS map layer, and
then GTS terms are recognized and translated by using the MLTGTS and
JavaScript programs. Besides the self-built WMS server, from remote WMS
servers maintained by geological surveys of several countries, the following
geological map layers were also used. In the following list, layers from the
first four WMS servers are used for testing recognition and translation of
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English GTS terms, and layers in the last WMS server are used for testing
recognition and translation of Dutch and German GTS terms.
•
WMS: CCOP Combined Bedrock and Superficial Geology and Age 25;
Layer: EASIA CCOP 1:2,000,000 Combined Bedrock and Superficial
Geology and Age;
•
WMS: GSJ Combined Bedrock and Superficial Geology and Age 26;
Layer: JPN GSJ 1:1,000,000 Combined Bedrock and Superficial Geology
and Age;
•
WMS: BGS GSN Bedrock geology 27;
Layer: NAM GSN 1:1,000,000 Bedrock Age;
•
WMS: BGS Bedrock and Superficial geology 28;
Layer: GBR BGS 1:625,000 Bedrock Age; and
•
WMS: DinoMap Geological maps 29
Layers: Geological map of NL 600k (German legend); Geological map of
NRW 100k (original map).
The following open-source or free software programs were used for
developing the pilot system:
•
Protégé 4.0.2 30 and SKOSEd-1.0-alpha (build04) 31 , for editing the
MLTGTS;
•
Notepad++ 5.7 32 , for revising the MLTGTS, and for editing JavaScript
programs and the HTML file of the user interface;
•
Firefox 3.6.8 33 and Firebug 1.5.4 34 , for debugging JavaScript programs
and browsing the HTML file of the user interface;
•
GeoServer 2.0.1 35, for setting up a WMS server;
•
uDig 1.1 36, for editing SLD (Styled Layer Descriptor) files of geological
maps stored in GeoServer 2.0.1; and
•
OpenLayers 2.9.1 37: for retrieving spatial and attribute data from a WMS
server.
25
http://geodata1.geogrid.org/mapserv/CCOP_Combined_Bedrock_and
_Superficial_Geology_and_Age/wms? [Accessed February 07, 2011].
26
http://geodata1.geogrid.org/mapserv/GSJ_Combined_Bedrock_and
_Superficial_Geology_and_Age/wms? [Accessed February 07, 2011].
27
http://ogc.bgs.ac.uk/cgi-bin/BGS_GSN_Bedrock_Geology/wms? [Accessed February
07, 2011].
28
http://ogc.bgs.ac.uk/cgi-bin/BGS_Bedrock_and_Superficial_Geology/wms?
[Accessed February 07, 2011].
29
http://www.dinoservices.nl/wms/dinomap/M07M0034? [Accessed February 07,
2011].
30
http://protege.stanford.edu [Accessed February 07, 2011].
31
http://code.google.com/p/skoseditor [Accessed February 07, 2011].
32
http://notepad-plus-plus.org [Accessed February 07, 2011].
33
http://www.mozilla-europe.org/en/firefox [Accessed February 07, 2011].
34
http://www.getfirebug.com [Accessed February 07, 2011].
35
http://www.geoserver.org [Accessed February 07, 2011].
36
http://udig.refractions.net [Accessed February 07, 2011].
37
http://www.openlayers.org [Accessed February 07, 2011].
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(a) Information of “Paleogene” shown in English.
Fig. 3.5. Running JavaScript programs and MLTGTS through a web browser to translate
GTS terms in GTS records retrieved from a WMS server. (a) GTS terms retrieved from a
WMS server are recognized and listed on the user interface. Users can choose a GTS
term from the list and then its location in the GTS tree structure, its definition and a link to
its corresponding Wikipedia page are shown. (b) (on the next page) Users can choose a
preferred language by clicking a flag button and then the GTS tree structure, the
definition of the GTS term and additional information on the user interface are translated
into the chosen language. Geological map reproduced with the permission of the
OneGeology secretariat & registered participants. All Rights Reserved.
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(b) Information of “Paleogene” shown in Dutch.
By operating the pilot system with geological maps on the self-built and
remote WMS servers, the recognized GTS terms in English, Spanish, Dutch,
German or Japanese and relevant information about them could be translated
into any one of the seven languages supported by the MLTGTS. Fig. 3.5a
shows the user interface of the pilot system with the layer “EASIA CCOP
1:2,000,000 Combined Bedrock and Superficial Geology and Age” retrieved
from a remote WMS server. In this example, an area in the map was clicked
first. However, because the cross-domain data access is limited by JavaScript
currently 38 , a pop-up window was used to show the retrieved GTS record
(bottom part of Fig. 3.5a). Then, the record was copied manually to a text
box at the bottom left part of the main user interface, and the button
“Translate” was clicked. Two GTS terms, “Paleogene” and “Cretaceous”, were
recognized and listed at the top of the main user interface. Meanwhile, the
language code (i.e., “en”) of the two terms were recognized and recorded,
but not shown on the user interface. Then, either recognized term can be
clicked and information of this term is shown in its original language. Fig.
3.5a shows the result after the term “Paleogene” was clicked. After that, any
one of the seven flag buttons at the bottom right part of the user interface
can be clicked, and information shown on the user interface is translated into

38
Technologies of cross-domain data access is now being worked on by the W3C
community. http://www.w3.org/TR/cors [Accessed February 07, 2011].
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the corresponding language. Fig. 3.5b shows the result after the Dutch flag
button was clicked.
Table 3.2 GTS records in the Geological Map of Kumamoto that are successfully and
unsuccessfully translated by the pilot system of the MLTGTS
Original record In English
Record type
Pilot system
translation
白亜紀

Cretaceous

1) Containing only one GTS term

Successful
Successful

中期始新世-前期 Middle Eocene to
Early Oligocene
漸新世

2) Containing two GTS terms,
without “Upper”, “Late”, “Middle”,
“Lower” or “Early”
3) Containing two GTS terms, one
or two with “Upper”, “Late”,
“Middle”, “Lower” or “Early”
4) Containing two GTS terms, one
in abbreviated format
5) Containing only one GTS term,
not found in 2009 ICS chart
6) Containing two GTS terms, not
found in 2009 ICS chart

時代未詳

7) Containing no GTS terms

Unsuccessful

シルル紀-デボン Silurian to
Devonian
紀
ペルム紀-前期白 Permian to Early
Cretaceous
亜紀
前-後期ジュラ紀 Early to Late
Jurassic
Middle Eocene
中期始新世

Unknown age

Successful

Successful
Unsuccessful
Unsuccessful

Table 3.3 Results of recognizing and translating GTS terms in GTS records of some
1:200,000 Geological Maps of Japan
Map name
GTS
Differentiated Successful Failed
records
GTS records translations translations
Geological Map of Hyogo 3747
Geological Map of Ibaraki 2419
Geological Map of Miyazaki 4188
Geological Map of Niigata 4906
Geological Map of Osaka 1442

27
21
31
28
16

25
19
29
26
15

2
2
2
2
1

Applying the MLTGTS and JavaScript programs in the pilot system is not a
“one station stop” work. Instead, evaluations and revisions on them are
iterative. By operating the pilot system with GTS records retrieved from
actual geological maps in different languages, insufficiencies of the MLTGTS
and the JavaScript programs can be found. Then the results can be
evaluated, and the MLTGTS and/or the JavaScript programs can be revised to
improve their accuracy and functionality. For example, the Geological Map of
Kumamoto was recently taken from the 1:200,000 Geological Map of Japan
and the recognition and translation of Japanese GTS records were operated.
This map contains 2822 original GTS records, which can be condensed into
32 differentiated GTS records (i.e., the 2822 original GTS records are just
repetitions of these 32 differentiated records). With an earlier version of the
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MLTGTS, the pilot system successfully translated GTS terms in 21 of those 32
differentiated GTS records but failed for the other 11 records. The
compositions of the successfully translated 21 GTS records can be classified
into four types, whereas the compositions of the unsuccessfully translated 11
GTS records can be classified into three types. Table 3.2 shows a list of
examples of all these seven types. Nine of the 11 unsuccessfully translated
GTS records contain valid GTS terms that are not included in the 2009 ICS
chart. These unsuccessful pilot results allowed the revision of the MLTGTS by
encoding those valid GTS terms that are not included in the 2009 ICS chart.
With the revised MLTGTS, the pilot system successfully translated GTS terms
in 30 (types 1-6) of the 32 differentiated GTS records but still failed for the
other two records (type 7) that contain no GTS terms. The pilot system (with
the revised MLTGTS) was further tested to recognize and translate GTS terms
in GTS records of other 1:200,000 Geological Maps of Japan, and satisfactory
results were obtained (Table 3.3).
Table 3.4 GTS records of Dutch-German border areas in the geological map of NL 600k
(German legend) and the geological map of NRW 100k (original map) that are
successfully and unsuccessfully translated by the pilot system of the MLTGTS
Map
Original
In English
Record type
Pilot system
record
translation
NL 600k
Boven Krijt
Upper
1.1) Containing only one
Successful
Cretaceous
GTS term
NL 600k
Tertiair
Tertiary
1.2) Containing only one
Successful
GTS term, not found in
2009 ICS chart but found in
MLTGTS
NL 600k
Weichseliën - Saalian to
1.3) Containing
Unsuccessful
Saaliën
Weichselian
“Weichseliën” and/or
“Saaliën”
NRW
Pliozän
Pliocene
2.1) Containing only one
Successful
100k
GTS term
NRW
100k

Miozän bis
Oligozän

Miocene to
Oligocene

NRW
100k

Unterpleistozän Lower
Pleistocene

NRW
100k

Weichselium

Weichselian

2.2) Containing two GTS
terms

Successful

2.3) Containing only one
Successful
GTS term, not found in
2009 ICS chart but found in
MLTGTS
2.4) Containing
Unsuccessful
“Weichselium” and/or
“Saalium”

In the pilot system, it was also performed a case study of translating GTS
terms in geological maps of areas across, say, borders between two
countries. That is because geological mapping of border areas is an
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increasingly discussed topic in recent years (Satkunas and Graniczny, 1997;
Asch, 2001; Podemski, 2005; OneGeology-Europe Consortium, 2010).
Geological units are naturally independent of administrative borders, but
geological maps in border areas usually exhibit certain inconsistencies,
including GTS nomenclatures (Satkunas et al., 2004). There are vast
challenges, including the linguistic barriers discussed above, in harmonizing
geological maps in border areas (e.g., Delgado et al., 2001; Asch, 2001,
2005). The purpose of this case study was to check whether SKOS-based
multilingual geoscience thesauri can address the challenge of linguistic
barriers in harmonizing geological maps in border areas.
For this case study, two geological maps – geological map of NL 600k
(German legend) and geological map of NRW 100k (original map) – were
retrieved from the WMS server “DinoMap Geological maps” (see footnote 29).
These two maps cover the Dutch-German border areas between the
provinces Overijssel, Gelderland and Limburg of the Netherlands and the
state North Rhine-Westphalia (NRW) of Germany. In the first map, 11
differentiated Dutch GTS records were found along the Dutch-German border
areas; whereas in the second map, 14 differentiated German GTS records
were found. Compositions of GTS records in the two maps can be classified
into three and four types, respectively (Table 3.4).
With the earlier version of the MLTGTS, the pilot system successfully
translated GTS terms in six (types 1.1 and 1.2) of the 11 differentiated GTS
records in the first map and in 11 (types 2.1–2.3) of the 14 differentiated
GTS records in the second map. In the first map, it was found that the five
unsuccessfully translated GTS records (type 1.3) include two terms
“Weichseliën” (Weichselian) and “Saaliën” (Saalian). These terms are not
included in the 2009 ICS chart, but are used as Stage terms in regional
subdivisions of the Pleistocene Series in North West Europe 39. In the second
map, the three unsuccessfully translated GTS records (type 2.4) include two
terms “Weichselium” (Weichselian) and “Saalium” (Saalian), which are not
included in the 2009 ICS chart. By referring to the chart (v. 2010) provided
by the Subcommission on Quaternary Stratigraphy of ICS (see footnote 39),
these terms and their multilingual versions were added into the MLTGTS.
With the updated MLTGTS, the pilot systems successfully translated all GTS
terms in the 25 differentiated GTS records from both maps. By operating the
recognition and translation, original Dutch or German GTS terms can be
translated into any one of the seven language supported by the MLTGTS. This
would provide convenience to geologists working on geological maps of
39
Stratigraphical charts for the Quaternary.
http://www.quaternary.stratigraphy.org.uk/charts [Accessed February 07, 2011].
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Dutch-German border areas. Results of this case study show the benefits of
using SKOS-based multilingual geoscience thesauri in using geological maps
of border areas, although it addresses only a part (i.e., linguistic barriers) of
the challenges in harmonizing multisource geological maps.

3.5

Discussion

With proper extensions, the SKOS is functional for encoding multilingual
geoscience thesauri into a format that is compatible with the Semantic Web,
and SKOS-based multilingual geoscience thesauri are efficient for translating
online geoscience records into any language that is supported by the
thesauri. Only a multilingual thesaurus of GTS was developed in the study
presented in this chapter, but it is transparent that other SKOS-based
multilingual thesauri of different subject domains in geosciences can also be
developed. By using these multilingual geoscience thesauri, geological maps
in their native languages can be published online directly, while users in
regional/global cooperative projects can translate the maps and browse the
data in their preferred languages. In this way, linguistic barriers between
online geological maps can be reduced and, thus, their interoperability can be
improved. Results of the pilot system demonstrate the accuracy of the
MLTGTS and the functionality of the JavaScript programs to recognize and
translate GTS terms in multilingual geological maps. Meanwhile, background
information of GTS terms retrieved from the MLTGTS is also displayed on the
user interface in the chosen language. Because the multilingual terms and
their definitions and relationships in the MLTGTS were collected from credible
sources, users can get precise explanations of GTS terms from the MLTGTS.
By reading the translated GTS terms and background information in preferred
languages, users can access the information represented by the GTS records
in an easier way.
It has been extensively discussed that the SKOS model has several
advantages compared to other models for encoding thesauri in the Web
context (van Assem et al., 2006; Miles and Pérez-Agüera, 2007; PastorSanchez et al., 2009). SKOS model is based on RDF, making SKOS-based
thesauri compatible with other standards and technologies of the Semantic
Web. In recent years, SKOS model has been applied to build or rebuild
thesauri in various fields, such as agriculture (Soergel et al., 2004),
stratigraphy (Fils et al., 2009), authority files (Voss, 2009), and the
aforementioned geoscience thesauri edited by the Geoscience Concept
Definitions Task Group of the CGI-IUGS, etc. There are also significant
studies on building thesauri from diverse resources (e.g., Broughton, 2006;
Hepp, 2006; Fang et al., 2008; Tsuruoka et al., 2008), addressing semantic
and syntactic issues from various aspects. In the study presented in this
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chapter, the semantics of the GTS has been defined by the 2009 ICS chart,
which is accepted as a global standard. Instead of redefining semantics of the
GTS, the existing standard was adopted (cf. McGuinness, 2003; Bibby, 2006)
and then adapted with an extended SKOS model. Although the multilingual
GTS terms were collected from different resources, they could be added into
the MLTGTS easily, because the meanings (i.e., semantics) of these terms
are defined by their time boundaries and, thus, their locations in the ordinal
hierarchical structure GTS are clear.
For GTS thesauri, Cox and Richard (2005) discussed in detail components in
the GTS and drew conceptual schemas for them by using Unified Modeling
Language (UML). They also transformed the UML schemas into XML formats
so that they can be used on the Web. The resulting schemas represent units,
boundaries and GSSPs in the GTS and their relationships. Thus, those
schemas not only represent GTS terms but also show how they were derived.
Compared to the extended SKOS model used for the MLTGTS, the conceptual
schemas of Cox and Richard (2005) are more thorough. The SKOS-based
thesaurus of GTS (see footnote 23) edited by the Geoscience Concept
Definitions Task Group of CGI-IUGS adapted the work of Cox and Richard
(2005) by simplifying the components to fit the SKOS model. The current
version of the CGI-IUGS GTS thesaurus also refers to the ICS chart and
covers GTS terms in English, French, Italian and Slovakian. However, unlike
the MLTGTS discussed here, the CGI-IUGS GTS thesaurus does not
distinguish between chronostratigraphic and geochronologic terms. For some
GTS concepts, the CGI-IUGS GTS thesaurus combines chronostratigraphic
terms with geochronologic units in their definitions, which potentially causes
confusion. For example, “Upper Cretaceous” in the CGI-IUGS GTS thesaurus
is defined as “Upper Cretaceous Epoch”, whereas it should be “Upper
Cretaceous Series” or “Late Cretaceous Epoch”. Such issues were discussed
within the CGI-IUGS community in a recent workshop 40 and more
international cooperation was proposed.
Another example of GTS thesaurus is the multilingual geological age
thesaurus developed in the OneGeology-Europe project (1G-E) 41 recently
(Asch, 2010). The 1G-E hosts a web portal 42 providing multilingual (i.e., 18
European languages) access to contents of semantically and technically
interoperable1:1000,000 scale geological maps for the whole of Europe
40
IUGS-CGI and OneGeology-Europe Geoscience Language Workshop (IGSL 2010).
http://www.bgr.bund.de/cln_116/nn_1951520/EN/Themen/
GG__geol__Info/IGSL2010 [Accessed February 07, 2011].
41
http://www.onegeology-europe.org/home [Accessed February 07, 2011].
42
http://onegeology-europe.brgm.fr/geoportal/viewer.jsp [Accessed February 07,
2011].
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(Laxton et al., 2010). Such functions are bolstered by SKOS-based
multilingual thesauri of lithology, age (geochronology), genesis, and
structures and faults developed by the 1G-E Work Package 3 (1G-E WP3)
(Asch, 2010). There are several differences between the SKOS-based
thesauri of 1G-E and the MLTGTS discussed here. The MLTGTS in the study
described in this chapter adopts the 2009 ICS chart and uses
chronostratigraphic units. The geological age thesaurus of 1G-E uses
geochronologic units, and subdivides the periods of Precambrian for the
Europe and adds 27 new terms accordingly (Asch et al., 2010). Another
difference is that the MLTGTS in this study includes two Asian languages,
while the geological age thesaurus of 1G-E focuses on European languages.
Besides these differences, the goal of using MLTGTS to translate GTS records
of online geological maps in this study is similar to that of the 1G-E project,
although the current literature of 1G-E shows little about whether or not its
web portal applies a workflow of retrieval, recognition, translation and display
that is similar to what was developed in this study (Fig. 3.3).
The benefits of embedding ontologies in Spatial Data Infrastructures (SDI)
have also been discussed significantly in recent years (Ludäscher et al.,
2003; Georgiadou, 2006; Lacasta et al., 2007; Sinha et al., 2007). By using
ontologies in a SDI, heterogeneous geodata sources can be mapped to
common models; meanings of inconsistent concepts can be harmonized and
the semantic interoperability of geodata can be improved. Geoscience
thesauri, as “simple ontologies”, are also functional for improving the
interoperability of geodata (Ma et al., 2007; Ma et al., 2010b). Because
SKOS-based thesauri are compatible with standards and technologies of the
Semantic Web, using them can potentially lead to more features in a SDI.
The results of the pilot system in the study presented in this chapter and the
1G-E web portal already show some of these features. Recently, the
AuScope 43 project has built services using SKOS vocabularies for querying
geodata (Woodcock et al., 2010). The AuScope vocabularies record
synonyms of geoscience terms by using the label “skos:altLabel”. Even users
input alternative names of geoscience terms for querying, the vocabulary
services can find certain concepts and then retrieve desired geodata. The
label “skos:altLabel” was also used in the study presented in this chapter for
recording synonyms of GTS terms. However, compared to the vocabulary
services/applications of AuScope, the application of MLTGTS in this study is
not for querying geodata but for recognizing and translating GTS terms and
showing background knowledge about them.

43

http://www.auscope.org [Accessed February 07, 2011].
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Several lessons are learnt from the study presented in this chapter. Firstly,
SKOS provides a concise model for representing hierarchical structures, but it
may be insufficient or inappropriate for structures of certain subject domains
in geosciences and this may require an extension to the SKOS model in
practice. Thus, because GTS is not a pure hierarchical structure but an
ordinal hierarchical structure divided by time boundaries, the SKOS model
was extended by adding several other properties, as described earlier, so
that that the extended model can represent the ordinal hierarchical structure
of GTS properly. Secondly, SKOS is good for encoding multilingual geoscience
thesauri, but matching multilingual geoscience terms and building interrelationships still need geoscience knowledge and cooperation of experts
from different language background. Thus, the 2009 ICS chart was referred
for GTS terms in English and the MTG and AMTG were referred for
multilingual GTS terms because they are results of international cooperation
that are accepted globally. However, because some GTS terms are mismatched or missed in the MTG and AMTG, various other sources were also
referred for collecting credible multilingual GTS terms. Thirdly, many
synonyms in different languages should be collected as much as possible in
geoscience thesauri. Although international standards or agreements on
professional terms of a certain subject domain exist, synonyms are still used
in current geoscience works. For example, in British English there are three
GTS terms “Cainozoic”, “Palaeozoic” and “Archaean”, which correspond to
“Cenozoic”, “Paleozoic” and “Archean”, respectively. Such synonyms were
encoded in the MLTGTS so that if they are encountered in practice, they can
be recognized by using the MLTGTS. Finally, “new” standards cannot be used
to explain “old” data, denoting that if a concept’s meaning is changed in the
thesaurus, it cannot be used to explain a record using the previous meaning
of that concept. For example, in the 2009 ICS chart, the basal boundary of
Quaternary is different from that in previous versions of ICS charts. The
MLTGTS refers to the 2009 ICS chart for the most recently defined meaning
of Quaternary. However, if a record “Quaternary” in a map refers to the 2008
ICS chart, then the definition of “Quaternary” in the MLTGTS cannot be used
to explain the meaning of that record (cf. Mascarelli, 2009). This reminds the
geoscience community that thesauri used by a geodata source could be
attached along with the geodata, or at least, a record of used thesauri could
be noted in the metadata of a geodata source.
Because SKOS-based multilingual geoscience thesauri are still an emerging
topic in the field of geosciences, many further studies can be proposed. One
possible work is collecting more synonyms for GTS terms not only in the
seven languages considered in the study presented in this chapter but also in
other languages to enrich the MLTGTS. Another work is incorporating results
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and lessons of this study with other efforts for developing multilingual
geoscience thesauri, such as that of the Geoscience Concept Definitions Task
Group of the CGI-IUGS. In a broader perspective, SKOS-based multilingual
geoscience thesauri can be maintained by international task groups in the
CGI-IUGS and published online. Meanwhile, they can be accessed and used
by many different organizations and individuals globally for various
applications (cf. Schäffer et al., 2010). New technologies for parsing SKOSbased thesauri can also be studied further. JavaScript programs are efficient
for parsing the MLTGTS in this study because it is small; for parsing a large
SKOS-based thesaurus or a group of large thesauri, those programs require
further testing. Some other technologies for parsing thesaurus (e.g.,
SPARQL 44 ) can be tested in the further studies. Transforming the SKOSbased MLTGTS into a RDF/OWL-based ontology of GTS is an open topic,
because although SKOS and RDF/OWL are compatible in physical formats, a
RDF/OWL-based ontology of GTS is capable of adding more semantic
descriptions for concepts and relationships. The work of the geological time
ontology 45 in the SWEET project (Raskin and Pan, 2005) can be referred to in
this further study.

3.6

Conclusions

Fast evolving Web-based technologies provide not only platforms for building
online geological data services but also opportunities for alleviating linguistic
barriers to geological data use in regional/global environments. Among
various proposed technologies, the SKOS model is advantageous as a start
point for encoding and applying multilingual geoscience thesauri in the
context of the Semantic Web, and it can be extended in conjunction with
other approaches to express concepts and relationships of a subject domain
properly. In the study presented in this chapter, a multilingual thesaurus of
geological time scale was encoded with an extended SKOS model and,
coupled with the thesaurus, methods of characteristic-oriented term retrieval
were implemented in JavaScript programs for recognizing and translating
geological time scale terms in online geological maps. The developed
thesaurus and associated programs were used in a pilot system to recognize
and translate geological time scale terms in actual geological maps. Results
of the pilot system proved the accuracy of the developed multilingual
thesaurus of geological time scale and the functionality of the JavaScript
programs. This study shows that SKOS-based multilingual geoscience
thesauri can be functional for alleviating linguistic barriers between online
geological maps and, thus, improving their interoperability. However,

44
45

http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query [Accessed February 07, 2011].
http://sweet.jpl.nasa.gov/2.0/timeGeologic.owl [Accessed February 07, 2011].
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background knowledge of a subject domain is essential when SKOS is used
for building a multilingual geoscience thesaurus of that domain. In addition, it
may be necessary to extend the SKOS model in order to obtain satisfactory
semantic expressions in certain subject domains in geosciences. Methods of
conceptual analysis are beneficial for the extension and/or enrichment of
semantic expressions in an ontology. Chapter 4 will discuss how to integrate
different conceptual models to develop computer programs and generate
standard-compatible results for a subject in geology. Chapter 5 will describe
a RDF/OWL-based ontology of geological time scale, in which the semantic
expressions of geological time concepts are enriched compared to the SKOSbased thesaurus described in this chapter.
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4

Standard-compatible conceptual schemas
for mine geological data
This chapter is based on: Ma, X., Carranza, E.J.M., van der Meer, F.D., Wu,
C., Zhang, X., 2010. Algorithms for multi-parameter constrained compositing
of borehole assay intervals from economic aspects. Computers & Geosciences
36 (7), 945–952.

4.1

Introduction

Conceptual analysis is important for subjects in the field of geology because
the resulting conceptual schemas/models are often used as basic frameworks
of massive geological data and, thus, are closely related to the
interoperability of geological data. One of the data-intensive geological
subjects is the compositing of borehole metal-grade intervals. Compositing of
borehole intervals is an initial step in the cross-sectional method (Fig. 4.1)
used for modeling orebodies and estimating mineral resources of a deposit
(Sinclair and Blackwell, 2002; Xu and Dowd, 2003; Hustrulid and Kuchta,
2006). Compositing can be based on different criteria, such as geological
conditions and economic aspects, etc. Compositing based on economic
criteria (e.g., metal-grade) (Ranta et al., 1984; Green, 1991; BonhamCarter, 1994), which is often used when well-defined geological boundaries
are absent for defining orebodies, is a stepwise procedure that consists of (1)
classifying raw intervals along a borehole by assayed grades; (2) combining
them into composite intervals (i.e., composites) according to certain
economic criteria and (3) classifying resulting composites. In the 3rd step,
two properties of a composite – average grade and total length – are often
used to determine, respectively, economic and mining feasibility of that
composite (cf. Ranta et al., 1984; Diering, 1992). If values of those two
properties of a composite are both above certain cut-off values (i.e., cut-off
grade and minimum mining length, respectively), then that composite is
considered to be economic and minable. If the average grade of a composite
is above the cut-off value but its total length is not, then that composite may
have to be diluted with adjoining intervals to further determine its economic
and mining feasibility.
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0..*
OREBODY

BOREHOLE
1..1

(a)

CSECTION
0..*
1..1

1..1
0..*
MGINTERVAL

(b)

-Sequential number
-True length
-Metal (1) grade
-Metal (2) grade
-Metal (n) grade

1..*
COMPOSITE

1..*

-Total length
-Metal (1) average grade
-Metal (2) average grade
-Metal (n) average grade

(d)

(c)

Fig. 4.1. Concept of orebody modeling based on borehole ore composites derived crosssectional method: (a) minable ore composites determined in each borehole, in which
short black and white blocks stand for borehole assay intervals, while a bold red line
attached to a group of intervals stands for a minable ore composite; (b) orebody outline
in each cross section based on minable ore composites; (c) 3D orebody model
interpolated from cross sections; and (d) a model of objects, attributes and relationships
in (a) to (c).This chapter focuses on works in step (a). In (d), “MGINTERVAL” and
“COMPOSITE” may contain grade values of several metals, but this chapter deals with
intervals and composites with a single metal-grade.
Dilution, in compositing of metal-grade intervals, means adding external
intervals into a short economic composite in order to exceed the minimum
mining length, while the reduced grade still exceeds the cut-off grade
(Annels, 1991; Villaescusa, 1998; Sinclair and Blackwell, 2002). Dilution
makes the compositing procedure complex and tedious for manual work,
which is why computer programs are necessary to facilitate this work. To
develop such computer programs, conceptual schemas/models are required
because they show a map of concepts and their relationships in the
compositing of borehole metal-grade intervals.
In this chapter, data-flow models (DFM) and object-oriented models (OOM)
are used together to underpin a program for compositing borehole metalgrade intervals. Steps in the compositing procedure are followed in the DFM,
and objects, sets/classes of objects and their interrelationships are identified
in the OOM. DFM and OOM generated in this study are compatible with
commonly used standards in the field of mineral resources estimation. This
increases the interoperability of results produced by the developed program.
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4.2

Data-flow and object-oriented models

4.2.1 Compositing procedure and objects involved
Borehole metal-grade intervals are basic elements (i.e., input data) in the
compositing. Although an interval may have assayed grades of several
metals (Fig. 1d), this study focuses on the compositing of intervals with a
single metal-grade. Thus, any borehole metal-grade interval s has three
attributes: sequential number

id , metal-grade g s

4.1). Correspondingly, any composite

gc

and total length

lc .

economic interval set ( S
grade

GM

(Table

can be classified into either the

s

) or the waste interval set ( S

as criterion. Accordingly,

ls

c has two attributes: average grade

An individual
E

and true length

S

E

and

S

W

W

) by using cut-off

are both subsets of the

interval set S . A looping construct (Fig. 4.2) was set up as the DFM to
classify metal-grade intervals in a borehole.

All si in a borehole

i=1, 2, …, p
i=1
Finish

T

F

i>p

i=i+1
T

si ∈ SE

gsi>=GM

F

s i ∈ SW

Fig. 4.2. Steps for classifying metal-grade intervals in a borehole. In the diagram

g si = si .g s ,

and T means True and F means False. For meanings of other symbols

see Table 4.1.
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Symbol

Table 4.1 Meanings of symbols used in the compositing procedure
Meaning

S

Borehole metal-grade interval (a set or a class)

SE

Economic interval (a set or a class)

SW

Waste interval (a set or a class)

C

Composite (a set or a class)

LM

Minimum mining length. The thinnest ore zone that can be
extracted by the mining method employed
Cut-off grade. The lowest grade set to distinguish economic
profitable ore from waste in a given deposit
Sequential number of an interval in a borehole

GM

id

True length of an metal-grade interval. In a tabular deposit, if θ is
the intersection angle between the orebody and the borehole axis,

ls

then

ls

= original length of an interval × sin θ

gs

Metal-grade of an interval

lc

Length of a composite. The sum of

gc

Weighted average grade of a composite. The average of

ls

of intervals within a

composite

weighted by

C

ls

gs

of every interval within a composite

Dilutable unminable short economic composite (a set or a class)

E
SUD

E
C SUU

Undilutable unminable short economic composite (a set or a class)

CD

Diluted composite (a set or a class)

C DN

Diluted non-economic composite (a set or a class)

C DE

Diluted minable economic composite (a set or a class)

C DE−Output

Economically optimized diluted minable economic composite (a set
or a class)
Waste composite (a set or a class)

CW
CRe sult
C ME

Result of compositing metal-grade intervals in a borehole (a set or
a class)
Minable economic composite (a set or a class)
Unminable economic composite (a set or a class)

CUE

Non-economic composite (a set or a class)

CU
e
su

f D (c , s n )

Dilution function

f MAX ( SETCdE )

A function used to find the

SETCd

A set storing the
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Symbol

Meaning

SETCdN

A set storing elements of

CDN in the dilution function
E
A set storing elements of CD in the dilution function

SETCdE

σ D = ∑ ( g s − GM ) × ls , which represents total net economic

σD

profit value of all intervals in a diluted composite
Along the one dimensional top–down track of a borehole, each group of
contiguous elements of
A

c ep

SE

is composited as a pure economic composite

c ep .

E

can be classified into either the long economic composite set ( C L ) or
E

the short economic composite set ( C S ) by using minimum mining length

LM

as criterion. Accordingly,

economic composite set

C PE

C LE

and

C SE

are both subsets of the pure

. A short economic composite

cse

can be

E

classified into either the minable short economic composite set ( C SM ) or the
unminable short economic composite set (

E
C SU

) by using the value of

GM ⋅ LM

E
C SU

are both subsets of the

as criterion. Accordingly,

short economic composite set

E
C SM

and

C SE .

An unminable short economic composite

csue

can be classified into either the
E

dilutable unminable short economic composite set ( C SUD ) or the undilutable
E

unminable short economic composite set ( C SUU ) by using a dilution function

f D (csue , sn )

as criterion. Accordingly,

E
C SUD

and

the unminable short economic composite set
E
C SUD

E
CSUU

E
C SU
.

A

are both subsets of

csue

is classified into

means that it can be diluted by the dilution function

f D (csue , sn ) .

In

the function, several operations are conducted to add a number of adjacent
borehole intervals to

csue

, and thus generate an economically optimized

diluted minable economic composite

cde −Output

for the

csue .
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Based on the above descriptions, a looping construct (Fig. 4.3) was set up as
the DFM to classify and process economic metal-grade composites

c ep

in a

borehole.

All

c epi in a borehole
i=1, 2, …, q
i=1
T

i>q

i=i+1

Finish

F
T

F

lci >= LM

c epi ∈ C LE
T

c epi ∈ CSE
F

gci·lci >= GM·LM

E
c epi ∈ CSM

E
c epi ∈ CSU

T

F

f D (c sue , s n )

E
c epi ∈ CSUD

E
c epi ∈ CSUU

Generate a

c de −Output
Fig. 4.3. Steps for classifying and processing economic composites in a borehole. In the
diagram

lci = c epi .lc

and

g ci = c epi .g c ,

and T means True and F means False. For

meanings of other symbols see Table 4.1.
If each

csue

in a borehole is processed by the dilution function

then all elements of

C LE

,

E
C SM

,

C DE−Output

and

E
C SUU

f D (csue , sn ) ,

in a borehole are

identified. The remaining un-composited intervals are, therefore, all elements
of S W . Each group of contiguous elements of S W is composited as a waste
composite

E
E
c w . Elements of C LE , C SM , C DE−Output , C SUU and C W comprise the

output result of compositing metal-grade intervals in a borehole.
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4.2.2 Dilution procedure and objects involved

f D (csue , sn ) ,

In the dilution function
(n

= 1,2,3,..., p )

is added to a

a finite number of external intervals

csue ,

generating several diluted composites

cd ,

and then identifying whether these

cde .

If one or more

cde

sn

are diluted economic composites

cd

can be derived from a

csue ,

then the one with the

maximum economic profit value can be chosen among them, and a

cde −Output

is derived from it.
Data input to
results when

f D (csue , sn )
f D (csue , sn )

E
C SUD
. The intervals sn

include a

csue

is applied: a

and

csue

sn ,

is classified into either

SW

include not only elements of

element composites of

C LE

,

E
CSM

,

C DE−Output

may also include elements of

and

SE .

intervals

sn

SW

and

SE

SW

would eventually result in a non-economic

can be added to a

cde

diluted economic composites
intervals added to a

and there are two possible

csue

economically optimized

csue

cd ,

or

but also intervals in
, meaning that the

Although elements of both

to generate

come from

E
CSU

E
CSUU

cd ,
cd

each added element of

. Therefore, because all

the number ( n ) of external

should be strictly limited in order to generate

cde

. Accordingly,

f D (csue , sn )

stepwise function following the increasing number

n

is designed as a
(

n = 1,2,3,..., p )

of

external intervals added. In this stepwise procedure a derived attribute
σ was used, which is the total net economic profit value of all borehole
intervals in a composite:

σ = ∑( g s − GM ) × l s = ( g c − GM ) × lc .
Correspondingly,

σD

was defined as the profit value of a diluted composite

(Table 4.1).
In the stepwise procedure of

f D (csue , sn ) ,

a certain number ( n ) of external

intervals

csue

n th

sn

are added to the

at the

step. Consequently, there are
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n + 1 dilution choices to generate several cd (Fig. 4.4), which comprise a set

SETCd .
the

The

(n + 1)

th

n + 1 diluted choices of cd at the n

th

step are not suitable for

step, because the number of external intervals added at each

step changes. Therefore,

SETCd

Number of
1
external intervals
added

n th

is cleared for every

2

step.

3

4

n

……
Number of
dilution choices

2

3

4

5

n+1

Fig. 4.4. Possible dilution choices in each dilution step following the increase of external
e

intervals. The gray block in the middle is an unminable short economic composite ( csu )
and white blocks are external intervals added in the dilution.
For a

cd

in a certain

SETCd ,

if

σD < 0

c d . g c < GM

(i.e.,

classified into the diluted non-economic composite

), then this

cd

is

(e.g., the second

C DN

choice (counted from left) in dilution step 2 in Fig. 4.5); and in the dilution
function this

n th

cd

SETCdN . SETCdN

is recorded in a set

step, but is used in the following steps. If a

contains a composite

cdn

stored in

SETCdN

second choice in step 3 in Fig. 4.5) or
in Fig. 4.5), this
in the
then

SETCd

cd

σD ≥ 0

SETCdN . For

SETCdN

(e.g., the

a

csue , if every cd

(e.g., step 4 in Fig. 4.6),
e

FALSE result, and this csu is classified into the

undilutable unminable short economic composite set
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σD < 0

(e.g., the third choice in step 3

should also be recorded in

returns a

of following dilution steps

, whether its

of a dilution step is recorded in

f D (csue , sn )

cd

is not cleared for every

E
CSUU
.

Chapter 4

Dilution step 1

2
P

P
P: σD ≥ 0;
N: σD < 0

Fig. 4.5. Checking

csue

P

σD

3
P

N

P

N

P

P

. White blocks are elements of

SW

N

N

P

cd .

of each dilution choice

4

n
P

P

……

The gray block in the middle is a

and green blocks are elements of

SE

,

representing external intervals added in the dilution procedure. A dotted outline means
that a

cd

negative

is recorded in

SETCdN .

P means a positive or zero

σD

and N means a

σD.
Dilution step 1
P
P: σD ≥ 0;
N: σD < 0

2
P
P

3
P

N

N

P

N
P

4
N

N

P

P

N

Fig. 4.6. Stopping point of a failed dilution case. The dilution procedure is stopped in step
4 because all resulting composites in this step are recorded in
positive or zero
For a

cd

σD

in a

and N means a negative

SETCd ,

if

c d . g c ≥ GM

include any composites in the
minable economic composite

C DE .

a function

In this

SETCdE . If a SETCd

f MAX ( SETCdE )

cd .lc ≥ LM

then this

that fulfill these conditions and thus these
recorded in a set

P means a

σD.

and

SETCdN ,

SETCdN .

cd

SETCd

cd

, and this

cd

does not

is classified into diluted

there may be several

are elements of

C DE

can result in a non-empty

cd

that are all

SETCdE , then

can be used to find a unique composite

cde −Max ,
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which has the maximum value of

σD,

among all element composites in the

SETCdE .

non-empty

It is possible that the

cde −Max

cde −Output

economic composite

C LE

,

E
CSM

for a

cde −Max

and bottom boundaries of a
are elements of

is the economically optimized diluted minable

,

csue .

That may not be the case if the top

are adjacent to existing composites that

C DE−Output

E
C SU

and

cde −Max

, or if the

includes

intervals that have already been included in those existing composites.
Accordingly, a set
composites of
elements in

SETCm

was used to represent such a group of existing

E
C LE , CSM , C DE−Output

SETCm .

If there is a

combined with all recorded
composite

cde − New ,

cm

E
C SU
;

and

SETCm

and

related to a

in the

SETCm

cm

was used to represent

cde −Max , this cde −Max

, so as to generate a new
w
sTop
& Bottom

Then, as many as possible waste intervals

the top and bottom of

cde − New

is first

at

are excluded, while keeping the length of the

modified composite not shorter than

LM ,

so as to generate a

cde −Output

for a

csue .
For a certain

csue ,

result, and this
composite set

csue

if a

cde −Output

is derived, then

E
CSUD

unique

E
N
E
C SUD
. SETCd , SETCd , SETCd

can be obtained. In the

may result in a unique
unique

and

SETCm

cde −Output .

f D (csue , sn ) .

Thus, if a

cde − New ,

SETCdE

csue

C DE

there is a unique

although each

cde −Max

or

is classified

constituting a

cde −Max ,

cde − New

which

results in a

Consequently, the result of compositing consists of three

super-sets of composites (i.e., minable economic composite set
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TRUE

are all cleared at the

during dilution, then at least one element of

SETCdE

returns a

is classified into the dilutable unminable short economic

beginning of each dilution case using
into

f D (csue , sn )

CME

,

Chapter 4
unminable economic composite set

CU

).

includes

CME

C U includes C W .

CUE

, and non-economic composite set

E
C LE , CSM , and C DE−Output ; CUE

includes

E
CSUU

; and

Based on the above descriptions, a flow chart (Fig. 4.7)

was set up as the DFM to dilute a

csue .
e

A csu and external
intervals sn

n=1
m=1
T

m > n+1
F
Add sn related to the m-th
e
dilution choice to the csu

cdn = csue + sn
T

cdn.gc < GM

e

E
Find a cd − Max in SETCd

F

SET Cm ≠ φ

m=m+1
cdn ∈ CDN and
is added to SETCdN

F

cdn

contains any cdn
in SETCdN

e
cde − Max is cd −Output

T

T

Add cdn
to SET N

Cd

F

cdn .lc ≥ LM

Combine composites in SETCm with the
cde − Max to result in a cde − New , delete waste
e
intervals at the top and bottom of cd − New
as many as possible while keep its
length not shorter than LM

F

T

cdn ∈ C DE and
E
is added to SETCd

e

e
Result in a cd −Output based on the cd − New

n=n+1
All n+1 records in
SETCd are in SETCdN

E
csue ∈ CSUD

F
F

Return TRUE

T
E
csue ∈ CSUU

SETCdE ≠ φ
T

Fig. 4.7. Steps in dilution of an unminable short economic composite

Return FALSE

csue . T means True

and F means False.

4.2.3 Object-oriented models
By expressing the DFM in Unified Modeling Language (UML), OOM of classes
and sets of borehole metal-grade intervals and composites, and inter-
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relationships among those classes and sets were defined (Fig. 4.8).
Compared to the DFM, the OOM are concise as they omit steps in the
compositing procedure but address the classes, states, and characteristics of
different types of intervals and composites and the relationships between
them.

0..*

1..*

1
0..*
1..*

1
1..*

1..*

1

1..*
1..*

0..*
1..*
1
0..*

1 1..*
1
0..*

0..*

0..*

0..*

0..1

0..1

0..1

0..1

0..1

0..1
0..1
0..1
0..1

0..*

0..1

0..1

0..1

0..1

0..1

0..1

0..1

0..1

0..1
0..1

1..*

generalization

1

aggregation

1

1

association

dependency

Fig. 4.8. Objects and their relationships in compositing of borehole metal-grade intervals.
Boxes in gray color show classes of input data (i.e.,
and C U ) in the compositing.
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Relationships of “class-subclass” (e.g.,

SE

is a subclass of

S ) are denoted

as “generalization” in Fig. 4.8. Inferential relationships between

SETCd

and between

C DE

and

SETCdN

E
CSUU

are denoted as “dependency”. The

notation “dependency” is also used to represent relationship between
and

C DE−Output , which

or between

C DE

and

C DE−Output

CW

and

and

however is different from that between

SETCdN .

in a borehole (i.e., instances of

C DE−Output

CW

and

and

SETCdN

SETCm

E
C LE , CSM , C DE−Output

and

E
C LE , CSM , C DE−Output

and

, but their instances are recorded in the

relationships between

C DE− New

and

relationship between
because although a

cde −Max

is a

cde −Output ,

in a borehole can only

E
CSUU

applies to individual instances of

as “aggregation”, because

between

CW

and

E
CSUU

and

or

SETCd
SETCd

or

SETCdN .

Relationships between

SETCm

SETCd

in that borehole have been

determined), whereas the “dependency” between

C DE

and

CW

applies to overall instances but not to individual instances of

C DE−Output

C DE

E
CSUU

That is because the “dependency” between

be identified after all instances of

between

and

SETCdE

C DE−Output

C DE− Max
cde −Output

C DE− Max ,

and

between

E
C SU

E
C SU

and

are denoted

are not subclasses of

SETCm

set. Furthermore,

C DE− Max

and

C DE− New ,

and

are also denoted as “aggregation”. The
and

C DE−Output

is denoted as “association”,

derives from a

cde −Output , or that only

a part of a

cde −Max ,

cde −Max

it is possible that a

is included in the derived

which is due to the exclusion of waste intervals

top and bottom of a corresponding

w
sTop
& Bottom

at the

cde − New .

Notations of multiplicity (i.e., zero or more instances “0..*”, one or more
instances “1..*”, zero or one instance “0..1”, and exactly one instance “1”)
are also used in the UML diagrams (Fig. 4.8) . For example, notations of “1”
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to “1..*”, “1..*” to “1”, and “1” to “0..*” are used, respectively, between
and

CD ,

between

CD

that an instance of

and

E
C SU

SETCd

, and between

SETCd

E
C SU

indicates that if an instance of

SETCm

showing

may result in zero or more instances of

Notations of “0..*” to “0..1” are used between

it is not a

C DE ,

and

C DE

and

E
C SUD

cannot result in any instance of

E
C SU

C DE

.

, which

C DE , then

E
C SUD
.

is a subset of the union of instances of

E
C LE , CSM , C DE−Output

In Fig. 4.8, “aggregation” is used to show the relationships from

C DE−Output

and

E
CSU

C DE−Output

and

E
CSU
,

to

SETCm ,

then “0..*” is used at the side of

and “0..1” is used at the side of

cde −Max

means that, depends on a certain
instance of

SETCm , and the

SETCm .

E
CSU
.

E
C LE , CSM ,
E
C LE , CSM ,

Here the “0..1”

, there may or may not exist an

“0..*” indicates that in an instance of

may be zero or more instances of

and

E
C LE , CSM , C DE−Output

and

SETCm

there

E
CSU
.

Notations used between S W and C W are “1..*” to “1” because an instance of

C W includes at least one instance of
instances of
explanation

S

W

also

SW

, and conversely, one or more

can be included in exactly one instance of C W . This
applies

to

the

notations

between

SE

and

C PE

.

Nevertheless, the notations used between S and C are “1..*” to “1..*”
because each instance of S may be included in one or more instances of C .
This is caused by dilution in the compositing procedure. For example, by
adding external intervals (i.e.,
included in several instances of

sn

) to a

csue

S may be

C D . Thus the notations of “1..*” to “1..*” are

also used for the relationship between S and

4.3

, an instance of

CD .

Pilot system and results

The aforementioned DFM and OOM were applied in the development of a pilot
system by using C++ (Fig. 4.9). Compositing can be performed via a user
interface consisting of four parts: constrained parameters setting, demo
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borehole choosing, control buttons, and compositing result. Two methods are
set optional: (1) allowing minimum metal accumulation (i.e., allowing
minable short economic composites

e
csm

in the result) and (2) allowing

dilution.

Fig. 4.9. User interface of a pilot system. Compositing results are shown in column
“CompositedAs”: Label “2” and red filling color stand for minable economic composite
E
CME ; Label “1” and green filling color stand for unminable economic composite CU ; and

U

label “0” and blue filling color stand for non-economic composite C . Total length and
average grade of each composite are given at the end interval of a composite.
The developed program was tested using eight borehole dataset from a gold
mine and desired results were obtained as designed in the DFM and OOM. For
the case study data (Fig. 4.10), the defined composites constitute three
superclasses

CME

,

CUE

CU

and

.

However,

in

actual

practice

of

reserves/resources estimation, data attributes of intervals comprising every
instance of a composite are required for assessing the accuracy and reliability
of classifications of reserves/resources (UNECE, 1997, 2001; Dominy, 2002).
Data attributes and characteristics of objects in classes and sets recorded in
the OOM can be organized in computer programs and can then be used to
trace the data attributes of intervals that comprise every instance of a
composite. For example, there are two instances of
them belongs to the subclass

C

E
SM

C ME

in Fig. 4.10, one of

and the other belongs to the subclass
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C DE−Output .

Although both

E
C SM

and

C DE−Output

belong to

C ME ,

they may have

different weights in the classification of estimates of metal reserves. By using
OOM in computer programs for compositing borehole metal-grade intervals,
the differences between

E
C SM

id

ls

gs

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
…

1.36
1.36
1.36
1.36
1.15
1.56
1.36
1.36
1.36
1.63
0.44
1.02
0.71
0.65
0.65
1.09
0.81
0.75
0.68
0.75
0.68
0.68
0.7
0.51
0.61
0.68
0.68
0.93
0.81
0.68
0.68
0.7
0.68
0.68
…

0.35
0.23
0.05
0.46
0.04
0.1
0.13
1.1
0.24
0.1
0.81
5.57
1.11
0.69
0.53
0.5
0.33
0.47
0.28
0.19
1.06
1.11
0.61
1.03
0.94
0.92
0.89
0.97
2.75
0.31
0.17
0.22
0.39
0.28
…

and

C DE−Output

can be recorded.

lc / gc

9.51/0.20

1.36/1.10
3.43/0.25
1.73/3.74

5.38/0.43

1.36/1.09
0.70/0.61
0.51/1.03
0.61/0.94
3.10/1.41

…

GM: 1 g/t; LM: 3 m

Fig. 4.10. Objects of metal-grade intervals and composites in actual borehole data. The
column with head

lc / g c

shows the output of compositing, in which the records filled

with red, green and blue colors are composites respectively belonging to superclasses
E
CME , CU

and

C U (see Fig. 4.9).

The OOM can also be used to explain objects involved in a certain dilution
case. For example, in Fig. 4.11 there is an instance of
of the dilution function

E
C SU
.

In the first step

f D (csue , sn ) , only one external interval (i.e., n = 1 ) is

added and there are two dilution choices. Because the two dilution choices
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are both

C DN ,

this dilution case returns a

4.12, another dilution case returns a
of

C

E
D

FALSE result. In contrast, in Fig.

TRUE result. There are three instances

among four dilution choices in the third step (i.e., n = 3 ) of the

dilution function. These three instances of
E
Cd

SET

, in which an instance of

instance of

id
19
20
21
22
23
24

C

E
D − Max

C DE

constitute an instance of

is chosen, which in turn becomes an

C DE−Output .

ls

gs

lc / gc

n=1
lc / gc

0.68 0.28
0.75 0.19
2.11/0.77
0.68 1.06
1.36/1.09
2.06/0.93
0.68 1.11
0.7
0.61
0.51 1.03
GM: 1 g/t; LM: 3 m

Fig. 4.11. Objects of metal-grade intervals and composites in a dilution case that returns
a FALSE result. Input data of the dilution case is taken from Fig. 4.10.
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Fig. 4.12. Objects of metal-grade intervals and composites in a dilution case that returns a TRUE result. The record with red filling
color and bolded outline in step 3 is the output result of this dilution case. Input data of the dilution case is taken from Fig. 4.10.
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4.4

Discussion

In the DFM, steps in the procedure of compositing are defined, which are a
solid support for transforming the procedure into a computer program. In the
OOM, classes and sets of intervals and composites are defined, and interrelationships among them are identified. DFM and OOM complement each
other in the aforementioned work of developing a program for compositing
borehole metal-grade intervals.
The DFM show a stepwise procedure, in which each step consists of three
parts: input data, data processing and output data. The output data of a
foregoing step is often a part of the input data of a following step. A
foregoing step may generate diverse output data, and these may lead to
several branches of following steps. The DFM specify certain stopping points
for each branch in the stepwise procedure when desired results are
generated. Such DFM concentrate on the sequence of steps, the method for
data processing and the desired result of each step (Ma et al., 2010a). In
contrast, the OOM concentrate on the identification of objects and their
relationships. Intervals and composites in the compositing are classified into
classes, subclasses, as well as sets and subsets. Relationships among
classes, sets and instances of classes and sets, such as generalization,
aggregation, association and dependency, are identified with UML in Fig. 4.8.
Such characteristics of OOM provide a clear view of objects and their
relationships in the compositing, and thus are complementary to DFM. A
closer relationship between end-users and software developers is the trend
for developing mine planning software (Kapageridis, 2009). OOM and DFM
show different aspects of a software program and can facilitate discussion
between end-users and software developers when a program is under
development.
Nowadays, OOM are widely used in software design and development (Lu and
Jin, 1997; Booch et al., 2007; Din and Idris, 2009; Sun, 2010). OOM are
easy to understand and can be reused or linked to other models (Mylopoulos
et al., 1999). For example, in the OOM of this study the objects of minable

CUE

economic composite

C ME

economic composite

C U were proposed, which are compatible with the

, unminable economic composite

and non-

commonly used schemas for mineral resources estimation (Fig. 4.13 and
Table 4.2). Nevertheless, each method of computerized analysis and
modeling has its own characteristics and limitations (Green and Rosemann,
2000). Therefore, DFM cannot be omitted completely. Although OOM present
a concise expression of objects and their relationships in compositing of
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borehole metal-grade intervals, they are weaker than DFM in explaining steps
in the compositing procedure and the derivation of objects in the procedure.

Fig. 4.13. United Nations Framework Classification for Energy and Mineral Resources
(UNFC) as applied to coal, uranium and other solid minerals (from UNECE, 1997). For
meanings of economic (E1, E2, E3), feasibility (F1, F2, F3) and geological (G1, G2, G3,
G4) categories see Table 4.2.
Table 4.2 Categories for coal, uranium and other solid minerals (from UNECE, 1997)
Categories
Meanings
E1
E2
E3
F1
F2
F3
G1
G2
G3

Economic
Potentially Economic
Intrinsically Economic
Mining Report and/or Feasibility Study
Pre-feasibility Study
Geological Study
Detailed Exploration
General Exploration
Prospecting

G4

Reconnaissance Study

There is no single method that can address all aspects of modeling objects
and their relationships in the compositing of borehole metal-grade intervals.
Villa et al. (2009) discussed that knowledge incorporated in models is rarely
self-contained enough for them to be understood and used – by humans or
machines – without the modeler's mediation. They also proposed that
ontology-driven approaches will become more important for formal
organization of domain knowledge and for remedying insufficiencies in
current models. Studies of an ontology spectrum (McGuinness, 2003; Obrst,
2003; Uschold and Gruninger, 2004) show that higher order logics (e.g.,
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description logic (DL)) allow more expressivity for semantics of objects and
their relationships. Precise restrictions can be defined by using DL-based
languages (e.g., Resource Description Framework (RDF) or Web Ontology
Language (OWL)) and online applications can be developed based on
RDF/OWL. Therefore, a possible direction for further studies is to investigate
applications of RDF/OWL in building conceptual models for compositing
borehole metal-grade intervals.
In this study, the DFM and OOM follow the principle of Boolean logic (i.e.,
every meaningful proposition is either true or false, and nothing in between).
For example, an instance

s

of

S belongs to either S E or S W . In contrast,

fuzzy logic (FL) permits intermediate values between completely true and
completely false for a certain proposition (Zadeh, 1965, 2008). Tutmez
(2007) proposed a FL-based methodology for estimation of ore grades and
uncertainties of estimates. Although the application of FL in Tutmez (2007) is
different from the general idea of Boolean logic in this study (i.e., to identify
economic metal-grade borehole intervals and composites and their interrelationships), the advantage of FL for calculating uncertainties in ore grade
estimates suggests further work to investigate how FL can be used to
supplement or complement the current study for generating models of
borehole metal-grade composites.

4.5

Conclusions

Integrating different methods of conceptual analysis can generate detailed
conceptual schemas/models for a subject in geology, such as the compositing
of borehole metal-grade intervals. As boreholes and borehole intervals of a
mine site are numerous, it is desirable to have a computer program that can
generate standard-compatible results in borehole metal-grade interval
compositing. In the study presented in this chapter, data-flow and objectoriented models were developed to represent the procedure of compositing
borehole metal-grade intervals. A pilot system was then developed to
implement the designed models and the program was tested using borehole
datasets from a gold mine. This study shows that object-oriented models and
data-flow models complement each other in developing the program for
compositing borehole metal-grade intervals. By using the developed models
and programs, results of composited borehole metal-grade intervals are
compatible with commonly used standards in the field of mineral resources
estimation. Since approaches driven by higher order logics are potentially
useful for remedying insufficiencies of current data-flow and object-oriented
models, investigating the application of higher order logic languages may
prove useful in the conceptual analysis for compositing borehole metal-grade
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intervals. In addition, investigating the application of fuzzy logic may also
prove useful to complement the current models.
It is also noteworthy that as a part of the cross-sectional method, the
compositing method discussed here assumes that values (e.g., assayed
metal-grade and true length) of borehole intervals to be composited are free
of errors. It tends to be applied in the initial modeling of orebodies in a
mineral deposit, without comprehensive and precise consideration of
distribution and covariance of samples as what geostatistics does. Therefore,
in order to avoid misleading results, a reliable estimation of mineral
resources may apply several methods and make compare between the
separate results. The works of conceptual analyses and conceptual
schemas/models in this chapter are used in the local contexts of mine sites.
Chapter 5 will shift the context to the cyber-infrastructure and will describe
the featured functions developed with a RDF/OWL-based ontology of
geological time scale for promoting the interoperability of online geological
data.
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Ontology-aided management of information
from online geological data
This chapter is based on: Ma, X., Carranza, E.J.M., Wu, C., van der Meer,
F.D., Ontology-aided annotation, visualization and generalization of
geological time scale information from online geological map services.
Computers & Geosciences (2011), doi:10.1016/j.cageo.2011.07.018

5.1

Introduction

Cyber-infrastructure enables faster and easier creation, storage and transfer
of data, yet services facilitating efficient information retrieval and knowledge
discovery are still underdeveloped (Hey and Trefethen, 2005; Stafford,
2010). In the field of geology, it has been extensively discussed that a
geoscience cyber-environment includes not only digitized geological data but
also expertise and tools that support the transformation of data to knowledge
(Brodaric and Gahegan, 2006; Howard et al., 2009; Loudon, 2009;
McGuinness et al., 2009). Such services of expertise and tools are useful for
studies of geology within a cyber-environment and, more importantly, they
provide supports for addressing geology-related societal challenges, such as
resources exploration, urban development and hazards mitigation, etc., in
the context of the cyber-infrastructure (Broome, 2005; OneGeology-Europe
Consortium, 2010; Sinha et al., 2010).
Ontologies, as shared conceptualizations of domain knowledge (Gruber,
1995; Guarino, 1997b), can help to improve the interoperability of geological
data and facilitate the transformation of geological data into geological
knowledge in the cyber-infrastructure (Loudon, 2000; Brodaric and Gahegan,
2006; Galton, 2009; Reitsma et al., 2009). There are several forms of
geological ontology with varying semantic richness (i.e., precision of
meanings of concepts and relationships between concepts). Following a
general direction from informal to formal semantics, geological ontologies
include controlled vocabularies (e.g., Bibby, 2006; Richard and Soller, 2008;
Ma et al., 2010b), conceptual schemas (e.g., Brodaric, 2004; NADM Steering
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Committee, 2004; Richard, 2006) and RDF 46/OWL 47-based ontologies (e.g.,
Ludäscher et al., 2003; Raskin and Pan, 2005; Tripathi and Babaie, 2008),
etc.
In several recent projects, ontologies have been applied to provide featured
functions in geological data infrastructures, thereby promoting services of
geological data and tools that support information retrieval and knowledge
discovery. In the GEON project (www.geongrid.org), ontologies were used to
mediate conceptual schemas of heterogeneous geological maps and enable
semantic integration among them (Ludäscher et al., 2003; Baru et al., 2009).
The AuScope project (www.auscope.org.au) built vocabulary-based services
for querying geological maps, which overcame differences in geoscience
terms due to language, spelling, synonyms and local variations and, thus,
helped users to find desired information (Woodcock et al., 2010). The
OneGeology (1G) project (www.onegeology.org) promoted the GeoSciML
(Sen and Duffy, 2005) as a common conceptual schema, which improved the
interoperability of online geological maps distributed globally (Jackson,
2007). GeoSciML was also applied in the OneGeology-Europe (1G-E) project
(www.onegeology-europe.eu) and, compared to the 1G, the 1G-E extended
vocabulary-based services and enabled multilingual annotation and
translation of geological map contents among 18 European languages (Asch
et al., 2010; Laxton et al., 2010).
Through the aforementioned projects, substantial developments have been
made in conceptualizing geological knowledge into ontologies and using
defined ontologies to mediate and/or integrate heterogeneous geological
data. However, services using ontologies to support the interpretation of
geological data are still underdeveloped. Provision of those services is
necessary, nevertheless, because they are vital for comprehending the
usability (i.e., as an essential part of interoperability (Bishr, 1998; Harvey et
al., 1999)) of geological data served in a data infrastructure. Services using
ontologies enable users, especially those who are not familiar with geology,
not only to find desired data but also to understand and use the data
appropriately (cf. Broome, 2005; Bond et al., 2007; Gahegan et al., 2009).
In the present study, an ontology of geological time scale is applied to
support annotation, visualization, filtration and generalization of geological
time scale (GTS) information from online geological map services. The
46
Resource Description Framework. http://www.w3.org/RDF [Accessed February 04,
2011].
47
Web Ontology Language. http://www.w3.org/2004/OWL [Accessed February 04,
2011].
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present study aimed to: (1) show methods of using proper datatype and
object properties to represent the structure of a domain (i.e., GTS) in
geosciences; (2) develop functions of ontology-based annotation and
visualization to help users to understand GTS contents of online geological
maps; (3) develop ontology-based interactive functions to help users retrieve
GTS information and discover GTS knowledge in online geological maps; and,
as a whole, (4) show a novel way of using ontologies to improve geological
data interoperability and facilitate geological knowledge discovery in the
context of the Semantic Web.

5.2

Building and visualizing a GTS ontology

5.2.1 Incorporating annotations in a GTS ontology
The GTS ontology was developed with a Resource Description Framework
(RDF) model (Fig. 5.1a). Properties used in the ontology include two parts:
datatype properties and object properties. The former are used to define
differentiating qualities of concepts (Fig. 5.1b) and the latter are used to
define relationships between concepts (Fig. 5.1c). All GTS concepts are
defined as instances of GTS classes in the current ontology, including
“Supereonothem”, “Eonothem”, “Erathem”, “System”, “Subsystem”, “Series”
and “Stage”. “Supereonothem” and “Subsystem” are special, because the
former is only used to define the GTS concept “Precambrian” whereas the
latter is only used to define GTS concepts “Pennsylvanian” and
“Mississippian”. The other five classes follow the common chronostratigraphic
units used globally. The example concept “Lower_Triassic” in Fig. 5.1 is an
instance of the class “Series”.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

<gts:Series rdf:ID="Lower_Triassic">
<skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">Lower Triassic</skos:prefLabel>
<skos:prefLabel xml:lang="de">Untertrias</skos:prefLabel>
<skos:prefLabel xml:lang="es">Triásico Inferior</skos:prefLabel>
<skos:prefLabel xml:lang="fr">Trias Inférieur</skos:prefLabel>
<skos:prefLabel xml:lang="cn">下三叠统</skos:prefLabel>
<skos:prefLabel xml:lang="jp">下部三畳系</skos:prefLabel>
<skos:prefLabel xml:lang="nl">Onder Trias</skos:prefLabel>
<skos:altLabel xml:lang="en">Early Triassic</skos:altLabel>
<skos:altLabel xml:lang="jp">三畳紀前期</skos:altLabel>
<skos:altLabel xml:lang="jp">前期三畳紀</skos:altLabel>
<skos:altLabel xml:lang="jp">三畳系下部</skos:altLabel>
<skos:altLabel xml:lang="cn">早三叠世</skos:altLabel>
<skos:altLabel xml:lang="nl">Vroeg Trias</skos:altLabel>
<skos:altLabel xml:lang="es">Triasico Inferior</skos:altLabel>
<rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">The lower series of the Triassic System of the Standard
Global Chronostratigraphic Scale, above the Permian System of the Paleozoic Erathem and below
the Middle Triassic Series. Also the time during which these rocks were formed, the Middle
Triassic Epoch.</rdfs:comment>
17
<gts:cgmwRgbColor>983999</gts:cgmwRgbColor>
18
<gts:subsetOf rdf:resource="#Triassic"/>
19
<gts:supersetOf rdf:resource="#Olenekian"/>
20
<gts:supersetOf rdf:resource="#Induan"/>
21
<gts:lowerThan rdf:resource="#Middle_Triassic"/>
<gts:upperThan rdf:resource="#Lopingian"/>
22
23
<gts:upperBoundaryTime>~245.9 Ma</gts:upperBoundaryTime>
24
<gts:lowerBoundaryTime>251.0±0.4 Ma</gts:lowerBoundaryTime>
25
<gts:basalGsspInfo>
https://engineering.purdue.edu/stratigraphy/gssp/detail.php?periodid=76-top_parentid=35
[Subcommission for Stratigraphic Information of ICS, 2010, GSSP Table]</gts:basalGsspInfo>
26 </gts:Series>

(a) Source code.
Fig. 5.1. Definition of “Lower_Triassic” as an instance of “Series” in a GTS ontology. (b)
and (c) (on the next page) present graphic views, respectively, of datatype properties
and object properties of “Lower_Triassic” defined in (a). The “lowerThan” relationship (in
gray color) between “Induan” and “Olenekian” are not defined in (a), but are included in
the definition of the GTS concept “Induan”.
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“Lower Triassic”@en

“Early Triassic”@en

“Untertrias”@de

“三畳紀前期”@jp
“前期三畳紀”@jp

“Triásico Inferior”@es
“Trias Inférieur”@fr

“三畳系下部”@jp

“下三叠统”@cn

“早三叠世”@cn

“下部三畳系”@jp

“Vroeg Trias”@nl

“Onder Trias”@nl

“Triasico Inferior”@es
skos:
prefLabel

“~245.9 Ma”

skos:
altLabel

“983999”
gts:
cgmwRgbColor

gts:
upperBoundaryTime

Lower_Triassic
gts:
lowerBoundaryTime

gts:
basalGsspInfo
rdfs:
comment

“251.0±0.4 Ma”

“https://engi...”

“The lower…”@en
(b) Graphic view of datatype properties.

Series
isA

Triassic

gts:
subsetOf

Middle_Triassic
Olenekian

gts:lowerThan

Lower_Triassic
gts:upperThan

gts:
supersetOf

gts:lowerThan

Induan

Lopingian

(c) Graphic view of object properties.
According to the International Stratigraphic Chart 48 , there is a hierarchal
structure among GTS concepts. Meanwhile, because the time boundaries of
48
https://engineering.purdue.edu/Stratigraphy/charts/chart.html [Accessed February
04, 2011].
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GTS concepts form a continuous temporal sequence, there is also an ordinal
structure among these GTS concepts (Cox and Richard, 2005; Michalak,
2005). The hierarchical structure among GTS concepts was encoded with two
object properties “gts:supersetOf” and “gts:subsetOf” (Fig. 5.1c), and the
ordinal structure was encoded with other two object properties
“gts:lowerThan”
and
“gts:upperThan”.
Two
datatype
properties
“gts:upperBoundaryTime” and “gts:lowerBoundaryTime” were used to record
the time boundaries of each GTS concept (Fig. 5.1b). With these definitions,
the developed ontology represents the ordinal hierarchical structure of GTS.
Two SKOS 49 datatype properties “skos:prefLabel” and “skos:altLable” in Fig.
5.1b were used to encode preferred and alternative labels of the concept
“Lower_Triassic”. These multilingual labels were adopted from a previous
work of a SKOS-based thesaurus of GTS (Ma et al., 2011; also see Chapter
3). Because the SKOS model is compatible with the RDF, the two properties
“skos:prefLabel” and “skos:altLable” can be imported directly into the GTS
ontology discussed here. Another datatype property “gts:cgmwRgbColor” was
used to encode the related RGB (red-green-blue) code (in hexadecimal
format) of a GTS concept (Fig. 5.1b). These RGB codes of GTS concepts are
specified by the CGMW 50 and are used in the International Stratigraphic
Chart (see footnote 48). The standard RGB codes of CGMW were followed in
the study presented in this chapter to improve the compatibility of the
developed GTS ontology.
Recent studies (Lumb et al., 2009; Reitsma, 2010) have shown that including
commonly accepted explanations of concepts as annotations in an ontology
enhances the compatibility of that ontology and those annotations are useful
for explaining and interpreting geoscience data. Two datatype properties
“rdfs:comment” and “gts:basalGsspInfo” were used to encode annotations in
the developed GTS ontology (Figs. 5.1a, b). The property “rdfs:comment”
recorded explanations of GTS concepts. Definitions of most GTS concepts
were retrieved from the Glossary of Geology, 5th edition (Neuendorf et al.,
2005), which is a reliable resource for explanations of geological concepts.
For some concepts not defined in that glossary, explanations were edited for
them (e.g., the explanation of “Lower_Triassic” recorded by “rdfs:comment”
in Fig. 5.1) following the style of the glossary. The other property
“gts:basalGsspInfo” recorded webpages of basal GSSP (Global Boundary
Stratotype Section and Point) information of GTS concepts. The website of
49
Simple Knowledge Organization System. http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos
[Accessed February 04, 2011].
50
Commission for the Geological Map of the World. http://www.cgmw.net [Accessed
February 04, 2011].
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the Subcommission for Stratigraphic Information of the International
Commission on Stratigraphy 51 was referred for reliable ratified GSSP
information.
By representing the ordinal hierarchical structure, collecting preferred and
alternative multilingual labels, and organizing reliable annotations of GTS
concepts in the GTS ontology, a stable basis was set up for the following
works of building a GTS ontology-based animation and developing interactive
functions between the ontology, animation and online geological map
services.

5.2.2 An animation based on developed GTS ontology
Animation is an interactive way of interpreting geological data and conveying
geological knowledge (Kulawiak et al., 2010; Reitsma, 2010). Because the
GTS is a global reference system of time used in geological maps, building an
animation for the GTS and then using it to complement online geological
maps may lead to more interactive functions and, thus, improve the process
of geological data retrieval and geological knowledge discovery. Intuitively,
visualizing concepts and relationships in the developed RDF-based GTS
ontology can set up a framework for the GTS animation discussed here.

51

https://engineering.purdue.edu/Stratigraphy [Accessed February 05, 2011].
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①

②
(a) Rooted tree.

(b) Radial tree.

②
①

(c) Node of “Supereonothem” concept.

(d) Nodes of “Subsystem” concepts.

Fig. 5.2. Layout of the developed GTS animation with details of two parts. “Precambrian”
is the only node at the level of “Supereonothem”, as shown in (b) and (c), and
“Mississippian” and “Pennsylvanian” are the only two nodes with names at the level of
“Subsystem”, as shown in (b) and (d).
There are vast methods and techniques for visualizing ontologies (Katifori et
al., 2007; Krivov et al., 2007). The ordinal hierarchical structure of the
developed GTS ontology requires both an intuitive layout and an efficient
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space usage on a user interface. Among the commonly used layouts of
hierarchical visualizations (e.g., rooted tree, radial tree, balloon tree, and
tree-map, etc.) (Holten, 2006), the rooted tree and the radial tree were
chosen for developing the GTS animation in order to achieve those
requirements. Web-based visualizations and animations can be realized with
various technologies, such as JavaScript, SVG (Scalable Vector Graphics) and
Flash, etc., for many of which open-source libraries are available on the Web
(D’Ambros et al., 2010). SVG (e.g., Ipfelkofer et al., 2006) and JavaScript
(e.g., Ma et al., 2011) have already been used to visualize ontologies and
interact with online maps. Although Flash has been used to publish online
maps (e.g., Kraak, 2004; Youn et al., 2008) and to visualize ontologies (e.g.,
Geroimenko and Geroimenko, 2006), the application of Flash-based
ontologies and interactions with online map services is underdeveloped.
Therefore, Flash was chosen as the format of the GTS animation and the
ActionScript language and the Flare 52 library were used to develop it. The
developed GTS animation has two parts: a rooted tree (Fig. 5.2a) and a
radial tree (Fig. 5.2b). The radial tree is the main user interface and the
rooted tree is set as a complementary view. Nodes in the rooted tree are
parallel to those in the radial tree, and animations in both trees are
synchronized.
Nodes in the developed animation represent GTS concepts and their
relationships defined in the GTS ontology. Arrangements of nodes in the
animation represent relationships between GTS concepts. From left to right in
the rooted tree and from core to edge in the radial tree, the hierarchical
layouts of nodes move from the higher to the lower levels of GTS concepts in
the ontology. Meanwhile, the bottom-up and clockwise arrangements of
nodes in, respectively, the rooted and radial trees follow the ordinal (i.e.,
earlier to later) sequence of geological time. In the radial tree, English names
of GTS concepts were labeled in each node, whereas in the rooted tree these
names were omitted due to the limitation of space here. The English names
of nodes in the animation were retrieved from English labels encoded with
“skos:prefLabel” in the GTS ontology. The filling colors of nodes were
retrieved from RGB codes recorded with “gts:cgmwRgbColor”. “Precambrian”
is the only instance of the class “Supereonothem” in the GTS ontology, so in
both rooted and radial trees in the animation there is only one node at this
level (Figs. 5.2b, c). “Mississippian” and “Pennsylvanian” are the only two
instances of the class “Subsystem”, so there are only two named nodes in the
radial tree and both have their unique filling colors (Figs. 5.2b, d). The
equivalent nodes of “Mississippian” and “Pennsylvanian” in the rooted tree
have no names here, but have their unique filling colors. In both trees, the
52

http://flare.prefuse.org [Accessed February 05, 2011].
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filling colors of un-named nodes at the “Subsystem” level are the same as
their parent nodes to show that those un-named nodes represent no
“Subsystem” concepts.
The developed GTS animation is not a static graph. Instead, several functions
were incorporated into it, which can change the layouts of the animation
dynamically according to the input queries. For example, a basic function is
collapsing or expanding the two trees into different levels in the GTS
hierarchy (Fig. 5.3), as triggered by a query of chronostratigraphic unit such
as Eonothem, Erathem or System, etc.

Fig. 5.3. Screenshots of the developed GTS animation showing that it collapses or
expands to different levels of GTS concepts. Levels of GTS concepts in this figure follow
a sequence of higher to lower chronostratigraphic units Eonothem, Erathem, System,
Subsystem, Series and Stage.
Another function is collapsing into and highlighting a node in both trees
synchronously (Fig. 5.4), as triggered by a query of GTS concept name. The
located node is highlighted with a blue outline. The rules of the collapse (or
animation) function are (1) showing the located node, its brother nodes,
ancestor nodes and brother nodes of ancestor nodes, while (2) hiding all
other nodes. A blank brother node of “Precambrian” was set at the level of
“Supereonothem” (Figs. 5.1, 2c), as the father node of “Phanerozoic”, to
make perfect the implementation of the designed rules of the collapse
function. Other capabilities of this GTS animation include zooming in and
zooming out of view, showing a highlighted node in expanded trees, hiding or
showing certain nodes in the trees, highlighting several nodes after semantic
inferences based on input data, etc. Some of these developed functions are
used to implement interactions between the GTS ontology, the GTS
animation and online geological map services in the study presented in this
chapter.
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(a) Cenomanian.

(c) Lower Cretaceous.

(b) Upper Cretaceous.

(d) Cretaceous.

Fig. 5.4. Collapsing into and highlighting a node in the developed GTS animation. Layout
of each of the four diagrams is triggered by an input GTS concept name: (a)
Cenomanian, (b) Upper Cretaceous, (c) Lower Cretaceous, (d) Cretaceous. Nodes
highlighted in both trees are equivalent in each diagram. For rules of collapse see text.

5.3

Interactions between GTS ontology, GTS
animation and online geological map services

An essential feature of ontologies is their rich semantics and the ability of
using semantic inferences (i.e., logical reasoning operations using definitions
of concepts and relationships between concepts) to reach conclusions and
produce new information (Katifori et al., 2007). Incorporating functions of
semantic inferences into visualized ontologies has been increasingly studied
in recent years, leading to novel features in vast applications. The OZONE
(Suh and Bederson, 2002) visualizes query conditions and provides
interactive, guided searching and browsing of ontological information. The
OntoTrack (Liebig and Noppens, 2005) provides a graphical layout for
handling ontologies, in which each editing step is synchronized with an
external “reasoner” and then the reasoning feedback is shown instantly with
animations and colorful marks. The CRAFT (Gruen et al., 2008) represents
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collective knowledge of cooperating analysts and handles reasoning tasks via
interconnected graphical models built upon a shared evolving ontology. The
Wivi (Lehmann et al., 2010) visualizes the structure of visited online articles
and emphasizes relevant topics, acting as a guide for exploring larger
information networks. Although significant progress has been made in
incorporating semantic inferences into visualized ontologies, relevant studies
are limited in the field of geological ontologies, and methods of using
semantic inferences of visualized ontologies to interact with online geological
map services are wanting.
An online geological map, the GTS ontology, the
GTS animation, a user interface in a browser

Style information
of all polygons

Spatial features of GTS
in the map (Polygons)

GTS record
of one polygon

Take a single GTS term from the
record and compare it with labels of
GTS concepts in the GTS ontology

Filter the GTS animation to show all
GTS concepts included in the map;
mark nodes in the animation after
semantic inferences (e.g., Fig. 5.6)

Click one node in the filtered GTS
animation and get a GTS concept
to filter spatial features in the map

Find a corresponding
GTS concept?

NO

Revise the
GTS ontology

YES

With semantic
inferences (aided by the
GTS ontology)?

NO

Showing annotations of this GTS
concept (e.g., Fig. 5.9) and changing
layout of the GTS animation (e.g.,
Figs. 5.4 and 5.9) in the user interface

YES
Show spatial features
of this GTS concept
and its child concepts
(e.g., Figs. 5.7i and j)

Show spatial features
of this GTS concept
(e.g., Figs. 5.7e–h)

End
With symbolical
generalization (aided by the
GTS ontology)?

YES

Render spatial features of
this GTS concept and its child
concepts in the color of this
GTS concept (e.g., Fig. 5.7k)

NO

Fig. 5.5. Workflow for interactions between the developed GTS ontology, GTS animation
and online geological maps.
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A workflow was designed in the study presented in this chapter to conduct
interactions between the GTS ontology, the GTS animation and Web Map
Services (WMS) of geological maps (Fig. 5.5). One part of the interactions
(right of Fig. 5.5) is explaining the GTS record retrieved from a polygon in a
geological map. GTS terms are first recognized from the original GTS record.
For every GTS term, the GTS ontology is searched to find a corresponding
GTS concept. Then, annotations (e.g., time span in numbers, definition in
text and links to GSSP and Wikipedia webpages) of this GTS concept are
retrieved from the GTS ontology and shown in the user interface, and the
layout of the GTS animation is changed instantly to highlight this GTS
concept. In one of the previous works (Ma et al., 2011), methods were
introduced to recognize GTS terms in a GTS record and explain meanings of
these terms with aid of a SKOS-based GTS thesaurus. Similar methods were
applied for recognizing GTS terms and arrange annotations for these terms in
the workflow discussed above, but necessary updates were made, because
the aid used in this study was changed from a thesaurus to an ontology and,
many object and datatype properties used in the ontology are different from
those used in the thesaurus.
The other part of the interactions (left of Fig. 5.5) is showing all GTS
concepts included in a geological map with a filtered GTS animation and, in
turn, using this filtered GTS animation as a panel to conduct symbolical
generalizations of GTS contents in the map. In order to obtain all GTS
concepts included in an online WMS geological map, a function was
developed to (a) retrieve scripts of the GTS style information (i.e., map
legend) of all polygons in a map; (b) parse the style information and
recognize all GTS concepts; (c) find corresponding GTS concepts by
searching the GTS ontology; and (d) send a list of found GTS concepts to the
GTS animation. If an original GTS term is a synonym, it is identified by the
GTS ontology by semantic inferences and then a note is attached in the list
sent to the GTS animation. After receiving such a list of GTS concepts, a
function in the GTS animation (a) hides nodes whose corresponding GTS
concepts are not included in the received list (Figs. 5.6a, b); (b) marks nodes
whose original GTS terms are synonyms as noted in the received list with
green outlines (Fig. 5.6c); and (c) shows and marks nodes, whose
corresponding GTS concepts are not included in the received list but whose
child nodes are not hidden, with red outlines (Fig. 5.6d). Step (c) of the
described function in the GTS animation also uses semantic inferences based
on relationships between nodes in the animation. The filtered GTS animation
(Figs. 5.6a, b) represents a legend of GTS features in a WMS geological map.
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①

②
(a) Filtered rooted tree.

(b) Filtered radial tree.

①

②
(c) Nodes with green outlines.
(d) Node with red outlines.
Fig. 5.6. Filtered GTS animation with marked results of semantic inferences after
analyzing GTS data retrieved from a geological map. (c) and (d) are enlarged parts of
(b), showing in detail the results of semantic references. In (c) a node with a green
outline means the GTS concept shown in the node is included in the map contents, but
the original records in the map use a synonym as the name of this GTS concept. In (d) a
node with a red outline means the GTS concept shown in the node does not exist in the
map, but is shown here because one or more of its child concepts are included in the
map contents. For methods of filtering and semantic inferences see text.
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RGB: b2fe4c

(a) Cenomanian

RGB: B3DE53

(e) Cenomanian

RGB: a5fe3f

RGB: 8bfe4c

(b) Upper
Cretaceous

(c) Lower
Cretaceous

RGB: A6D84A

RGB: 8CCD57

(f) Upper
Cretaceous

(g) Lower
Cretaceous

RGB: 7ffe3f

(d) Cretaceous

RGB: 7FC64E

(h) Cretaceous

RGB: 7FC64E

(i) Upper Cretaceous
after semantic inference

(j) Cretaceous after
semantic inference

(k) Cretaceous after
generalization

Fig. 5.7. Filtering out and generalizing GTS features of an online geological map aided
by developed GTS ontology and GTS animation. (a)–(h) show results of direct filtering
out (i.e., each filtered map shows features of only one GTS concept and polygons in the
map are rendered in only one color). (a)–(d) use RGB codes from the style information
retrieved from the online geological map, and (e)–(h) use RGB codes from the
developed ontology. (i) shows a combination of polygons in (e) and (f) after semantic
inference, because “Cenomanian” is a child concept of “Upper Cretaceous”. (j) shows a
combination of polygons in (e)–(h), because “Lower Cretaceous” and “Upper
Cretaceous” are both child concepts of “Cretaceous”. (k) shows a symbolical
generalization of (j) (i.e., polygons in (j) are rendered in four colors, and polygons in (k)
are rendered in only one color). RGB codes shown in this figure are in hexadecimal
format. Original geological map (1:625,000 scale onshore bedrock age map of United
Kingdom) reproduced with the permission of British Geological Survey © NERC. All
Rights Reserved.
Besides the aforementioned functions, another function (left middle part of
Fig. 5.5) was developed with the filtered GTS animation to filter out and
generalize GTS features (i.e., polygons) in the original geological map. This
function operates with the following steps: (a) a node in the filtered radial
tree of the GTS animation is clicked and the user is provided two options by a
question “With semantic inferences?”; (b) if the user chooses “NO”, the GTS
animation sends only the name of this node (i.e., the label of the
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corresponding GTS concept) to a function outside the GTS animation; if the
user chooses “YES”, the GTS animation sends a list of names of this node and
all its visible child nodes (by using semantic inferences) to the function
outside; (c) after receiving a GTS name or a name list, the function searches
the “gts:cgmwRgbColor” properties in the GTS ontology and finds RGB codes
for each GTS concept in the list and, then, the function creates a Styled Layer
Descriptor (SLD) file following OGC® standards (OGC, 2007a; OGC/ISO,
2010) and sends it to the WMS geological map for filtering out and rendering
GTS features (Figs. 5.7e–j); and (d) if there are more than one GTS concept
received from the GTS animation, a symbolical generalization can be done by
replacing the RGB codes of all GTS concepts with that of the top GTS concept
in the SLD file and then sending it to the WMS geological map (Fig. 5.7k). In
steps (c) and (d) of the aforementioned filtration and generalization function,
an alternative operation is to parse the original style information obtained
from the WMS geological map and to get RGB codes for each GTS concept,
which can then be used to filter out and render GTS features (Figs. 5.7a–d)
and do symbolical generalizations.
In the source code of a SLD file generated automatically in this study for
filtering out and rendering GTS features of “Cretaceous” in a WMS geological
map (Fig. 5.8), the element “<sld:Name>” (line 3) records the WMS map to
which the SLD file is sent. The element “<sld:Rule>” (lines 6–19) records the
conditions for filtering out GTS features recorded as “CRETACEOUS” (lines 7–
12) and for rendering the GTS features filtered out (lines 13–18). The result
generated by this SLD file is shown in Fig. 5.7h. The developed function can
add more elements of “<sld:Rule>” in the SLD file for filtering out and
rendering features of more than one GTS concept in the same WMS
geological map. For example, in the SLD file for Fig. 5.7j (i.e., Cretaceous
after semantic inference), there are four elements of “<sld:Rule>”, which set
filtering and rendering conditions for GTS concepts “Cenomanian”, “Upper
Cretaceous”, “Lower Cretaceous” and “Cretaceous”, respectively, each with a
unique GTS concept name and a unique filling color. In the SLD file for Fig.
5.7k, there are also four elements of “<sld:Rule>”, with four different GTS
concept names but only one filling color (i.e., RGB code of “Cretaceous”) to
finish the symbolical generalization.
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<sld:StyledLayerDescriptor version="1.1.0">
<sld:NamedLayer>
<sld:Name>GBR_BGS_625k_BA</sld:Name>
<sld:UserStyle>
<sld:FeatureTypeStyle>
<sld:Rule>
<ogc:Filter>
<ogc:PropertyIsEqualTo>
<ogc:PropertyName>AGE_ONEGL</ogc:PropertyName>
<ogc:Literal>CRETACEOUS</ogc:Literal>
</ogc:PropertyIsEqualTo>
</ogc:Filter>
<sld:PolygonSymbolizer>
<sld:Fill>
<sld:CssParameter name="fill">#7FC64E</sld:CssParameter>
<sld:CssParameter name="fill-opacity">1</sld:CssParameter>
</sld:Fill>
</sld:PolygonSymbolizer>
</sld:Rule>
</sld:FeatureTypeStyle>
</sld:UserStyle>
</sld:NamedLayer>
</sld:StyledLayerDescriptor>

Fig. 5.8. Source code of a SLD file sent to an online geological map for filtering out and
rendering GTS features of “Cretaceous”. The result is shown as Fig. 5.7h. The RGB
code in line 15 is retrieved from the developed GTS ontology.
Several programming languages and open-source libraries were adopted in
the study presented in this chapter. RDF and SKOS were used to encode the
GTS ontology, and ActionScript and the Flare library were used to develop
the GTS animation in Flash format. JavaScript and the OpenLayers 53 library
were used to access online geological maps, SLD was used to filter out and
generalize GTS features of these maps, and HTML (HyperText Markup
Language) was used to develop the user interface (as a part of the pilot
system). Techniques of communication between Flash, JavaScript and HTML
(Elst et al., 2006) were applied to transfer data between the GTS ontology,
the GTS animation and online geological maps in the designed workflow.
About 320 man-hours were spent for developing these works and setting up
a pilot system, and extra time was also spent to do tests and evaluations.

5.4

Pilot system, results and evaluation

As mentioned above, a primary objective of the study presented in this
chapter is to facilitate GTS information retrieval and knowledge discovery by
annotating, visualizing, filtering and generalizing GTS information of online
53

http://openlayers.org [Accessed February 11, 2011].
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geological maps. Although several examples were already used to
demonstrate the functions of the developed GTS ontology, GTS animation
and their interactions with WMS geological maps, the usability and usefulness
of these works still need further tests and evaluation. A pilot system was set
up to do so.
In the pilot system, a WMS server 54 provided by the British Geological Survey
(BGS) was linked to, from where the 1:625,000 scale onshore bedrock age
map of United Kingdom was retrieved and then shown in a map window (left
part of Fig. 5.9) in a user interface. The system gets the GTS record of a
polygon after a click on this polygon in the map window. The retrieved GTS
record (e.g., “PERMIAN”) is shown below the map window, while the
functions incorporated in the system parse the GTS ontology and retrieve
annotations (middle part of Fig. 5.9) for each GTS concept (e.g., “Permian”)
recognized from the GTS record. These functions also generate links to the
GSSP information and the Wikipedia page of a GTS concept. The former link
provides formal and ratified information and the latter can provide, more
multilingual information. Meanwhile, the rooted tree and radial tree in the
GTS animation (right part of Fig. 5.9) collapse into the corresponding node
(e.g., “Permian”) of the GTS concept and highlight it with a blue outline.
Besides the example shown in Fig. 5.9, the examples in Fig. 5.4 were also
generated by the pilot system.

54
http://ogc.bgs.ac.uk/cgi-bin/BGS_Bedrock_and_Superficial_Geology/wms [Accessed
August 10, 2010].
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Fig. 5.9. User interface of developed pilot system. The user interface includes three interactive parts: an online geological map in the left,
annotations of GTS concepts in the middle, and a GTS animation in the right. Original geological map reproduced with the permission of
British Geological Survey © NERC. All Rights Reserved.
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(a) An example of GTS features recorded as “LOWER CAMBRIAN”

(b) GTS animation collapsed to a union of “Terreneuvian” and
“Series 2” (see bottom right part of the rooted tree and top right
part of the radial tree)
Fig. 5.10. Nodes highlighted with green outlines due to a synonym used in an original
GTS record. (a) shows an example of GTS features of “LOWER CAMBRIAN” in the
1:625,000 scale onshore bedrock age map of United Kingdom. “Lower Cambrian” is not
a standard term in the International Stratigraphic Chart, but with developed GTS
ontology, “Lower Cambrian” is recognized as a union of “Terreneuvian” and “Series 2”.
Then in (b) the GTS animation collapse into nodes of these two GTS concepts and
highlight them with green outlines, indicating the GTS term used in the original record is
a synonym. Original geological map reproduced with the permission of British Geological
Survey © NERC. All Rights Reserved.
A GTS record may use a synonym (i.e., terms not included in the
International Stratigraphic Chart (see footnote 48)) as the name of a GTS
concept. If this synonym is recorded as a “skos:altLabel” in the GTS
ontology, then by parsing the GTS ontology the system can find its
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corresponding “skos:prefLabel” as a standard name. The GTS animation will
then collapse into the corresponding node and will highlight them with green
outlines (Fig. 5.10).
RGB: 7FC64E

(a) Cretaceous

(e) Cretaceous after
semantic inference

RGB: 34B2C9

RGB: 812B92

(b) Jurassic

(c) Triassic

(f) Jurassic after
semantic inference

(g) Triassic after
semantic inference

RGB: 67C5CA

(d) Mesozoic

(h) Mesozoic after
semantic inference

RGB: 7FC64E

RGB: 34B2C9

RGB: 812B92

RGB: 67C5CA

(i) Cretaceous after
generalization

(j) Jurassic after
generalization

(k) Triassic after
generalization

(l) Mesozoic after
generalization

Fig. 5.11. Filtering results and symbolical generalizations of GTS features in the
1:625,000 scale onshore bedrock age map of United Kingdom with RGB codes from
developed GTS ontology. (h) is equivalent to a combination of (d), (e), (f) and (g). (l) is a
symbolical generalization of (h). Original geological map reproduced with the permission
of British Geological Survey © NERC. All Rights Reserved.
A case study of filtering out and generalizing GTS features in the 1:625,000
scale onshore bedrock age map of United Kingdom was conducted. Figs.
5.11a–d and 11e–h are results of filtered out GTS features by clicking nodes
in the filtered GTS animation (Fig. 5.6b), which is generated by clicking the
button “See legend in GTS pie” in the bottom left part of the user interface
(Fig. 5.9). Figs 5.11i–l are results of symbolical generalizations using RGB
codes from the GTS ontology.
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(a) Generalization at
System level

(b) Generalization at
Erathem level

(c) Generalization at
Eonothem level

(d) Generalization of
Precambrian and
Phanerozoic

Fig. 5.12. Symbolical generalizations of different levels of GTS features in the 1:625,000
scale onshore bedrock age map of United Kingdom with RGB codes from developed
GTS ontology. The major difference between (c) and (d) is the area of Na h-Eileanan
Siar (or Western Isles) at the top left part of the two maps. Original geological map
reproduced with the permission of British Geological Survey © NERC. All Rights
Reserved.
In the same map, spatial features at different GTS levels (i.e.,
Supereonothem, Eonothem, Erathem, System, Series and Stage from higher
to lower) were also generalized. The level of detail of GTS records in the map
influences the results of symbolical generalizations. For example, the map
was generalized at the System level and it was found that some areas in the
generalized map were blank (Fig. 5.12a). That is because the original GTS
records of those blank areas are GTS concepts whose levels are higher than
System (i.e., Erathem, Eonothem and Supereonothem) and, therefore, they
cannot be generalized to a lower level (i.e., System). Similar cases became
apparent when the same map was generalized at the Erathem level (Fig.
5.12b) and the Eonothem level (Fig. 5.12c). Only in the generalization of
“Precambrian” (a Supereonothem concept) and “Phanerozoic” (an Eonothem
concept) were all polygons in the original map filtered out and re-rendered
(Fig. 5.12d).
From the perspective of developers, the GTS ontology and GTS animation
were integrated with a WMS server of BGS in the pilot system with light
adaptations to the developed interactive functions. From the perspective of
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users, only a short GTS record could be obtained by a click operation in the
original WMS geological map, but in the pilot system, supports were provided
to help users to understand GTS information and discover GTS knowledge in
the map. To evaluate the usefulness of key functions developed in the pilot
system, a user-survey was made wherein 19 PhD students participated. The
particular objective of this survey was to determine if users of the system,
especially those who are unfamiliar with geology, are able to comprehend
usability of geological data (i.e., as an essential part of their interoperability)
(Bishr, 1998; Harvey et al., 1999; Broome, 2005; Bond et al., 2007;
Gahegan et al., 2009). The 19 participants in the user-survey are located at
five departments (i.e., earth observation science, earth systems analysis,
geo-information processing, natural resources, and water resources) in the
Faculty of Geo-Information Science and Earth Observation (ITC), University
of Twente. They fall into two groups: (1) nine are familiar with GTS and (2)
10 are unfamiliar with GTS. It was expected that these two groups have
different opinions about the usefulness of the system in terms of its five
functions (Appendix 5-I), with the “familiar” group’s opinions as references
for usefulness.
On average, the “familiar” group scored all the individual functions, except
the Annotation function, lower than the “unfamiliar” group (Tables 5.1, 5.2).
The average scores by the “familiar” were mostly between “Useful” and “Very
Useful”, except that their average scores for the Collapse (or Animation) and
Legend functions tend only toward the “Useful” category (Table 5.2, Appendix
5-I). In contrast, the average scores by the “unfamiliar” group tend more
toward the “Very useful” category. An explanation for this is that geologists,
compared to other earth scientists, historically tend to be reluctant in using
computer technology (cf. Hubaux, 1973; Rock, 1991; Huff, 1998; Clegg et
al., 2006). Results of two-sample t -tests show that the scores given by the
two groups are not significantly different for all functions except Collapse
(Appendix 5-II, Table 5.2). In particular, both groups similarly found that
Annotation, Visualization and Filtering are “Useful” to “Very Useful”, and both
groups similarly found that Legend is more “Useful” than “Very useful”.
However, the “familiar” group found that Collapse (or Animation) is just
“Useful” where the “unfamiliar” group found this function to be “Very useful”.
The results show, therefore, that the developed GTS ontology and the
associated functions to facilitate GTS information retrieval and knowledge
discovery are useful not only for those who are familiar but also to those who
unfamiliar with geology. Nevertheless, the results of the survey indicate that
the Collapse and Legend functions need further re-thinking to improve their
usefulness for geologists.
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Table 5.1 Scores given by participants on usefulness of functions in the GTS (geological
time scale) pilot system. For meanings of column heads and scores see Appendix 5-I.
Participant
Annotation
Visualization
Collapse
Legend
Filtering
Familiar with GTS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

3
3
2
3
3
2
3
3
2

3
3
2
2
3
3
1
3
3

3
3
2
3
3
2
1
2
1

3
2
2
3
2
3
0
2
3

3
2
3
3
3
3
2
2
3

3
3
2
3
3
2
3
3
3
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
2
3
1
2
3
3
3

3
3
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Unfamiliar with GTS
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

3
3
1
3
3
3
3
3
2
2

Table 5.2 Results of two-sample t -tests on scores given by the two groups of
participants (Table 5.1). For meanings of variables and details of the t -tests see
Appendix 5-II.
Function
Pt*
df
sf
xf
t
xu
su
value
Annotation

2.667

0.500

2.600

0.699

0.241

16.236

2.120

0.187

Visualization

2.556

0.726

2.700

0.483

0.504

13.704

2.160

0.378

Collapse

2.222

0.833

3.000

0.001

2.800

8.000

2.306

0.977

Legend

2.222

0.972

2.600

0.699

0.963

14.410

2.145

0.648

Filtering

2.667

0.500

2.900

0.316

1.200

13.268

2.160

0.749

5.5

Discussion

The works of developing the GTS ontology, GTS animation and their
interactive functions with online geological maps show the capabilities of
ontologies and visualization techniques for complementing online geological
map services. Results of the pilot system and the user-survey prove the
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usability and usefulness of the developed works for promoting geological data
interoperability and geological knowledge discovery in the Semantic Web,
though some functions can be further updated.
Compared to the previous work of a SKOS-based GTS thesaurus (Ma et al.,
2011), the GTS ontology in the study presented in this chapter provides more
precise definitions on meanings of GTS concepts and relationships between
GTS concepts. RGB codes, GSSP information and definitions in glossaries
were collected to enrich annotations in the GTS ontology. For the
relationships between GTS concepts, the GTS ontology developed in the
SWEET project (Raskin and Pan, 2005) was referred, such that
“Supereonothem”, “Eonothem”, “Erathem”, “System”, “Subsystem”, “Series”
and “Stage” were defined as classes in the GTS ontology. In the previous
work of the GTS thesaurus, all GTS concepts are defined as instances of
“skos:Concept”. For example, both “Precambrian” and “Phanerozoic” are
instances of “skos:Concept”. In the GTS ontology developed in this study,
GTS concepts are defined as instances of the pre-defined classes, for
example, “Precambrian” is an instance of “gts:Supereonothem” while
“Phanerozoic” is an instance of “gts:Eonothem”. The meanings of object
properties “gts:subsetOf” and “gts:supersetOf” used in the GTS ontology are
also clearer than those of the “skos:broader” and “skos:narrower” in the GTS
thesaurus.
Annotations in ontologies and vocabularies have been increasingly studied in
recent years. In the field of genetic ontologies, it has been extensively
discussed that using commonly accepted annotations in an ontology can
enhance the interoperability of datasets underpinned by this ontology
(Camon et al., 2003; Dimmer et al., 2008; Hong et al., 2008). Recently, it
was also discussed (Rhee et al., 2008) that incorrect annotations in gene
ontology may lead to incorrect results and conclusions of studies that use this
ontology and, thus, it is crucial to collect annotations from reliable sources
and provide metadata of them. The approaches for arranging annotations in
the GTS ontology described in this chapter are similar to those in studies of
genetic ontologies. The International Stratigraphic Chart was adopted as the
foundation of the GTS ontology, and definitions of GTS concepts were
collected from the Glossary of Geology, RGB codes were collected from
CGMW and GSSP information were collected from Subcommission for
Stratigraphic Information of the International Commission on Stratigraphy, so
that the developed ontology can provide reliable explanations of GTS
concepts to users. Similar opinions on annotations were also expressed in
several recent studies in the field of geoscience ontologies (Visser et al.,
2002; Klien, 2007; Lumb et al., 2009). In the field of GTS
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ontologies/vocabularies, the 1G-E project presented featured services of
using annotations to facilitate data interoperability and information retrieval.
Such services are underpinned by a geological vocabulary in which several
international and regional standards are adopted and/or adapted (Asch et al.,
2010; Laxton et al., 2010). The work of combining ontology-based
annotations with WMS geological maps described in this study is similar to
that of the 1G-E project. The difference is that the GTS ontology in this study
provides more information on GTS concepts than what the 1G-E geological
time vocabulary does.
Semantic inference or logical reasoning is one of the key features of
ontologies. Incorporating functions of reasoning into visualized ontologies is
important to support interactive learning and knowledge discovery (Min et
al., 2009). In Section 5.3 some related studies are already discussed, such
OZONE (Suh and Bederson, 2002), OntoTrack (Liebig and Noppens, 2005),
CRAFT (Gruen et al., 2008) and Wivi (Lehmann et al., 2010). In recent years,
such ontology-based visualization and reasoning techniques have been put
into practice. Some typical examples can be found in the field of medical
research. Zillner et al. (2008) incorporated external semantics into patient
data visualization and realized semantic facet browsing and semantic treemap visualization using class-based reasoning. Gonçalves et al. (2009)
developed an application of ontology for representation, reasoning and
visualization of heart electrophysiology on the Web. Dupplaw et al. (2009)
developed an ontology-driven framework with multimedia processing,
annotation and reasoning to support multidisciplinary meetings that take
place during breast cancer screening for diagnosing the patient. In a recent
geospatial study, Willems et al. (2010) developed a system for analyzing the
behavior of moving objects, which can abstract and simulate trajectory
sensor data in an ontology, fuse multiple heterogeneous data sources into a
knowledge base, and then conduct reasoning visual analysis of the combined
data sources. For coupling reasoning and visualization with ontologies, the
approach applied in the works of the GTS ontology and the GTS animation in
this study is similar to the mentioned studies. However, the background of
this study is geology and the GTS ontology and GTS animation developed are
used to complement online geological map services.
Using ontology-driven approaches in map generalization has been extensively
discussed recently. Understanding the meanings and inter-relationships of
concepts represented by map features is essential for users to explore
information and knowledge contained in maps (Kraak, 2008; Neun et al.,
2008). Ontologies help users to understand map features and can be used to
generalize maps (Kulik et al., 2005). Vast algorithms have already been
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studied in approaches to ontology-driven map generalization, such as genetic
algorithms (Ware et al., 2003), supervised Bayesian inference (Lüscher et al.,
2009), and heuristic methods for generalization of large datasets (Haunert
and Wolff, 2010). Compared to these sophisticated algorithms, the method of
ontology-based map generalization in the study presented in this chapter is
simpler because the method used directly the hierarchical structure among
GTS concepts defined in the ontology. Another difference is that, in the
developed generalization functions, the outlines of polygons in the original
WMS map are not changed, but the filling colors of sub-class concepts are
changed into colors of super-class concepts to realize the symbolical
generalization. The web portal 55 of the 1G-E project (Laxton et al., 2010)
provides a vocabulary-supported geological map generalization service by
which users can create a custom map using self-assigned RGB codes of GTS.
The work of ontology-based map generalization in this study is similar to that
of the 1G-E project, but the difference is that in this study a GTS animation is
provided as an operation panel to simplify the operations of generalization
and the RGB codes of GTS used in this study are controlled by the GTS
ontology.
Two lessons are learned from the study presented in this chapter. The first is
that detailed metadata from data sources can support efficient use and reuse of data in the context of the Semantic Web. Metadata is a much
discussed topic both in general computer science (e.g., Gray et al., 2005;
Schofield et al., 2009) and in geo-information science (e.g., Green and
Bossomaier, 2002; Ma et al., 2007; Tilmes et al., 2010). Here, it is
noteworthy the convenience that metadata can bring to ontology-based
online geological data applications. If a geological data source provides
detailed metadata about subjects (e.g., GTS), languages (e.g., English), and
standards used (e.g., the International Stratigraphic Chart), etc., by maps
published on its data server, users can apply corresponding ontologies (e.g.,
a GTS ontology) in applications after they retrieve data from the server. For
WMS maps, a request “GetCapabilities” sent to a WMS server can return
some of this metadata, but it depends on what are registered by the data
providers. Another way is providing Catalog Service for the Web (CSW)
(OGC, 2007b) on a data server. There are already studies of CSW in
geosciences (Chen et al., 2010; Gebhardt et al., 2010), and their functions in
online geological map services can be further studied. The second lesson
learned is that standardization of data in geological map services influences
the results of ontology-based applications. In this study, satisfactory results
were obtained in ontology-based GTS concept recognition, visualization and
symbolical generalization of GTS contents in a geological map on the BGS
55

http://onegeology-europe.brgm.fr/geoportal [Accessed February 27, 2011].
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WMS server. This is mainly due to (1) the compatibility of the GTS ontology
(i.e., many synonyms of GTS terms are collected in it) and (2) the high
standardization of GTS contents in this geological map (i.e., most GTS
records in this map are standard GTS terms from the International
Stratigraphic Chart). If the geological data on a server does not address
standardization strictly and result in heterogeneous datasets, either the
ontology should be updated in order to recognize concepts in these datasets
or, if the results are still not satisfactory, strategies and methods of applying
ontology-based tools with online geological map services may be redesigned.
From the study presented in this chapter, directions for further studies can
also be recommended. The first is the multilingual annotation of GTS
concepts. In the GTS ontology, multilingual labels of GTS concepts were
already collected, which enable the ontology to recognize GTS terms in their
multilingual formats, but the annotations of concepts in current GTS ontology
are in English only. Enhancing multilingual annotations in the GTS ontology
can potentially broaden the scope of applications of the ontology. The second
direction is collecting more conceptual mapping cases in the GTS ontology.
By accessing the 1:625,000 scale onshore bedrock age map of United
Kingdom two mapping cases were collected: “Lower Cambrian =
Terreneuvian + Series 2” and “Middle Cambrian = Series 3”. If more other
geological maps are accessed, more such mapping cases can be collected and
they will be useful for understanding and mediating heterogeneous datasets.
The third direction is studying methods for filtering out a map feature with
several GTS concepts in its attribute record. In the works described in this
chapter, by clicking a node in the filtered GTS animation to filter a map (Figs.
5.6b, 7), only those map features with one GTS concept in its attribute
record can be retrieved by the current program. Each GTS feature in the
1:625,000 scale onshore bedrock age map of United Kingdom has only one
GTS concept, so satisfactory results of GTS feature filtering and
generalization were obtained in the pilot system. In order to make the
functions of filtering and generalization apply also to map features with
several GTS concepts, new methods should be developed. Finally, in this
study ontology-based tools were only applied to WMS geological maps, using
ontologies and visualization techniques with WFS (Web Feature Service) and
KML (Keyhole Markup Language) geological maps can also be considered in
further studies (cf. De Paor and Whitmeyer, 2011).

5.6

Conclusions

Geological data infrastructures have been widely used in publication and
sharing of geological data, whereas tools and services for information
retrieval and knowledge discovery are underdeveloped compared to the
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massive geological data available online. In the study presented in this
chapter, a RDF-based ontology of geological time scale, an animation based
on this ontology, and interactive functions among the ontology, the
animation and online geological map services were developed. A pilot system
was built with the developed ontology, animation and interactive functions,
and positive results were obtained in a user-survey on usefulness of the
developed works. This study shows that annotations in an ontology and
ontology-based visualizations are useful in helping people to understand
concepts defined in the ontology. In addition, incorporating ontology-based
annotations, visualizations and interactive functions with online geological
map services is helpful for both geologists and non-geologists to understand
information in a map and to conduct further operations of knowledge
discovery. The case studies in Chapters 2–5 covers geological data
interoperability issues at local, regional and global levels, but they do not
take into account the evolution of geological data and ontologies. In a longterm perspective, local geological ontologies and geological data will evolve in
their respective contexts and, thus, new challenges will arise. Chapter 6 will
discuss these issues and propose solutions.
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Appendix 5-I
1) Meanings of abbreviated function names
Annotation
Showing annotations of GTS concepts using the GTS ontology
Visualization
Showing the conceptual structure of GTS with a rooted tree and a
radial tree (both expanded)
Collapse (or
Collapsing into and highlighting a chosen GTS concept in the rooted
Animation)
tree and the radial tree
Legend
Showing legend of GTS contents in a map with the rooted tree and
the radial tree
Filtering
Filtering out of certain GTS features in a map with the rooted tree
and the radial tree

2) Meanings of scores on usefulness of a function
3
2
1
0
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Very useful
Useful
Somewhat useful
Not useful at all
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Appendix 5-II
1) Reasons for using the two-sample

t -test

The “familiar” and “unfamiliar” groups are independent, and their sizes are
small and different ( n f =9,

nu =10). Variances of scores by either group are

unknown and are assumed unequal.
2) Hypotheses of the two-sample

H 0 : µ f ≠ µu
H a : µ f = µu

t -test

Null hypothesis: The “familiar” and “unfamiliar” groups have
different opinions about the usefulness of a function.
Alternative hypothesis: The “familiar” and “unfamiliar” groups have
similar opinions about the usefulness of a function

3) Meanings of variables used in the two-sample

t -test

nf

Size of “familiar” group

nu

Size of “unfamiliar” group

xf

Mean of “familiar” group’s scores on the usefulness of a function

xu

Mean of “unfamiliar” group’s scores on the usefulness of a function

sf

Standard deviation of “familiar” group’s scores

su

Standard deviation of “unfamiliar” group’s scores

t

Two-sample t -value

df

Estimated degrees of freedom using the Welch–Satterthwaite equation

P -value

Probability (two-sided) that the null hypothesis is true

t*

Critical t -value at the significance level of 0.05

4) Equations for calculating t and

t=

x f − xu
s 2f
nf

+

su2
nu

; df =

df

 s 2f s 2 
 + u
 n f nu 


1  s f
n f −1 n f

2

2

2

2

 + 1  su
 nu −1 nu






2
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6

Pragmatic interoperability approach for
distributed geological data
This chapter is based on: Ma, X., Carranza, E.J.M., Wang, X., Wu, C., van der
Meer, F.D., Pragmatic interoperability approach for distributed geodata.
Submitted.

6.1

Introduction

Interoperability of geological data (geodata) is essential for sharing geodata,
retrieving geoinformation and discovering geo-knowledge within a
cyberinfrastructure (Harvey et al., 1999; Nambiar et al., 2006; Zhao et al.,
2009). A general requirement for the interoperability of geodata is that data
provided by a geodata source can be accessed, decoded, understood and
appropriately used by external users (Brodaric and Gahegan, 2006; Loudon
and Laxton, 2007; Gahegan et al., 2009).
Considering the machine-readable aspects of geodata, various researchers
(e.g., Bishr, 1998; Ouksel and Sheth, 1999; Sheth, 1999) have discussed
that there are generally four levels of geodata interoperability, namely
system, syntax, schematics, and semantics. In practice, these four levels of
geodata interoperability are related, respectively, to the platform, encoding,
structure, and meaning of geodata (Ludäscher et al., 2003; Brodaric and
Gahegan, 2006; Laxton et al., 2010). Systemic, syntactic, and schematic
interoperability issues, such as cross-database access and correct decoding of
geodata, have benefited extensively from developments in general
information technologies. Examples of these technologies are as protocols for
web-based data transfer, programs for inter-conversion of file formats,
interfaces for mapping between database schemas, etc. However, semantic
interoperability issues, such as accurate understanding and appropriate using
of geodata, are less-developed because they often involve one or more
subject domains in geosciences and, therefore, require specification,
conversation, and collaboration on domain-specific knowledge.
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In the past decades, ontology-driven approaches have been studied
significantly to address issues of semantic interoperability of geodata
(Ludäscher et al., 2003; Agarwal, 2005; Lutz et al., 2009). Ontologies, which
are shared conceptualizations of domain knowledge (Gruber, 1993; Gruber,
1995; Guarino, 1997b), are of different types (e.g., top-level ontologies,
domain ontologies, application ontologies, etc.) (Guarino, 1997a) and
different forms (e.g., glossaries, thesauri, conceptual schemas, logical
theories, etc.) (McGuinness, 2003; Uschold and Gruninger, 2004; Ma et al.,
2010). Many geodata producers maintain their local application ontologies in
order to promote standardization and consistency in local databases.
However, semantic heterogeneities often arise between local application
ontologies, even if they are derived from equivalent subject domains in
geosciences. In contrast, common ontologies have been studied in various
geoscience subject domains (e.g., NADM Steering Committee, 2004; Raskin
and Pan, 2005; McGuinness et al., 2006; Tripathi and Babaie, 2008; Ma et
al., 2011) as an approach for reconciling heterogeneous local ontologies and
databases. Ontology mapping (e.g., mapping between local ontologies,
mapping local ontologies to a common ontology, etc.) has been studied and
found to be effective for achieving semantic interoperability between local
ontologies and, thus, between distributed geodata sources (e.g., Ludäscher
et al., 2003; Verheyden et al., 2005; Lutz et al., 2009).
Nevertheless, there are still challenges in the research field of interoperability
of geodata. Local ontologies and databases are not static and absolute, but
are evolving in the real world (cf. Oreskes et al., 1994; Ding and Foo, 2002;
Noy and Klein, 2004; Haase et al., 2005). For example, new conflicts will
arise between two distributed geodata sources even if semantic
interoperability has been achieved between them before. This is because
local ontologies and databases are context-dependent as they are related to
and affected by pragmatic elements of local contexts (Guarino, 1997a; van
Heijst et al., 1997; Bouquet et al., 2004). Context is the situation or settings
in which something happens. The contexts of distributed geodata sources
(i.e., geological data contexts/geodata contexts) consist of local ontologies
and databases as well as other pragmatic elements (e.g., people, intentions,
methods, procedure of working, etc.). Therefore, in order to achieve the
interoperability between distributed geodata contexts for consensus on
understanding, use and potential result of shared geodata (i.e., pragmatic
interoperability), representations of geodata contexts are required (cf. Tolk et
al., 2006; Manso et al., 2009).
In this chapter, a model of geodata context is demonstrated, and a procedure
of semantic negotiations for achieving pragmatic interoperability of
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distributed geodata is proposed. To reach these goals, information agents,
objective facts, and subjective dimensions are proposed as elements of a
conceptual model of geodata contexts. This model is then used to design a
semantic negotiation procedure for achieving pragmatic interoperability of
distributed geodata. The discussed conceptual model and semantic
negotiation procedure were applied and tested in the National Mineral
Resources Assessment (NMRA) project of China to achieve pragmatic
interoperability among various geodata sources and researchers involved in
the project.

6.2

Motivation

In 2006, the China Geological Survey (CGS) initiated the 5-year NMRA
project to inventorize the spatial distributions and potential resources of 13
types of mineral deposits in China. The NMRA project consists of 47 subprojects undertaken by CGS agencies at provincial and national levels (i.e.,
30 provincial sub-projects, 11 national sub-projects, and six sub-projects of
coordinating groups between the two levels). The essential geodata in the
NMRA project are digital maps, covering the subjects of geology,
metallogenesis, geophysics, geochemistry, remote sensing, as well as records
of detailed exploration (e.g., borehole logs), etc. Most provincial sub-projects
(i.e., except a few provinces with under-developed geological works) will
complete all these maps and then provide them to national sub-projects for
integration and syntheses.
Besides the short-term goal of assessing the potential resources of various
types of mineral deposits in China, one of the long-term goals of the NMRA
project is to investigate a mechanism for responding to challenges concerning
interoperability of geodata among CGS agencies, who conducted not only the
sub-projects of the NMRA project but also many other CGS projects in the
past. Many of these challenges involve at least one the three information
agents (i.e., human, machine, nature) of a geodata context (Brodaric, 2007).
Provincial and national sub-projects are regarded as individual geodata
contexts (Fig. 6.1). The nature information agent stands for an earth domain
(e.g., geology, etc.). The human information agent stands for the staff of a
project and their tacit knowledge. Staff members observe and study a certain
earth domain and express their findings and knowledge through the machine
information agent, which consists of a local ontology and a local database.
The local ontology is used to promote standardization and consistency of
geodata in the local database. Geodata sharing is operated between machine
information agents of the two geodata contexts. For example, Researchers in
a national sub-project use the shared geodata from a provincial sub-project,
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without or with less observation of the real earth, to generate their
understandings of the same part of the earth and conduct further studies.

Machine
Local ontology Local database

Equivalent
domain
knowledge

System, syntactic,
schematic & semantic
interoperability

Machine
Local database Local ontology

Standardization
& consistency
Geodata sharing
Conceptualization
of domain & local
knowledge

Using

Representation
of observation &
understanding
Human

Human

Observing
& studying

Nature

Understanding

Fig. 6.1. Geodata sharing as an activity between two geodata contexts. The gray area at
the left side is the geodata context of a provincial sub-project. The area surrounded by a
dotted line at the right side is the geodata context of a national sub-project. The geodata
context of the national sub-project is simplified, showing only how the shared geodata
are used.
Because the two geodata contexts described in Fig. 6.1 share equivalent
domain knowledge in geosciences, issues of systemic, syntactic, schematic,
and semantic interoperability are addressed among the two machine
information agents in order to promote appropriate and effective use of the
shared geodata. In the geodata context of a provincial sub-project, the local
ontology and database in the machine information agent represent objective
facts about the nature information agent and subjective understandings of
the human information agent. Although the nature information agent is
stable, the tacit knowledge of the human information agent is not static and,
thus, may lead to changes in the ontology and database of a provincial subproject as new studies are continuously conducted. For example, several new
methods of regional mineral assessments (e.g., Wang, 1990; Zhai, 2003; Ye,
2004; Zhao, 2006; Chen, 2007; Cheng, 2007) have been applied in China in
recent years. The meanings of some geological concepts also evolved. An
example is the basal boundary of Quaternary, which changed several times
within the International Commission on Stratigraphy in recent years, and in
turn led to changes in the International Stratigraphic Chart and geological
maps (cf. Mascarelli, 2009). Moreover, similar changes may also happen in
human and machine agents of the geodata context of a national sub-project
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(cf. Kuhn, 2009). Such changes in both geodata contexts may lead to the
heterogeneities of understandings, uses and results of shared data. In order
to address this challenge, studies of pragmatic interoperability of geodata are
conducted in the NMRA project.
Table 6.1 Issues of geodata interoperability addressed in NMRA project
Interoperability issues
Detailed approaches
Pragmatic

Semantic

Schematic

Syntactic

Systemic

Periodic semantic negotiations between evolving local
ontologies and databases; Understanding and
interoperability between local contexts; Consensus on
understanding, use and potential result of shared
geodata.
Agreements on using a common ontology; Consistency
of meanings of concepts among local ontologies;
Improved understandings of shared geodata.
Agreements on the general technical manual of involved
map themes; Balance between standardization and
flexibility: (1) Standardization of attributes table for each
map layer; and (2) Flexibility of adapting structures of
layers of map themes in local databases.
National and international standards-based geoscience
terms and codes, map legends, coordinate systems and
metadata schemas, etc.
Internet-based geodata network among provincial and
national sub-projects; Commonly used GIS software
programs.

Although operated together with approaches for systemic, syntactic,
schematic and semantic interoperability of geodata in the NMRA project, the
approaches for pragmatic interoperability are different from the others (Table
6.1). Current approaches (e.g., those described in Section 1) for the
interoperability of systems, syntaxes, schemas and semantics concentrate on
the interoperability between machine information agents and, thus, their
functions are limited for the pragmatic interoperability between the two
geodata contexts. Moreover, in the case of more than two geodata contexts
(i.e., 30 provincial sub-projects and 10 national sub-projects) of the NMRA
project, semantic negotiations between them can become a tedious work. In
view of these challenges, addressing geodata interoperability only between
machine information agents is not an appropriate choice for either the NMRA
project only or for the CGS agencies as a whole. To promote long-term
geodata interoperability, pragmatic elements of contexts of distributed
geodata must be taken into account and methods to achieve pragmatic
interoperability between them must be investigated.
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6.3

Achieving pragmatic interoperability of geodata

6.3.1 Representing geodata contexts
To achieve pragmatic interoperability of geodata, a proper representation of
individual geodata contexts is essential. Researchers in linguistics (e.g.,
Levinson, 1983; Stalnaker, 1998; Mey, 2003) and philosophy (e.g., Morris,
1938; Kaplan, 1989; Crasnow, 2000) discussed that pragmatic elements in a
context are a synthesis of objective facts (i.e., people, time, and location)
and subjective dimensions (i.e., intention, procedure, and consequence), but
they did not discuss in detail the methods to represent those object facts and
subject dimensions. Ram and Park (2004) discussed, from the point of view
of computer science, an extendable metadata schema for describing
pragmatic elements of contexts and reducing semantic conflicts between
contexts. Recently, Brodaric (2005, 2007) proposed three core aspects for
representing pragmatic elements of contexts in geosciences: dimensions
(i.e., origin, use, and effect), agents (i.e., human, machine, and nature) and
entities (e.g., concepts, individuals, and states).
Brodaric’s (2007) ideas about using human, machine, and nature as
information agents in a geodata context are adapted in the study presented
in this chapter, in which the machine agent includes a local ontology and a
local database. A method is proposed for representing objective facts and
subjective dimensions within a geodata context. Objective facts, including
people, time, and location, represent elements related to credibility and
responsibility of the local ontology and local database. Subjective dimensions,
including intention, procedure, and consequence, represent elements related
to systemic, syntactic, schematic, and semantic contents of the local ontology
and local database.
Second-order logic (SOL) statements (Boolos, 1975; Hinman, 2005) are used
for representing those pragmatic elements of a geodata context. The
information agent

IA

human information agent
information agent

S,

and

IA

machine information agent

I MA ,

and nature

is a subset of a geodata context

I HA ,

I NA . I MA

is a subset of

I HA

because the ontology and

database in a geodata context are built by staff of that context.
subset of

I NA

I HA

is a

because the tacit knowledge of every staff represents only a

part of nature. Thus,

I HA , I MA , I NA ⊆ I A ⊆ S , and
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I MA ⊂ I HA ⊂ I NA .
Symbols used for representing geodata contexts and semantic negotiations in
this chapter are listed in Table 6.2.
Table 6.2 Symbols for representing geodata contexts and semantic negotiations
Symbol
Meaning

S

Geodata context

I

A

I
I

A
H
A
M

S

Information agent of

Human information agent of

Machine information agent of

I NA

Nature information agent of

O

Local ontology context of

D
OO
OS

Objective fact of O

O

D
DS

O
P
O
T
O
L
S
I
S
P

O
O
O
O
O

S

Subjective dimension of O
Objective fact of

D

Subjective dimension of
People element in
Time element in

O

D

O

OO

Location element in

OO

Intention element in

OS

Procedure element in

OS

Consequence element in

DPO

People element in

DIS
DPS

S

S
Local database context of S

OCS

DTO
DLO

S

Time element in

OS

DO

DO

Location element in

DO

Intention element in

DS

Procedure element in

DS

DCS

Consequence element in

CD

Domain knowledge (A subset of

DS

I HA )
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Symbol

Meaning

CL

Local knowledge (A subset of

f (C D , C L )

I HA )

Function for capturing and synthesizing
generate

CD

and

O

OCS

CC

Concept component of

CR

Relationship component of

CN

Name component of

CM

Meaning component of

Oi , O j

Two instances of O

Oi .v1 , Oi .v 2 , Oi .v3 , …

Different versions of

Oi

O j .v1 , O j .v 2 , O j .v3 , …

Different versions of

Oj

N

N .v1 , N .v 2 , …

Semantic negotiation between instances of O
Different versions of N

On

Common ontology context of N

A
I Hn

Human information agent of N

A
I Mn

Machine information agent of N

I

A
Nn

O
OPn

OCS

CC
CC

Nature information agent of N

O
OTn

On
Time element in On

O
OLn

Location element in

OInS

Intention element in

People element in

On

S
OPn

On
Procedure element in On

S
OCn

Consequence element in

CCn
C Rn

Concept component of

On

S
OCn

Relationship component of

S
OCn

Meanings of symbols for different versions of elements and components of
and N can be derived from above symbols and are not listed here
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It is regarded in this study that a geodata context S includes (but is not
limited to) two sub-contexts, namely a sub-context O focusing on a local
ontology and a sub-context

D

focusing on a local database. The local

ontology context O includes objective fact

O O and subjective dimension

O S . Likewise, the local database context D includes objective fact D O and

D S . Thus,

subjective dimension

O, D ⊂ S ,
O = O O ,O S

, and

D = DO , D S

.

For a local ontology context O , the objective fact
time

O O includes people

OTO , and location OLO , whereas the subjective dimension O S

intention

OIS ,

procedure

database context

DTO ,

intention

and consequence

, the objective fact

D

DLO

and location

OPS ,

DO

OCS .

,

D O = DPO , DTO , DLO
People (i.e.,

Likewise, for a local

includes people

, whereas the subjective dimension

OPO

O S = OIS , OPS , OCS

DPO ,

DS

time

includes

,

D S = DIS , DPS , DCS

and

DPO

, and
.

) managing the ontology and database are

regarded as subsets of human information agent
Locations (i.e.,

OLO

and

DLO )

DCS

I HA

in a geodata context.

related to the ontology and database are

regarded as subsets of nature information agent
and

includes

DIS , procedure DPS , and consequence DCS . Thus,

O O = OPO ,OTO ,OLO

OCS

OPO ,

I NA .

Consequences (i.e.,

) of the ontology and database are regarded as subsets of

machine information agent

I MA . Thus,

OPO , DPO ⊂ I HA ,
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OLO , DLO ⊂ I NA , and
OCS , DCS ⊂ I MA .
In subjective dimensions

O S of a local ontology context, the intention

capturing both domain knowledge

CL

is

C L . The C D

and

are subsets of the tacit knowledge of human information agent

I HA .

Elements in the procedure
and a function
order

to

component

OPS

f (C D , C L )

generate

CC

CD

and local knowledge

OTS

include people

for capturing and synthesizing

the consequence

OCS

and relationship component

two components: name

CN

OPO , time OTO , location OLO ,

and meaning

. The

CR .

OCS

CD

and

CL

in

includes concept

Each concept consists of

C M . Thus,

OIS = C D  C L , C D ,C L ⊂ I HA ,
OPS = OPO ,OTO ,OLO , f (C D ,C L )

OCS = CC ,C R

,

CC = C N , C M

For a geodata context

S

,
.

, the local database consequence

underpinned by the local ontology consequence

OCS .

DCS

is

If a method exists for

achieving pragmatic interoperability between local ontology contexts of
different geodata sources, then that method can also promote the pragmatic
interoperability between local database contexts of these geodata sources.

6.3.2 Preconditions for semantic negotiations
Guha and McCool (2003) discussed that semantic negotiation is a process of
conversations and agreements by which two programs (or contexts) can
share larger vocabularies. Similarly, Garruzzo and Rosaci (2008, 2009) also
discussed that semantic negotiation is a process by which multiple agents try
to reach acceptable definitions mutually. In the study presented in this
chapter, methods are investigated to use the pragmatic elements of geodata
contexts in a procedure of semantic negotiations for achieving pragmatic
interoperability between those geodata contexts. It is assumed that there are
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two geodata contexts

Si

and

Sj

, each standing for a geodata source.

Oi

Correspondingly, there are two local ontology contexts

S i ⊃ Oi , Di

;

and

Oi = OiO , OiS = OPiO , OTiO , OLiO , OIiS , OPiS , OCiS

O j . Thus,

; and

O
S
O
O
O
S
S
S
S j ⊃ O j , D j ; O j = O j , O j = OPj , OTj , OLj , OIj , OPj , OCj .

Oi

The semantic negotiations between
semantic negotiations between

Si

and

and

is taken as a key part of the

Oj

Sj ,

Oi

because

elements of objective facts and subjective dimensions of
because

Di

and

Dj

are underpinned by

Oi

Oi

holding a semantic negotiation between

and

and

Oj ,

Oj ,

and

Si

Oj

and

involve all

S j , and also

respectively. Before

it is intuitively desired

the credibility and responsibility of the two geodata sources that

Si

and

Sj

stand for. For example, in the NMRA project, provincial sub-projects are
handled by provincial agencies of CGS. Only these agencies are qualified to
be provincial geodata sources for national sub-projects. The credibility and
responsibility of a local geodata source are revealed by its professional
capability, position in a social system, duty in a sub-project, etc. Such
information is recorded in the objective facts (i.e.,

OTjO , OLjO )

of

Oi

and

Oj .

OPiO , OTiO , OLiO , OPjO ,

If the objective facts of

Si

and

Sj

are both

qualified, then the subjective dimensions of them can be analyzed. Generally,
subjective dimensions of two local ontology contexts are different:



O IiS ≠ O IjS ;
S
S
S
S
S
S

.
∀Oi ∀O j OIi , O Pi , OCi ⊂ Oi ; O Ij , O Pj , OCj ⊂ O j S
S
S
S 

O Pi ≠ O Pj ; OCi ≠ OCj 

Comparing similarities between
semantic negotiations between

Oi
Si

and

Oj

and

is an essential requirement for

Sj

. As mentioned above, the

intention in a local ontology context is capturing both domain knowledge and
local knowledge. For instance, the intention
domain knowledge

C Di

and local knowledge

OIiS

of

Oi

is capturing the

C Li , which are both generated
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from the tacit knowledge of human information agent

OPiS

of

Oi

synthesizes both

C Di

C Li ,

and

The procedure

and the resulting ontology

will be a collection of the concept component
component

I HiA .

CCi

OCiS

and relationship

C Ri . Thus,

OIiS = C Di  C Li ; C Di , C Li ⊂ I HiA ;
OPiS = OPiO , OTiO , OLiO , f (C Di , C Li )

OCiS = CCi , C Ri

; and

.

Similarly, there are intention

OIjS ,

the other local ontology context

procedure

Oj .

Both

Oi

OPjS

and consequence

and

Oj

…) and

Oj

(i.e.,

in

are regarded as not

static, but continuously evolving. There are different versions of

Oi .v1 , Oi .v 2 , Oi .v3 ,

OCjS

O j .v1 , O j .v 2 , O j .v3 ,

Oi

(i.e.,

…) in the

procedure of evolution.
The difference between local knowledge components
the difference between local ontology consequences

{
{

}
}

C Li

OCiS

and

and

C Lj

leads to

OCjS :

 C Li ⊂ Oi , C Lj ⊂ O j C Li ≠ C Lj ⇒ 
.
∀Oi ∀O j 

S
S
S
S
 OCi ⊂ Oi , OCj ⊂ O j OCi ≠ OCj

However, there exist
components

{

C Di

and

Oi

and

Oj

having equivalent domain knowledge

C Dj , thus:

∃Oi ∃O j CDi ⊂ Oi , CDj ⊂ O j CDi = CDj

}.

The equivalent

C Di

and

Oi

and

O j , being handled in a common ontology context On :

N between

({

CDj

show the probability of a semantic negotiation

}

{

∃Oi ∃O j C Di ⊂ Oi , C Dj ⊂ O j C Di = C Dj ⇒ ∃N∃On N = Oi , O j , On
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6.3.3 Semantic negotiations for achieving pragmatic
interoperability
Kavouras and Kokla (2008, pp. 207–210) discussed four commonly used
architectures for the negotiation and/or integration of ontologies: alignment,
partial compatibility, unification, and true integration. If there are two local
ontologies, then alignment means that a set of link nodes are made between
similar parts of both local ontologies, while both original ontologies keep their
autonomy and no common ontologies are generated. Partial compatibility
means that similar parts of two local ontologies are merged and then the
merged parts are joined with the remaining parts of both local ontologies to
generate a common ontology. Meanwhile, the merged parts will replace the
related original parts in both local ontologies to make updates. Unification
means decomposing and synthesizing both local ontologies to generate a
common ontology, and this common ontology will completely replace both
original local ontologies. True integration means a common ontology is
generated by integrating two local ontologies, but both original local
ontologies keep their autonomy and no changes will be made.
The alignment architecture is an extremely flexible approach, while the
unification architecture is an extremely standardized approach. As discussed
in section 2, the alignment architecture will lead to tedious negotiations
between multiple geodata contexts. The unification architecture will result in
less negotiations but it will restrict the flexibility of local ontologies. However,
for the NMRA, flexibility is necessary in every geodata context because each
provincial sub-project deals with different geological background and mineral
occurrences, and a part of these differences should be reflected in the local
ontologies and local databases. Therefore, both the alignment and unification
architectures are not appropriate for the NMRA project in practice. The true
integration architecture can generate a common ontology but, because the
original local ontologies still keep their autonomy and are unchanged, the
function of the common ontology is limited in issues of geodata
interoperability. Finally, the partial compatibility architecture seems a
reasonable choice for the NMRA project, because it keeps a balance between
flexibility and standardization for local ontologies and databases. With
adaptations to the partial compatibility architecture, further inferences can be
made for achieving pragmatic interoperability between

Si

and

Sj

based on

the aforementioned assumptions for two local ontology contexts

Oi

and

Oj .
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It is assumed that there is a semantic negotiation N by which two local
ontology contexts

Oi

ontology context

On

and

can be manipulated together with a common

Oj

On

. The

includes objective facts and subjective
O
OPn
,

dimensions, which in turn include people

OInS

intention

, procedure

S
OPn

transparent. The

O
OPn

and those of

includes people

human information agent

A
I Hn

S
OCn

, and consequence

On

between objective facts of

O
OTn
,

time

of

OPiO

On .

and

OPjO ,

and

The

Oi

O
OLn

,

. Relationships

Oj

are relatively

and is a subset of the

OLiO

includes locations

A
OLjO , and is a subset of the nature information agent I Nn

N = Oi , O j , On

O
OLn

location

and

On . Thus,

of

;

O
O
O
S
S
On = OPn
, OTn
, OLn
, OInS , OPn
, OCn

.

O
A
O
⊂ I Hn
OPn
= OPiO  OPjO ; OPn
; and
O
A
O
⊂ I Nn
OLn
= OLiO  OLjO ; OLn
;

Nevertheless, relationships between the subjective dimensions of
those of

Oi

and

Oj

domain and local knowledge of both
S
OPn

and

are not as transparent as the objective facts and, thus,

should be investigated further. The intention

procedure

On

Oi

and

OInS

of

On

O j . OInS

is to capture the

is achieved by the

and the consequence is a common ontology

a bottom-up procedure based on

OCiS

and

OCjS ,

is neither

OCjS

resulting from the semantic negotiation between

nor

includes concept component

OCiS  OCjS ,

CCn

but is an adaption of both

Oi

and relationship component

and

OCiS

Oj

.

and
S
OCn

C Rn . Thus,

A
OInS = C Dn  C Ln ; C Dn = C Di = C Dj ; C Ln = C Li  C Lj ; C Dn , C Ln ⊂ I Hn
;
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S
O
O
OPn
= OPn
, OTnO , OLn
, f (C Dn , C Ln )

S
OCn
= CCn , C Rn

S

; OCn

; and

A
⊂ I Mn
.

As discussed in section 2, all ontologies evolve. Correspondingly, it is
assumed that the semantic negotiation
continuous procedure, in which N ,

OCiS

,

N

between

OCjS

and

Oi

S
OCn

and

S
OCn
.v1

;

C Dj .v1, C Lj .v1 ⊂ I HjA .v1 ;

OPiS .v1 = OPiO .v1, OTiO .v1, OLiO .v1, f (C Di .v1, C Li .v1)

;

OPjS .v1 = OPjO .v1, OTjO .v1, OLjO .v1, f (C Dj .v1, C Lj .v1)

;

OCiS .v1 = CCi .v1, C Ri .v1

;

OCjS .v1 = CCj .v1, C Rj .v1

;

S
N .v1 = OCiS .v1, OCjS .v1, OCn
.v1

CCi .v1

.

includes concept component
Similarly,

and

OCjS .v1

N .v1 , OCiS .v1 ,

C Di .v1, C Li .v1 ⊂ I HiA .v1 ;

;

OIjS .v1 = C Dj .v1, C Lj .v1

C Ri .v1 .

OCjS .v1

includes

CCi .v1

CCj .v1

and

and relationship component

C Rj .v1 .

It is assumed that

both include a finite number (e.g., to give a simplified

example, the number is assumed to be four) of concepts, and

C Rj .v1

is a

respectively:

OIjS .v1 = C Di .v1, C Li .v1

OCiS .v1

Oj

all have evolving

versions. For example, the first version of them can be

OCjS .v1

and

C Ri .v1

and

both include a finite number (e.g., five) of relationships:

CCi .v1 = CCi1 , CCi 2 , CCi 3 , CCi 4

;

C Ri .v1 = C Ri1 , C Ri 2 , C Ri 3 , C Ri 4 , C Ri 5

CCj .v1 = CCj1 , CCj 2 , CCj 3 , CCj 4

;

C Rj .v1 = C Rj1 , C Rj 2 , C Rj 3 , C Rj 4 , C Rj 5

;
.
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CCn .v1

To agree on concept component

and relationship component

in the first version of the common ontology

S
OCn
.v1 , there

C Rn .v1

will be a practical

procedure of comparison, adoption and/or adaption happening between

OCiS .v1 and OCjS .v1 , thus:
OInS .v1 = C Dn .v1  C Ln .v1 ; C Dn .v1 = C Di .v1 = C Dj .v1 ;
C Ln .v1 = C Li .v1  C Lj .v1 ;
O
O
OPn
.v1 = OPiO .v1  OPjO .v1 ; OLn
.v1 = OLiO .v1  OLjO .v1 ; and
S
O
O
O
OPn
.v1 = OPn
.v1, OTn
.v1, OLn
.v1, f (C Dn .v1, C Ln .v1)

.

For instance, the negotiation between concepts in these two local ontologies
may happen in the following way:
1.

CCi1.C N = CCj1.C N ∧ CCj1.CM = CCj1.CM

CCi1

(i.e.,

and

CCj1

have

same name and same meaning), and people participating in the
O
OPn
.v1 ) agree to make no changes;

negotiation (i.e.,
2.

CCi 2 .C N ≠ CCj 2 .C N ∧ CCi 2 .C M ≠ CCj 2 .C M
two different concepts), and

O
OPn
.v1

(i.e.,

CCi 2

and

CCj 2

are

agree to keep both

CCi 2

and

CCj 3

are

CCj 2 ;
3.

CCi 3 .C N ≠ CCi 3 .C N ∧ CCj 3 .C M = CCj 3 .C M
synonyms), and

4.

O
OPn
.v1

(i.e.,

agree to abandon

CCi 4 .C N = CCj 4 .C N ∧ CCi 4 .C M ≠ CCj 4 .C M
homonyms), and
new version

O
OPn
.v1

CCj 4 '

agree to keep

CCi 3
(i.e.,

CCi 3

but keep

CCi 4

CCi 4 , and

by changing its name from

and

CCj 3 ;

and

CCj 4

are

update

CCj 4

to a

CCj 4 .C N

to

CCj 4 '.C N ' .

Meanwhile, negotiations between relationships in these two local ontologies
may happen in this way:
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O
C Ri1 = C Rj1 , and OPn
.v1

2.

O
C Ri 2 ≠ C Rj 2 , and OPn
.v1

agree to make no changes;
agree to keep both

C Ri 2

and

C Rj 2 ;
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3.

O
C Ri 3 = C Rj 3 , and OPn
.v1

agree to make no changes;

4.

O
C Ri 4 ≠ C Rj 4 , but OPn
.v1

do not agree on either relationship, so they

create a new relationship

C Ri 4 '

C Ri 5 = C Rj 5 ,

think both relationships should be revised,

5.

but

O
OPn
.v1

so they agree to use

C Rj 5 '

to replace both

to replace both

C Ri 5

Consequently, the first version of a common ontology

C Ri 4
and

and

C Rj 4 .

C Rj 5 .

S
OCn
.v1

is agreed on,

thus:
S
OCn
.v1 = CCn .v1, C Rn .v1

;

CCn .v1 = CCi1 , CCi 2 , CCj 2 , CCj 3 , CCi 4 , CCj 4 '

; and

C Rn .v1 = C Ri1 , C Ri 2 , C Rj 2 , C Rj 3 , C Ri 4 ' , C Rj 5 '

.

Then, following the procedure of the partial compatibility architecture,
S
OCn
.v1

is used to update two local ontologies

OCiS .v1'

and

Oj

OCjS .v1'

OCiS .v1

and

OCjS .v1

into

Oi

and

respectively. The updating procedures in both

follow a top–down approach because they can refer to

(
⊂ (I

);
.v1) ;

S
OCn
.v1 , thus:

S
C Di .v1' , C Li .v1' ⊂ I HiA .v1'OCn
.v1

C Dj .v1' , C Lj .v1'

A
Hj

S
.v1'OCn

OPiS .v1' = OPiO .v1' , OTiO .v1' , OLiO .v1' , f (C Di .v1' , C Li .v1')

; and

OPjS .v1' = OPjO .v1' , OTjO .v1' , OLjO .v1' , f (C Dj .v1' , C Lj .v1')

.

Details of the concepts and relationships in

OCiS .v1' = CCi .v1' , C Ri .v1'

and

OCjS .v1'

are:

;

CCi .v1' = CCi1 , CCi 2 , CCj 3 , CCi 4

;

C Ri .v1' = C Ri1 , C Ri 2 , C Rj 3 , C Ri 4 ' , C Rj 5 '
OCjS .v1' = CCj .v1' , C Rj .v1'

OCiS .v1'

;

;
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CCj .v1' = CCi1 , CCj 2 , CCj 3 , CCj 4 '

; and

C Rj .v1' = C Ri1 , C Rj 2 , C Rj 3 , C Ri 4 ' , C Rj 5 '

.

Semantic
negotiation

Local machine
information agent

Local machine
information agent

Local database v1

Local ontology v1

Local ontology v1

Local database v1

Update

Update

Update

Update

Local database v1’

Local ontology v1’

Local ontology v1’

Local database v1’

Evolution

Evolution

Evolution

Evolution

Local database v2

Local ontology v2

Local ontology v2

Local database v2

Update

Update

Update

Update

Semantic
negotiation v1

Common ontology v1

Semantic
negotiation v2

Common ontology v2

Correlating

Participating

Resulting

Evolving

Underpinning

Fig. 6.2. Consequences of semantic negotiations between two evolving geodata
contexts. The consequences are reflected in the common ontologies and the machine
information agents of two local geodata contexts. See text for details of interactions
between the human, nature and machine information agents of the two local geodata
contexts.
Fig. 6.2 provides an overview of the afore-mentioned procedure of semantic
negotiation, and the subsequent ontology-driven updates of local databases
in both local contexts.
databases

DCiS .v1

and

OCiS .v1'
DCjS .v1

and
into

OCjS .v1'

are used to update the two local

DCiS .v1'

and

DCjS .v1' ,

respectively. As

discussed above, all ontologies are evolving, so there will be a second round
of semantic negotiation N .v 2 , and then a third round

N .v3 ,

and so on.

Correspondingly, new versions of common ontologies, local ontologies and
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local databases will emerge. For example,
be

OCiS .v 2

and

OCjS .v 2

OCiS .v1'

and

OCjS .v1'

will evolve to

, respectively. There will be a second round of

semantic negotiation between them, aiming for a second version of a
common ontology

S
OCn
.v 2 :

A
C Dn .v 2, C Ln .v 2 ⊂ I Hn
.v 2 ;
S
O
O
O
OPn
.v 2 = OPn
.v 2, OTn
.v 2, OLn
.v 2, f (C Dn .v 2, C Ln .v 2 )

.

The semantic negotiations comprise a procedure by which the two geodata
contexts
the

Si

and

agreed

Sj

can deepen their understanding of each other. By using

common

ontologies,

local

ontologies

in

Si

and

Sj

are

semantically consistent although they evolve continuously. Because the local
databases in

Si

and

Sj

are underpinned by the respective local ontologies,

the interoperability of geodata stored in them will also be improved. The
improvements are not limited to the interoperability between machine
information agents (i.e., ontologies and databases) of

Si

and

Sj

only. The

semantic negotiations create an environment in which people of
manage to know the elements of
people in

Sj

Sj,

Si

can

and vice versa. Therefore, when the

receive shared geodata from

S i , they understand not only the

meaning of that geodata but also the background of that geodata.
Subsequently, they can use that geodata appropriately in order to generate
desired results and/or effects. In this way, the pragmatic interoperability
between

6.4

Si

and

Sj

are achieved.

Applications in NMRA project and results

In the past decades, the research groups the author worked in have
cooperated together with CGS for several projects of geodata interoperability
(e.g., Wang et al., 1999; Wu et al., 2005; Ma et al., 2007). In these works
the concentration was the standardization of geoscience terms and the
building and management of geo-database schemas. In the NMRA project,
the previous work of a controlled vocabulary (Ma et al., 2005; Ma et al.,
2007; Ma et al., 2010) was updated, and a program was developed to
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support the proposed procedure of semantic negotiations and the adaption
and application of the resulting common ontology of these negotiations.
The program collected commonly used standards of geoscience terms in
China (e.g., AQSIQ, 1988) and was used to generate draft conceptual
schemas in semantic negotiations within the NMRA project. In the period of
preparation of the NMRA project, staff from provincial and national subprojects, CGS headquarters and some other research institutes organized
periodic meetings and workshops, to negotiate and propose methodologies
for the NMRA project. Latest studies (e.g., Wang, 1990; Zhai, 2003; Ye,
2004; Zhao, 2006; Chen, 2007; Cheng, 2007) on theories and technologies
of regional mineral assessment had been synthesized by conversations and
agreements in these workshops. Eventually, a general theoretical approach
was agreed on 56 . The developed program was used to generate draft
conceptual schemas for discussion and modification in these meetings and
workshops, with an objective to make these schemas cover all subject
domains of geodata involved in the general theoretical approach. The
resulting conceptual schemas included definitions of 99 map themes, which
comprised a general technical manual. Detailed items such as constitution of
layers of each map theme, structure of attributes table of each layer,
standard geoscience terms, map legends and metadata schemas, etc., were
listed in the manual. Such efforts made the technical manual a common
ontology for the 30 provincial sub-projects and 11 national sub-projects in
the NMRA project.
After the finalization of the general technical manual, the developed program
was updated to record all geoscience concepts and their relationships in the
proposed 99 map themes. In the technical manual, each item (i.e., name of a
map theme, layer name, attribute name, etc.) was a geoscience concept.
Map themes, layers, and attributes table of layers comprised a hierarchical
structure. The developed program recorded these concepts and their
hierarchical relationships, and provided detailed definitive information (e.g.,
name, code, meaning, numerical restrictions, etc.) for each concept.
Geospatial metadata elements (e.g., map title, producer, scale, map legends,
projection systems, etc.) specified in the technical manual were also encoded
as functional models in the program. Additionally, to promote flexibility, the
technical manual specified a number of compulsory layers for each map
theme, whereas other layers suggested in the same map theme were not
mandatory. Such requirements were also included in the developed program.
56

Technical approach – Introduction to NMRA project.
http://imr.cags.ac.cn/qlpj/xiangmu_js/jishu_lx.html. [In Chinese, accessed April 24,
2011]
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The developed program recorded the general technical manual as a common
ontology for the NMRA project. Functions were developed in the program,
such that it supported using the common ontology to update local ontologies
and databases of provincial sub-projects. For example, researchers in a
provincial sub-project can delete a non-compulsory layer in a map theme or
add a new layer from another map theme according their needs. However,
the structure of attributes table of each layer cannot be changed, although
some columns in the table can be left empty if there is no data for them. A
finished map theme can then be output as a file for a GIS program. In this
file, both the standards of spatial data and the structure of attributes data
are specified. Then, researchers can fill the file with local geodata and build
up a digital map. The developed program provided flexibility of conceptual
modeling for applications in sub-projects of NMRA, while it also kept
standardization of compulsory map layers, attributes tables of layers,
geoscience terms and geospatial metadata elements as specified in the
general technical manual.
The provincial sub-projects used their geodata for mineral resources
assessments, and transferred their original and result data to national subprojects for integration and synthesis. Other functions were also developed in
the program for national sub-projects to check the quality of collected maps.
Researchers in a national sub-project can use the program to check
compulsory map layers in each map theme. If a layer is missing, an attribute
name is incorrect, or a geospatial metadata element is missing, etc., the
program can recognize the problem and then show a notice to the
researchers. If a layer in a collected map is not compulsory in the general
technical manual, the program can still be used to check the completeness of
the attributes table of the layer and the correctness of the geoscience terms
inside. Moreover, the program can also be used like a vocabulary to check
the definition of any geoscience term recorded in the general technical
manual. Because the general technical manual made clear the structures and
meanings of compulsory layers of each map theme to both provincial and
national sub-projects, the developed program helped researchers in
provincial and national sub-projects to control the quality of the compulsory
layers. For those non-compulsory layers adapted by researchers in provincial
sub-projects, the program also helped researchers in national sub-projects to
understand their structures and meanings. After the checking and necessary
refinements, geodata of provincial sub-projects were integrated and
synthesized in national sub-projects, to generate the results of resources of
different mineral deposits at the national scale.
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In the middle of 2010, all provincial sub-projects had finished the assessment
of potential resources of iron and aluminum deposits. Then, the provincial
geo-databases were provided to several national sub-projects for integration
and synthesis. Works of those national sub-projects were finished at the end
of 2010. Results in the national projects showed that all compulsory map
layers in provincial geo-databases were consistent with the general technical
manual, and all those non-compulsory map layers adapted by provincialprojects were recognized by the developed program. The volumes of
resources of iron and aluminum deposits assessed at the national level were
also consistent with the accumulated results of provincial sub-projects.

6.5

Discussion

The developed program supported the procedure of semantic negotiations in
the preparation period of the NMRA project, and helped researchers of this
project to use the resulting general technical manual in provincial and
national sub-projects to build consistent geo-databases. These works
achieved consensus on understanding, use and potential result of geodata
shared between provincial and national sub-projects and, thus, the pragmatic
interoperability between them.
Context-dependent influences on building, understanding, and using of data
(including geodata) have been increasingly studied recently. In the field of
ubiquitous computing, context-awareness was discussed as an important
characteristic of applications (e.g., those combined with mobile devices)
because those applications have to adapt themselves to rapidly changing
situations (Ranganathan and Campbell, 2003; Baldauf et al., 2007). In the
field of data interoperability, representation of contexts was discussed as one
of the key challenges for semantic interoperability issues (Kashyap and
Sheth, 1996; Lee et al., 1996; Ouksel and Sheth, 1999). Recent studies
(Singh, 2002; de Moor, 2005; Schoop et al., 2006) on the Pragmatic Web
discussed that not only semantics but also pragmatics should be addressed in
the sharing and using of data. The study of pragmatic interoperability
described in this chapter shows that local ontologies and databases in
geodata sources are both affected and featured by local contexts. Although
the background of the study presented in this chapter is geosciences, the
works discussed may also be useful for studies and applications in other
fields.
Methods were developed to represent objective facts and subjective
dimensions of a geodata context. Such representations considered both the
common goal of the NMRA project and the diversity of actual works in subprojects of NMRA. These methods are compatible to Frank’s discussion
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(2001) on the five tiers of ontology (i.e., human-independent reality,
observation of physical world, objects with properties, social reality,
subjective knowledge). The elements of objective facts and subjective
dimensions in the studied model can also be compared with the basic model
of “5W1H” (i.e., Who, When, Where, Why, What and How), which is widely
used for information gathering in various fields of research (e.g., Shimazu et
al., 2006; Hong et al., 2010). The “who, when, and where” can be fit into
“people, time, and location” of objects facts, and “why, how, what” can be fit
into “intention, procedure, and consequence” of subjective dimensions,
respectively (Fig. 6.3).
•

People

Who built and administrated the
local ontology and database?
•

Time
Object facts
Geodata
context
Subjective
dimensions

When were the local ontology and
database built?

Location

•

Where were the local ontology
and database built?

Intention

•

Why were the local ontology
and database built?

Procedure
Consequence

•

•

How were the local ontology and
database built?

What are the contents of the local
ontology and database?

Fig. 6.3. Comparing pragmatic elements of a geodata context with questions of “5W1H”
used for information gathering.
Negotiations and collaborations are regarded as a general approach for
pragmatic interoperability. Several researchers (Bouquet et al., 2004; de
Moor, 2005; Smith et al., 2007; Bobillo et al., 2008) discussed that
negotiations and collaborations can smooth conflicts among local contextual
ontologies and the agreed contents can be globalized to form a common
ontology. Recent studies on participatory modeling (Voinov and Bousquet,
2010) show that a process of collaborative learning can enhance the
stakeholders’ knowledge and understanding of a system and its dynamics
under various conditions, and then help stakeholders to exchange
information and build a common set of views and shared understanding
about the system. In the study presented in this chapter, the proposed
procedure of semantic negotiations involves all the pragmatic elements of
geodata contexts, such that not only the local ontologies are compared and
discussed, but also the respective geodata sources can improve their
understanding of each other. Semantic negotiations can lead to a common
ontology. However, geodata sources do not need to use the common
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ontology resulting from the proposed semantic negotiations to replace their
local ontologies completely. Instead, they can use the common ontology to
update their local ontologies, and in turn the updated local ontologies will be
used to update local databases. In this way, the procedure of semantic
negotiations keeps a balance between standardization and flexibility of
distributed geodata, and improves the pragmatic interoperability among
them.
Recently, approaches of semantic negotiations for pragmatic interoperability
have been put into practices in several geoscience projects. For example, the
OneGeology project (Jackson, 2007) aimed at making geological map data of
the world accessible via the web. Firstly, experts from several countries
worked together and proposed the GeoSciML (Sen and Duffy, 2005) as a
common conceptual schema of geological maps. Then, GeoSciML was used to
mediate geological map databases provided by different countries. Finally,
users can retrieve data from these distributed databases and browse them
via a unified web portal. The GeoSciML is continuously updating, which also
leads to updates of services in the OneGeology project. In the OneGeologyEurope project (Laxton et al., 2010) there is a similar procedure of
negotiations and collaborations when a common geoscience vocabulary was
proposed and built by participants from several European countries (Asch,
2010). Another example is the U.S. National Geologic Map Database
(NGMDB) project (Soller and Berg, 2005), which takes the North American
Geologic Map Data Model (NADM) (NADM Steering Committee, 2004) as a
general conceptual schema for mediating and integrating geological map
databases of different states in US. The procedure of semantic negotiations
discussed in this chapter addresses a similar point of view that negotiations
can reduce heterogeneities and improve interoperability among geodata
sources, but it also pointed out that the flexibility of local ontologies should
be remained, though they can improve their interoperability by referring to
the output (e.g., a common ontology) of negotiations.
This work suggests a few directions for further studies and practices. One is
that the proposed model for geodata contexts can be enriched. Although the
proposed pragmatic elements of information agents, objective facts and
subjective dimensions cover essential elements of a geodata context, in the
study presented in this chapter the emphasis was put on subdivisions and
inferences of elements in subjective dimensions. As the representation of a
context is a broad domain (cf. Grudin, 2001), more elements can be collected
or current elements in the model can be subdivided, such that these new
elements can be used to simulate potential situations (e.g., conflicts caused
by people, time or location, etc.) in geodata interoperability and to propose
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solutions. Another direction is considering the organizational rules together
with technical issues for improving geodata interoperability. Although
addressing issues of systems, syntaxes, schemas, semantics and pragmatics
can improve the interoperability of geodata from the technical side, issues
from the organizational side are also necessary when these technical issues
are put into practice (cf. Tolk, 2003). In a large project like the NMRA,
improving the organizational rules can be a nice complement to the technical
issues for addressing geodata interoperability.

6.6

Conclusions

Geological data are related to and affected by its surrounding context.
Pragmatic elements in a geological data context include information agents,
objective facts and subject dimensions, etc. Semantics cannot fully solve the
pragmatic interoperability issues between geological data contexts because
semantics concentrates on machine information agents of geological data. In
the study presented in this chapter, a model of geological data contexts was
demonstrated and it was used to interpret a procedure of semantic
negotiations between geological data contexts. These works were applied in
the National Mineral Resources Assessment project of China by developing
and using a computer program. Applications and results proved that this
program helped to achieve consensus on understanding, use and potential
result of shared geological data. This study shows that awareness of contexts
and a procedure of semantic negotiations are useful to improve the
pragmatic interoperability of distributed geological data in a long-term
perspective. Chapters 2–6 have described and discussed methods to answer
the five research questions stated in Chapter 1. The following chapter 7
summarizes the results of the studies described in preceding chapters and
presents answers to the research questions.
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Geological data are important not only for studies of the earth but also for
approaches coping with societal affairs in economic development,
environmental protection and hazard mitigation, etc. Interoperability of
geological data is the focus of considerable attention in recent years, and
different types of ontologies (i.e., an ontology spectrum) have been studied
to address this challenge. Accordingly, the background of this study (see
Chapter 1) is that:
Substantial progress has been made in developing geological
ontologies and using them to mediate heterogeneous geological
data, in which the capability of ontologies for promoting geological
data interoperability is commonly acknowledged.
Although this statement indicates that applying an ontology spectrum is a
mainstream approach for problem-solving in the field of geological data
interoperability, current and potential practices of this mainstream approach
are faced with the following key challenges, which are addressed in this
dissertation:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Modeling and encoding of ontologies;
Multilinguality of geological data and ontologies;
Flexibility and usefulness of ontology-based applications; and
Mediation and evolution of geological data and ontologies.

In respect of the background and the challenges, the objective of this study
is defined as:
To explore approaches to address the aforementioned key challenges
in applying an ontology spectrum to promote geological data
interoperability, and to answer five research questions stated in
Chapter 1.
The studies presented in Chapters 2–6 described and discussed solutions or
methods that were investigated to answer the five research questions,
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respectively. The reminder of this chapter first summarizes the results
discussed in Chapters 2–6 and their inter-relationships, and then provides
answers to the research questions and draws main conclusions. The main
contributions of the research studies described in this dissertation are
discussed relevant to the aforementioned four key challenges. This chapter
ends with recommendations for further work.

7.1

Summary of results and their interrelationships

(1) Modeling and encoding of ontologies to address both internal and external
aspects of local geological data interoperability.
In Chapter 2, a pure hierarchical structure (Fig. 2.3) was used in a controlled
vocabulary to organize professional terms of 27 subjects in geological data of
mining projects. This structure is simple but is functional enough, because
the vocabulary was mainly used to promote standard terms in local contexts
of mining projects. The vocabulary was encoded as spreadsheets (Figs. 2.7a–
f) to support applications in relational databases. Each term in the vocabulary
was labeled with both Chinese and English names and was tagged with a
unique alphanumerical code. Moreover, several national standards were
adapted in the vocabulary to improve the interoperability of the vocabulary
and the geological data standardized by it.
Distributed geological data sources used in the studies described in Chapters
3 and 5 are published online and thus are within a regional/global
environment, but they are maintained within their local contexts. Works in
these two chapters show that if distributed local geological data sources do
not address standards strictly (e.g., using synonyms of standard geological
terms), then the ontologies being used to mediate distributed geological data
sources should be comprehensive (e.g., collecting synonyms as many as
possible).
Compared to the 27 subjects covered by the controlled vocabulary in Chapter
2, the thesaurus described in Chapter 3 is much smaller because it focused
only on the subject of geological time. However, the structure of this
thesaurus is more complex, because both hierarchical and ordinal
relationships (Fig. 3.2b) between geological time concepts were represented
in the thesaurus, and annotations were collected to define those concepts.
The ordinal hierarchical structure and the annotations of the thesaurus were
encoded with an extended SKOS model (Fig. 3.2a), and were used in a pilot
system to explain the meanings of geological time concepts to users. Similar
to the operations of adapting national standards in a controlled vocabulary in
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Chapter 2, the thesaurus in Chapter 3 adopted the International Stratigraphic
Chart as the basic conceptual reference, and it collected many synonyms of
geological time terms to mediate heterogeneous geological data.
The RDF/OWL-based ontology of geological time scale in Chapter 5 refines
the thesaurus in Chapter 3. This ontology defined chronostratigraphic units
(i.e., Eonothem, Erathem, System, Series and Stage) as classes, and it then
defined all geological time concepts as instances of these classes (Fig. 5.1c).
It refined the ordinal hierarchical structure by replacing the relationships
“skos:broader” and “skos:narrower” in the thesaurus (Fig. 3.2b) with
“gts:subsetOf” and “gts:supersetOf”, respectively (Fig. 5.1c). The ontology
also includes annotations of geological time concepts from international
standards and commonly used glossaries. Those annotations were used to
develop featured functions with online geological maps in a pilot system.
(2) Using multilingual ontologies to alleviate linguistic barriers of online
geological data in a regional/global environment.
While inaccuracy, inconsistency and incompleteness are challenges faced by
multilingual thesauri of many subjects in geology, the thesaurus in Chapter 3
concentrates on the subject of geological time scale. It did not follow an
alphabetical or alphanumerical sequence in the arrangements of terms.
Instead, it took the International Stratigraphic Chart as a basic conceptual
reference and arranged chronostratigraphic terms in an ordinal hierarchical
structure (Fig. 3.1). Because the International Stratigraphic Chart is in
English, the thesaurus used English terms to set up an initial structure and
then labeled terms in six other languages. In this way, the accuracy and
consistency of the thesaurus were achieved, and the completeness was partly
achieved because there were synonyms of these multilingual terms to be
collected. The thesaurus used an extended SKOS model for encodings, which
not only represented the ordinal hierarchical structure but also provided
properties to encode multilingual chronostratigraphic terms as preferred
labels and multilingual geochronological terms and synonyms as alternative
labels. A pilot system (Fig. 3.5) was set up to recognize and translate
geological time terms from online geological maps. Results show that
properly deployed multilingual geological thesauri are functional for
alleviating linguistic barriers of online geological data and improving their
interoperability.
Although the RDF/OWL-based ontology in Chapter 5 updated both object and
datatype properties from the thesaurus in Chapter 3 to make an enriched
representation of geological time scale, its multilingual labels (Fig. 5.1) were
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inherited from the thesaurus in Chapter 3. The difference is that the
multilingual labels in the ontology of Chapter 5 were not used for translation,
but for the recognition of geological time concepts regardless in which of the
seven languages (i.e., those covered by the ontology) they were encoded.
The pilot system (Fig. 5.9) in Chapter 5 developed a function of annotations
by quoting the ontology, but currently these detailed annotations are in
English only.
The size of the controlled vocabulary in Chapter 2 is much bigger than that of
the thesaurus in Chapter 3. The developed controlled vocabulary adapted
several national standards in China and provided terms in Chinese and
English. In case studies in a mining group, the controlled vocabulary was
used to standardize geo-databases for mine exploration applications. Records
in a standardized database were translated from Chinese into English easily
by using the controlled vocabulary.
(3) Integrating inter-complementary methods of conceptual analysis to
develop standard-compatible conceptual schemas for problem-solving in
geology.
In Chapter 4, the data-flow models (Figs. 4.2, 4.3 and 4.7) and objectoriented models (Fig. 4.8) define diverse relationships between classes, sets
and instances of borehole metal-grade intervals and composites. These
models have more complex structures than the controlled vocabulary in
Chapter 2 and the thesaurus in Chapter 3. Data-flow models show
progressing steps in the composting of borehole metal-grade intervals.
Object-oriented models give a clear expression of objects and their
relationships in the compositing procedure. The two types of models
complement each other, however. The data-flow models were drawn as flow
charts and the object-oriented models were encoded with UML schemas.
Finally, the designed models were transformed into computer programs of a
pilot system.
The two key attributes – metal-grade and length – of borehole intervals and
composites in the models relate to profitability and minability of ore bodies
outlined using the borehole composites. The two attributes were used in the
compositing, dilution and classification of waste composites, economic but
unminable composites and economic and minable composites. Such
attributes and classes are compatible with commonly used standards for
mineral resources estimation and, thus, improve the interoperability of the
developed models and the results of compositing borehole metal-grade
intervals.
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In Chapter 4, annotations of attributes, sets and classes in the models were
collected, and used in the user interface (Fig. 4.9) of the pilot system to
explain the meanings of symbols, but they were not included in the flow
charts or UML schemas due to the limited space of graphic views in these
models. The annotations of geological time concepts collected in Chapters 3
and 5 were encoded as source codes in the SKOS-based thesaurus and the
RDF/OWL-based ontology, respectively. They were retrieved and shown on
the user interfaces of pilot systems (Figs 3.5, 5.9) dynamically following the
operations of users.
(4) Incorporating ontologies into state-of-the-art technologies in geoinformation science to promote interoperability of online geological data for
both geologists and non-geologists.
In Chapter 5, a RDF/OWL-based ontology of geological time scale was built
and several functions underpinned by the ontology were developed. One
featured function based on the ontology is automatic annotations (Figs. 5.1a
and 5.9) for geological time concepts recognized from online geological maps
(i.e., WMS layers). Besides this, a Flash animation of geological time scale
(Fig. 5.2) was built to visualize the ontology, and then more interactive
functions were developed based on the Flash animation. One of them is
changing the layout of the animation automatically following input queries of
geological time concepts recognized from online maps (Fig. 5.4). Other
interactive functions include using the animation to show legends of
geological time features of online maps (Fig. 5.6), and using the legends as
operation panels to filter out and generalize geological time features in the
maps (Figs. 5.7 and 5.11). Several cases of conceptual mappings, such as
“Lower Cambrian = Terreneuvian + Series 2” and “Middle Cambrian = Series
3”, were addressed in these functions. Because the ontology, the Flash
animation and the WMS map layers were all developed with Web-compatible
formats, it was efficient to combine them together in the Web environment.
The aforementioned functions were included in a pilot system and tested by
participants in a user-survey (Tables 5.1 and 5.2). Results show that these
functions are helpful for both geologists and non-geologists to understand
geological time contents in online geological maps and to explore more
information from the maps.
Although the thesaurus in Chapter 3 relates to a same topic – geological time
scale – as that of the ontology in Chapter 5, the works in Chapter 3
highlighted the functions developed for multilingual translations of geological
time concepts recognized from online geological maps. These functions
translate not only the geological time terms but also short annotations of the
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terms and the operational instructions on the user interface (Fig. 3.5).
Another group of functions described in Chapter 3 is the methods of
characteristic-oriented term retrieval (Fig. 3.4) developed in JavaScript
programs for recognizing geological time concepts. The accuracy and
functionality of these functions were proved in a pilot system.
The controlled vocabulary in Chapter 2, although not used online, were
functional for standardizing geo-databases used in mine exploration projects
and improved their interoperability with external projects. With the
standardized geo-databases, some efficient functions were developed. One
example function described in Chapter 2 is the automatic mapping of
borehole logs (Fig. 2.9).
In Chapter 4, the object-oriented and data-flow models were regarded as
ontologies resulting from conceptual analyses. The programs developed with
C++ were based on these models, and in the pilot system they helped people
to conduct compositing works and to obtain standard-compatible metal-grade
composites in the results (Fig. 4.9).
(5) Representing contexts of geological data and achieving pragmatic
interoperability of distributed and evolving geological data in a long-term
perspective.
In Chapter 6, it was discussed that both geological data and ontologies are
usually affected by contexts in which they are built and organized. The issues
of geological data interoperability were considered in a flowing environment
and one-station-stop approaches are not suitable for solving challenges in
these issues. In this regards, the topic of pragmatic interoperability was
proposed in Chapter 6. A model of information agents, object facts and
subjective dimensions was designed to represent the contexts of geological
data sources. Second-order logic statements were used to encoded objects
and relationships in this model, based on which a procedure of semantic
negotiations was conducted for approaching pragmatic interoperability among
distributed geological data and ontologies (Fig. 6.2). The methods discussed
in Chapter 6 have been used in the National Mineral Resources Assessment
project of China and the results prove that these methods are effective for
improving geological data interoperability among the sub-projects of this
project.
Although the main topic of Chapter 2 was different from that of Chapter 6, it
was also proposed that a controlled vocabulary should have an open
structure in order that new terms can be added when they are found in actual
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geological works. In addition, Chapter 2 discussed that negotiations and
collaborations among stakeholders in the same or related knowledge domains
are helpful for promoting wider acceptability and interoperability of a
controlled vocabulary.
The issues of collaborative modeling and pragmatic interoperability were not
discussed in Chapter 3, but this chapter mentioned the basal time boundary
of Quaternary as a notable case of the evolving meanings of geological time
concepts. This case shows that properties and/or meanings of concepts in
geological ontologies (and also geological data) may change in a long-term
perspective. If such issues are not addressed properly, confusions and
misunderstandings may arise between mismatched geological ontologies and
data.

7.2

Answers to research questions and main
conclusions

Based on the summary of the results, answers can be given to the five
research questions specified in Chapter 1:
(1) How can ontologies be modeled and encoded, so that the resulting
ontologies are not only efficient for harmonizing local geological data but also
function to improve the interoperability of local or internal geological data
with extramural or external projects?
A strategy of “global thoughts and local actions” should be deployed.
Ontologies can be encoded in different formats (i.e., syntactic variability)
according to the requirements of local actions, whereas concise or precise
definitions (i.e., semantic variability) of concepts and their inter-relationships
in ontologies depend on the works of modeling, in which the global thoughts
of interoperability should be addressed if local geological data are
underpinned by the built ontologies and are to be shared with extramural
projects.
(2) In a regional/global environment, how can linguistic barriers of online
geological data be alleviated by building and using multilingual ontologies?
There are three core requirements for a multilingual geological ontology:
accurate, consistent, and complete. The multilingual labeling method is easier
for use than the interlingual mapping method in building ontologies, whereas
the former also requires that terms in different language share a common
conceptual structure. Geological data are increasingly shared online and,
thus, are brought into regional/global environments. If the concepts in those
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geological data can be recognized by multilingual ontologies, they can be
translated in to different languages by retrieving multilingual labels in the
ontologies. In this way, multilingual geological ontologies alleviate linguistic
barriers of online geological data.
(3) How can different methods of conceptual analysis be integrated to
develop thematic conceptual schemas that are efficient for problem-solving
and are compatible with commonly used standards in the field of geology?
Different methods of conceptual analysis can be used to build conceptual
schemas for a thematic work in geology. Each method has its own feature
and can address the challenges of a work from a special aspect. For example,
the data-flow method can analyze steps in problem-solving, whereas the
object-oriented method can analyze objects and relationships in the same
work. A more effective way is, however, to apply inter-complementary
methods in conceptual analysis of a work and, thus, obtain a comprehensive
understanding of the problem and the solution. Some logic theories, such as
second-order logic and description logic, can be applied as a medium to
integrate different methods in conceptual analysis. In addition, commonly
used attributes and classes in a domain should be adopted in the conceptual
analysis to improve the interoperability of the resulting conceptual schemas.
(4) How can ontology-based tools be developed to improve the
interoperability of online geological data, so as to help both geologists and
non-geologists to retrieve geological information and discover geological
knowledge?
Only very few people are familiar with the background knowledge of geology.
Geological ontologies store conceptualizations of domain knowledge in
geology and can be used as knowledge references to explain the meaning of
geological data. Ontologies can be incorporated into state-of-the-art
technologies in geo-information science to develop applications for improving
geological data interoperability. The contexts of the geological data should be
considered in the developments of these applications. The usefulness of these
applications – their capabilities to help people to access, decode, understand
and appropriately use data – should be evaluated according to the objectives
of data interoperability in a certain context.
(5) What are the context-caused challenges for geological data
interoperability, and how can these challenges be addressed in a long-term
perspective?
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People’s understanding of the earth is evolving and their conceptualizations
of geological knowledge are not fixed. Such evolutions in ontologies also
affect the contents of geological data if the data are underpinned by the
ontologies. While the diversity of geological studies and conceptualizations in
local contexts should be allowed and protected, it is also desirable that local
geological data and ontologies can be understood and used by people in
other contexts. Regular semantic negotiations and updates of a common
ontology among local contexts in the same domain is an effective paradigm
to achieve this objective.
The main conclusions of this study are:
Geological ontologies and geological data are evolving in a long-term
perspective. Common understanding of subjects in geology requires semantic
negotiations among stakeholders and domain experts. Different types of
ontologies in an ontology spectrum can be used to encode the commonly
agreed models of subjects in geology. By using ontologies, innovative
applications can be developed to promote geological data interoperability at
local, regional and global levels.

7.3

Main contributions

The main contributions of the research studies described in this dissertation
are:
The importance of distinguishing and at the same time bridging between
modeling and encoding geological ontologies has been addressed. The
practices of “global thoughts and local actions” in modeling and encoding of
various types of geological ontologies considered in this study provide
experiences and lessons for other ongoing or in-preparation works of
geological ontologies, as well as ontologies of non-geological domains.
The method of multilingual labeling for building accurate, consistent and
complete multilingual geological ontologies has been explored and developed.
The case study of multilingual thesaurus of geological time scale uses English
terms as the basic reference while others as labels. In actual works, terms in
any language can be used as the basic reference if the terms in different
languages share a common conceptual structure. It has been shown in this
dissertation that multilingual geological ontologies encoded in Webcompatible formats have great potential to improve the interoperability of
online geological data.
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Flexible functions underpinned by ontologies, such as automatic mapping of
borehole logs, annotations and animations showing details of geological time
concepts, conceptual mappings between geological terms, filtrations and
generalizations of spatial features in online geological maps, etc., have been
examined and developed. These functions are proven useful to help both
geologists and non-geologists to understand contents in geological maps and
conduct further operations. With these works, this dissertation expresses an
opinion that users of geological data consist of not only geologists and earth
scientists, but also other scientists and the general public, and there is still a
lot of work to do if stakeholders want to improve the understandability of
their geological data for a broader community of users.
The pragmatic interoperability of geological data in actual works has been
discussed and a method of semantic negotiations between geological data
contexts as an approach to address this challenge has been proposed. This
proposed method puts the issues of geological data interoperability in a longterm perspective and suggests that those issues should be addressed
sustainably.
As a whole, the studies described in this dissertation provide a route map for
stakeholders who are willing to use ontologies to promote geological data
interoperability at local, regional and global levels.

7.4

Recommendations for further work

Based on the outcomes of the research described in this dissertation, several
recommendations for further studies can be provided.
(1) Enrichment of semantic expressions of developed ontologies. The
developed RDF/OWL-based ontology of geological time scale can be enriched.
Specifications of relationships between geological time concepts can be
refined. Terms and annotations in more languages can be labeled, and more
synonyms and conceptual mapping examples can be collected. Following the
explored methods, ontologies of other geological subjects, such as rock
types, mineral types and fossils, etc., can also be developed.
(2) Development of methods for conceptual mapping/matching between
geological ontologies. Conceptual mapping/matching between ontologies
described in this dissertation and ontologies developed by other researchers
can be further explored. Mapping between ontologies in the same knowledge
domain can potentially provide efficient approaches to address issues of
geological data interoperability.
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(3) Application of fuzzy logic and faceted classifications to build ontologies for
subjects in geology. The ontologies described in this dissertation follow the
crisp logic, such as second-order logic and fixed hierarchical classifications.
Fuzzy logic and faceted classifications can be studied for building ontologies
of some subjects in geology.
(4) Further development of innovative ontology-based applications.
Applications of ontologies with latest geo-information technologies need to be
developed and tested further for the field of geology. Geo-information
technologies are fast evolving and many new methods and technologies are
being developed. In this study, applications of ontologies with Web Map
Service (WMS) of geological data have been developed. Applications of
ontologies with Web Feature Service (WFS), Web Processing Service (WPS)
and other technologies can be further explored.
(5) Refinement of models of geological data contexts. New elements or
subdivisions of existing elements must be examined to enrich the current
model of a geological data context. Fuzzy logic and other methods can be
tested to rebuild the procedure of semantic negotiations, which is currently
based on second-order logic.
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Appendix: Programs and documents of pilot
systems
Pilot systems were developed for chapters 3, 4 and 5 of this
dissertation. Programs, source codes, documents and videos related
to these pilot systems were put online and can be accessed through a
webpage.
https://sites.google.com/site/xgmaitc/phdwork
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Summary
Geological data are not only essential for studying the earth but also for
addressing key societal challenges. Interoperability of geological data has
long been a topic of concern in scientific works. Compared to the ongoing
deluge of digital geological data, approaches for promoting effective
geological data interoperability are underdeveloped.
Challenges regarding data interoperability can arise at different levels, such
as systems (i.e., network and services), syntax (i.e., language and
encoding), schemas (i.e., modeling and structure), semantics (i.e., content
and meaning), and pragmatics (i.e., use and effect). Among the various
finished and/or ongoing studies addressing geological data interoperability,
ontology-based approaches have attracted increasing attentions in recent
years. Ontologies in computer science are defined as shared
conceptualizations of domain knowledge. It was discussed in the literature
that, among various types of ontologies, there is an ontology spectrum,
which covers ontology types with varying semantic richness.
Despite the progress in building and using different types of geological
ontologies, the application of an ontology spectrum to promote geological
data interoperability still faces various challenges, among which four key
challenges are addressed in this dissertation: (1) modeling and encoding of
ontologies; (2) multilinguality of geological data and ontologies; (3) flexibility
and usefulness of ontology-based applications; and (4) mediation and
evolution of geological data and ontologies.
The research described and discussed in this dissertation aimed to explore
approaches to address the aforementioned key challenges, and thus to
provide a route map for applying an ontology spectrum to promote geological
data interoperability at local, regional and global levels. The dissertation was
focused on the following five specific research questions.
(1) How can ontologies be modeled and encoded, so that the resulting
ontologies are not only efficient for harmonizing local geological data but
also function to improve the interoperability of local or internal geological
data with extramural or external projects?
(2) In a regional/global environment, how can linguistic barriers of online
geological data be alleviated by building and using multilingual
ontologies?
(3) How can different methods of conceptual analysis be integrated to
develop thematic conceptual schemas that are efficient for problem-
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solving and are compatible with commonly used standards in the field of
geology?
(4) How can ontology-based tools be developed to improve the
interoperability of online geological data, so as to help both geologists
and non-geologists to retrieve geological information and discover
geological knowledge?
(5) What are the context-caused challenges for geological data
interoperability, and how can these challenges be addressed in a longterm perspective?
To give insights into above-stated questions, case studies of geological data
interoperability at local, regional and global levels were conducted in this
research. Several types of ontologies such as taxonomies, thesauri,
conceptual schemas and logical language-based ontologies were examined,
developed and deployed, according to the context of each case study. Based
on the results of these case studies, the dissertation answered each research
question and presented findings addressing the aforementioned four key
challenges: (1) Modeling and encoding should be distinguished while also
bridged in building and using of geological ontologies; (2) Multilingual
labeling is effective for build accurate, consistent and complete multilingual
geological ontologies, which are functional to mediate multilingual geological
data; (3) Ontology-based functions are useful to improve geological data
interoperability and benefit both geologists and non-geologists who use the
data; and (4) Geological data and ontologies are affected by their contexts
and semantic negotiations can be used to achieve pragmatic interoperability
between distributed geological data.
As a whole, the dissertation presents strategies and methods for deploying
an ontology spectrum properly in practices to promote geological data
interoperability. Geological ontologies and geological data are evolving in a
long-term perspective. Common understanding of subjects in geology
requires semantic negotiations among stakeholders and domain experts.
Different types of ontologies in an ontology spectrum can be used to encode
the commonly agreed models of subjects in geology. By using ontologies,
innovative applications can be developed to promote geological data
interoperability at local, regional and global levels.
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Samenvatting
Geologische data zijn niet alleen onmisbaar voor het bestuderen van de
aarde, maar ook bij het aangaan van belangrijke maatschappelijke
uitdagingen. De uitwisselbaarheid van geologische data is al sinds lang
onderwerp van zorg binnen de wetenschap. Want terwijl er sprake is van een
ware stortvloed aan digitale geologische data, is de aanpak van een
effectieve uitwisseling van geologisch data onderbelicht gebleven.
De uitwisselbaarheid van data kan een probleem zijn op verschillende
niveaus, bijvoorbeeld op het niveau van systemen (netwerken en diensten),
op een syntactisch niveau (taal en representatie in code), op het schematisch
niveau (modellering en structuur), op het semantische niveau (inhoud en
betekenis) of het pragmatische niveau (gebruik en gevolgen). In de
afgelopen jaren is in studies naar de uitwisselbaarheid van geologische
gegevens een toenemende aandacht ontstaan voor het gebruik van
ontologieën. Ontologieën worden in de informatica gedefinieerd als
conceptualiseringen van domeinkennis. Uit de literatuur ontstaat het beeld
van een ontologie-spectrum, waarbinnen verschillende typen ontologieën met
variërende semantische rijkdom bestaan.
Ondanks positieve ontwikkelingen in het maken en gebruiken van diverse
typen geologische ontologieën blijven er nog verschillende uitdagingen over
in het toepassen van een ontologie-spectrum ten behoeve van de
uitwisselbaarheid van geologische gegevens. In deze dissertatie behandelen
we vier belangrijke struikelblokken: (1) het modelleren en representeren van
ontologieën; (2) de meertaligheid van geologische data en ontologieën; (3)
de flexibiliteit en bruikbaarheid van ontologie-gebaseerde toepassingen; en
(4) de afstemming en ontwikkeling van geologische data en ontologieën.
Het onderzoek dat in deze dissertatie wordt beschreven en bediscussieerd
was gericht op de genoemde struikelblokken. Dit om de weg te bereiden voor
de toepassing van een ontologie spectrum, om zo de interoperabiliteit van
geologische data op lokaal, regionaal en globaal niveau te bevorderen. De
dissertatie is specifiek gericht op de volgende vijf onderzoeksvragen:
(1) Hoe kunnen ontologieën worden gemodelleerd en gerepresenteerd op
een zodanige wijze dat de resulterende ontologieën niet alleen bruikbaar
zijn voor het harmoniseren van lokale geologische data, maar ook de
uitwisselbaarheid kunnen bevorderen van die lokale of interne
geologische data met extramurale of externe projecten?
(2) Hoe kan het bouwen en gebruiken van meertalige ontologieën de
taalkundige barrières in online geologische data verminderen, in een
regionale/globale context?
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(3) Hoe kunnen verschillende conceptuele analysemethoden worden
gecombineerd om thematische conceptuele schema’s te ontwikkelen die
bruikbaar zijn voor het oplossen van problemen en die compatibel zijn
met veelgebruikte standaarden in de geologische wereld?
(4) Hoe kunnen op ontologieën gebaseerde gereedschappen worden
ontwikkeld die de uitwisselbaarheid van online geologische data
bevorderen en zo geologen en leken helpen bij het verzamelen van
geologische informatie en het ontdekken van geologische kennis?
(5) Wat zijn de door de context veroorzaakte problemen bij de
uitwisselbaarheid van geologische gegevens en hoe kunnen deze het
best worden aangepakt op de lange termijn?
Om antwoord te krijgen op bovenvermelde vragen zijn case studies gedaan
naar de uitwisselbaarheid van geologische data op lokaal, regionaal en
globaal niveau. Verschillende typen ontologieën, zoals taxonomieën, thesauri,
conceptuele schema’s en ontologieën gebaseerd op logische talen, zijn
onderzocht, ontwikkeld en gebruikt. Dit is gedaan in de context van de
verschillende case studies, en gebaseerd op de uitkomsten geven we in deze
dissertatie antwoord op de onderzoeksvragen en geven we oplossingen voor
de eerder genoemde vier struikelblokken: (1) Bij het ontwikkelen en
gebruiken van ontologieën moet er onderscheid gemaakt worden tussen de
modellering en de representatie, maar tegelijkertijd moet deze twee ook op
elkaar afgestemd worden; (2) Meertalige labels zijn bruikbaar voor het
bouwen van nauwkeurige, consistente en complete meertalige geologische
ontologieën, die op hun beurt weer bruikbaar zijn voor het op elkaar
afstemmen van meertalige geologische datasets; (3) Op ontologieën
gebaseerde functies zijn geschikt voor het verbeteren van uitwisselbaarheid
van geologische gegevens en dat komt ten goede aan zowel geologen als
leken die deze data gebruiken; en (4) Geologische data en ontologieën
worden beïnvloed door hun context en door het onderling afstemmen van de
semantiek kan op een pragmatische manier uitwisselbaarheid tussen
gedistribueerde geologische data bereikt worden.
Samenvattend presenteert deze dissertatie strategieën en methoden om een
ontologie-spectrum op de juiste wijze in te zetten om uitwisselbaarheid van
geologische gegevens te bevorderen. Op de lange termijn evolueren zowel de
geologische ontologieën als de geologische data. Voor een algemeen begrip
van geologische onderwerpen is een afstemming tussen belanghebbenden en
domeinexperts nodig. Om de algemeen aanvaarde modellen van geologische
onderwerpen te representeren kunnen verschillende typen ontologieën in een
ontologie-spectrum gebruikt worden. Door het gebruik van ontologieën
kunnen innovatieve applicaties worden ontwikkeld die de uitwisselbaarheid
van geologische data op lokaal, regionaal en globaal niveau bevorderen.
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